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Davis runs for trustee, aldermanic seat
The Saanich school board race 
for trustee has eight candidates 
vying for four seats. Incumbents 
seeking another term include 
Rubymay Parrott, John Betts 
and Esther Galbraith. Roy 
Hyndman decided not to run 
again.
Joe Lott, former Parkland 
school principal, and Mrs. Carol 
Orom, 795 Ardmore, will be 
challenging each other for 
Hyndman’s Sidney seat on the 
board.
Marilyn Loveless, 5825 West 
Saanich Road, is trying for the
Saanich seat held by Betts while 
Galbraith — for Central Saanich 
— is being challenged by 
newcomer Heather Crampton, 
6120 Central Saanich Road.
Parrot, trustee for North 
Saanich, faces opposition from 
Trevor Davis, 9080 Ardmore.
Davis is also running for a seat on 
North Saanich council. Some 10 
years ago Davis held both 
positions — he was North 
Saanicli mayor and school 
trustee.
Parrott said late Monday she 
was looking forward to the
challenge. “I’m delighted there 
will be an election — it indicates 
public interest in education and 
its related problems.’’
The trustee said she was “a 
little surprised Trevor (Davis) will 
run. He must remember how 
difficult it was to handle both
jobs.’’ The role of school trustee 
had grown considerbly over the 
last decade, she added.
Davis, however, was confident 
he could cope with council and 
school board as he did before, 
“then 1 was running a job in New 











PEGGIE ROWAND | 
It’s that time of the year | 
again — the time to talk i 
about the “annual list of || 
deadbeats’’ who are overdue |l 
m paying their property i|
taxes, Aid. Ross Martin 
Monday at1^ announced 
II Sidney'council. ^
|| But he assured resident || 
owners that IIp property 
^ measures to be taken against P 
11 delinquent commercial and ||
industrial rental property || 
II owners would not be applied j| 
^ to them. P
p He proposed delinquent p 
P taxpayers have their names ^ 
P published in the papers and i 
|| that legal action be taken 1 
|| against them. His motion || 
P was approved. ; ^ i
II Mayor Norma Sealey said | 
II the situation arises each year
‘but nt’s worse this - year
because-v oT^^^e
^ rates. ” Some people ’ are 
P investing the: tax rhoney they | 
P should be paying and getting p 
j 20 per cent oii/it while all i 
p they’re having to meet locally p 
j is a 10 per cent tax penalty. p 
i Sealey said some people p 
|| were running two years || 
^ behind and “it’s not fair to ^ 
i those who pay. They have to || 
i carry the load for people who g 
P invest elsewhere.” J
|i Sealey added council was "" 
I not out to penalize residents 
|| in hardship situations.
P Town administrator Geoff 
Logan said Tuesday council 
did publish names of 
delinquent taxpayers “three 
or four years ago” but not 
since them. However, council 
is adamant that they will be 
published this year and legal 
action taken.
Residents who fall into a 
I different category will be sent
Hopefuls flood
^ortl Soamel
Congratulatory telegrams from friends in Calgary and Alberta and constant flow of ad­
miring public pleased author Annora Brown Saturday at Owl's Eye Book Store in Sidney 







of an early 
on French
died without
discussion at Monday’s meeting 
of Saanich school board when no 
one would second a motion by
trustee Eileen Galbraith.
Galbraith moved that “in the 
light of the petition of 950 
signatures requesting a 
referendum on French im­
mersion, the district ad-
Roogel Interested
I
a letter and given 30 days to 
pay.
Logan said there’s a plan 
in the works to amend 
present legislation so councils 
can change the going penalty 
rate so that it equals rates 
people get when investing 
their money elsewhere in­
stead of paying their ta.xesbit 
lime,
In police options
A,ld. Jay Rangel plans to ask 
North Saanich council to take a 
second look at its options before 
proceeding to employ the RCMP 
as municipal police.
He told the Review Friday he 
had been making enquiries as to 
the municipal police operation in 
Central Saanich, and the police 
office space available there, and 




cost of RCMP service 
municipalities lie thought 
alternatives deserved 
sideration.
The options would be selling 
up a North .Saanich force or 
proposing a combined police 
operation with Central Saanich.
“The RCMP have served 
North Saanich.well for many 
years,” Rangel said, “hut in view 
of the escalation of costs We 
should 1101 accept automatically 
that there is only one way for 
policing to go.”
He said he would propose a 
motion at the next council 
meeting that the other options he 
investigated before a decision is 
mude.
Anticipation has Dmnh and Darryl Crank of North Saanich 
preparing early for Halkf ween.
United Way 
total climbs
Sidney and North 
Saanich arc inchihg their 
way towards the two 
mnnicipalitiv.;’ goal in 
the United Way cant- 
paign. Fattest figure from 
hendqunrtcrn in Victoria 
put total to date at 
$12,789 —• comprising 
34.8 per cent of tarpet.
ministration investigate the 
wording and cost of a referen­
dum on French immersion in 
School District No. 63 and that a 
report be made at the next regular 
board meeting.”
When all trustees remained 
mute, chairman Gerry 
Kristianson suggested such a 
motion would make it impossible 
to hold a referendum at the 
November municipal elections, 
and that if Galbraith would re­
word it to calf for an immediate 
referendum there might be a 
seconder. She did not do so, and 
the matter died.
Kristianson said later he was 
sure several trustees would have 
bceii ready to second it motion 
for an immediate referendum in 
order to have it discussed, but 
none would move it ns they were 
o[tposed to the idea,
The board received an 
evaluation report on the French 
immersion program, and decided 
to liave some extra copies made 
for interested organi/.aiions, 
Prepared by the district board’s 
French constiliani, Dr. Gcoffry 
Mills, and dated June, 1981, the 
report states that, “In terms of 
personal growth, academic 
development, linguistic 
development and social maturity, 
tlie majority of the students in the 
citrly immersion programs are 
making good progress.”
Tests showed tiiat the Saanich 
school district immersion 
Mndcnis at the kindergarten level 
scored slightly better on the 
average •» dic'ir ability to un­
derstand spoken f'rench than did 
Eastern r'','tnnflinn students, even 
though they had not had kin- 
dergaricn in I'lench.
In a mathematics test ihr* 
immersion students scored 90.,35 
per cent itt one class and 88,8 per 
cent in the other, while .students 
being in.Miucicd in English xuned
CiMiiiniH'd mi Ihigf 2 ^
By JOHN GREEN 
Only two people announced 
ahead of time that they planned 
to run for alderman in North 
Saanich this year, but when 
nominations closed Monday 
noon 14 men and two women had 
fded for the six seats, 11 of them 
for the three one-year terms.
All of the incumbent aldermen 
are running, although one. Jay 
Rangel, is seeking the mayor’s 
chair. He and former mayor 
George Westwood are the only 
candidates for that office.
Al.un Cornford, Jim Gumming 
and Harold Parrott are seeking 
two-year terms. Edgar Farthing 
and Dr. Dermid Bingham are 
running for one-year terms.
Other candidates for one year 
terms are Mrs. Nell Horth, 10837 
Deep Gove Rd.; Mrs, Dylis 
Poole, 2294 Tryon Rd.; Trevor , 
Davis, 9080, Ardmore; Robert 
HopCj , 2130 - Neptune; Philip- 
McR.ae,. 567: Cro rna.r; : iDavid 
Terrell, 1684: Mainview? Terr.; 
Ronald Ulmer, 1890 Mills Rdl; 
Richard Herlinveaux, 935 Birch, 
and Ronald Wickstrom, 8583 
Emard Terr, :
Seeking the two-year term are 
Otto Hack, who announced last 
week, and Frederick Zantvoort, 
658 Braemar.
Bingham had previously said 
he would not run. He changed his 
plans because of the number of 
people who protested his 
decision, but hasn’t really 
changed his mind.
“I hope I’ll be beaten, and you. ■ 
can put that in the paper,” he 
told The Review Monday.
Seeking the two-year term, 
Vantvoort said that as a 
busincs.sman, with inflation and 
interest rates being the two main 
problems, he thought every 
possible expenditure should be 
looked at closly at this time.
Davis, a consulting engineer 
who served as alderman from 
l‘J65 to 1971 and mayor from 
1971 to 1973, expressed similar 
eoncerns about municipal 
spending,
Hope, a technical drauglitman 
with Il.C. Tcl, and Herlinveaux, 
ail oceanographer, retired but 
doing conract work at the 
Insiiiule of Ocean Sciences, both 
vynnt to improve the water 
distribution system. Hope said 
he was “disgusted” with the 
duleomc of the water referen­
dum. Herlinveaux,! a volunteer 
fireman, was concerned about 
lack of water in some areas.
Ulmer, a scmi-rctircd 
businessman who was runner-up 
in the council election two years 
ago, also expressed
“difiapoinimcnl” at the water 
situation. He is presently 
chairman of the municipal board 
of variance.
Horth and Poole both men­
tioned the difficulty present 
council members had in working 
together, and Poole suggested 
that a woman’s point of view 
might help in striking a balance. 
Now retired, she formerly 
worked with disturbed children,
Horth, with a record of service 
on several public bodies, in­
cluding nine years on the hospital 
board, cxprc.sscd a particular 
interest in the library.
Terrell, who teaches public
administration at Camosun 
College, also suggested less 
confrontation would lead to 
better management, and that new 
blood might improve co­
operation.
Wickstrom, who last year was 
president of the Greater Victoria 
Teachers’: Association, said he 
would like to see orderly and 
logical development of the assets 
of North Saanich.
McRae, a chief engineer with 
the B.C. Ferry system, was 
working out of town on Monday, 





When nominations closed 
Monday Sidney Mayor Norma 
Sealey was returhed unnbpposed 
to office and three Central J. 
Saanich aldermen — Ruth 
Arnaud, Dicke Sharpe and Ron 
Cullis — were also back by ac­
clamation.
But there’s a fight on in Sidney 
with eight candidates seeking six 
aldermanic seats. Incumbents 
Eleanor Sowerby, Ben Ethier, 
Stan Bam ford and Ross Martin 
are being challenged by Jim 
Lang, 10173 Melissa, a former 
alderman; Loyd Burdon, 30, 
2200 Calvin, who was defeated 
by Stan Bamford when he ran for 
council in a June 1980 byclection; 
Norman McCandlish, 10292. 
Resthaven, and John Caldcr, 41, 
2502 Beaufort.
Lang has already served a two- 
year term on Sidney council. He 
resigned halfway through a 
second term to run In the 1979 
mayoralty race but was beaten by 
Norma Sealey.
Lang says “the return of the 
present council by acclamation is 
something wc can do without.” 
There are some issues, he says, 
adding he hopes “we can do 
better than u 22 per cent turnout 
at the polls.”
Lang says he’s opposed to the 
expropriation of part of the 
grounds at Sanscha Mall to make 
way for a one-way street through 
the towrn and says he's also 
opposed to “spending the few 
dollars wc do have in developing 
a two-way traffic couplet at this 
time.”
“There’s a shortage of money. 
Wc need the essentials — not 
frills—- after paying out all 
essential costs like schools. 
Capital Regional District, 
hospitals, police, fire protection 
and extra sewage costs,”
Caldcr is a comparative 
newcomer to Sidney hut is ex­
perienced in municipal politics. 
He was an alderman from 1977 - 
A9 at Hudson’s Hope,
Caldcr suy.s he has two i castms 
for seeking office. He’s Interested 
in municipal politics but he’s also 
worried that “too'much change” 
will destroy the natural benuly of 
the area and he “wants to try and 
piotectii.”
Caldcr is an electrician, He^s 
married with two children.
■•I'l
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CHAPEL SERVING . . .
Sidney 656-2932 
388-S1S5














7:30 p.m. Home Study 
Groups








^ ; 7 ..Study
I:()() ,i.m. Wrjrship
■^7: SO p.'m. . Wpflnesday
.Prayer
ALL ARE WELCOME




Third Si, Sidney 





‘ ■ Service (Church 
School, Nursery) 
11:00a,m.' Choral 
i: -7 Eucharist (Nursery) 
(5:30 p.m. '7 ;: 7 Youth
■;;.7:'Vv.7,;'.7.;;,,7 7:;‘' Group 
, . All Welcome!
j Rev. David Fuller;
Rector
: Office: 656-5322 
: Res.: 656-7669
• Anftlican Church of Canada











8:30 p.m, Communion 
9:30 a,m, Sunday 
School & Family 
Eucharist at Saanichton 
Elenionlary School, Ml, 
Newton X Rd
Rov, Ivan Fultor 
652-2812 
Ollico 652-4311 
9 to 12 noon 
Monday to Friday
ASSUMPTION 
7726 W. Saanich Road
6:30 p.m, Salurclay 
Mass




10030 Third St . Sidnoy
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SERVICE
Continued from Page 1 
93.66 per cent. Mills commented 
that “the differences are so slight 
as to be considered statistically 
non significant.”
In social studies and science 
grade one students, who had not 
had kindergarten French, were 
concentrating on language 
development and would have 
some catching up to do.
Questionnaires filled in by 80 
per cent of parents of children in 
French immersion showed two 
thirds had chosen the course so 
their child could be bilingual, and 
half felt it would provide 
“enrichment.”
Fifty-one children were 
reported to be happy and
motivated in French immersion 
classes, while 11 were not.
Parents reported themselves to 
be either very satisfied or 
satisfied. Only one was 
dissatisfied. Only one parent 
expressed concern that her child’s 
English reading had regressed.
While parents were over­
whelmingly satisfied with the 
program, interviews with English 
program teachers showed some 
concerns.
He concluded his report by 
offering congratulations to the 
personnel of the school district 
on “a very promising first year of 
operation.”
Winner of
The Lion's Club 400









P in union negotiations
FRIENDSHIP
BAPTIST CHURCH
10:30 a.m. Family Service
Missionaries David & Marjorie Parker
Pastor Ernie Kratofil 
Phone 477-8478








Police are looking 
for a husky thief who 
stole a dozen lead 
weights of 60 to 75 
pounds each from a 
boat at the fisher­
men’s wharf in Sidney 
sometime last week.
Value of the lead 


























11:00 a.m. Family 
Worship
“Everyone Welcome"
Dennis J. Paap, Pastor
Off. & Res. 656-7484 
Church 656-2721
The Church By The Lake
Elk Lake
Community Baptist 
5363 Pat Bay Hwy.
7.Sunday;--:'7; 
9;30;a.m.-:
(■j 7 7'7 ChurchSchooi
10:30 a.m. Morning
77::^’ 7^^^^^^^ 
7:30 pirn. ^7 : -^
7 Douglas St:
•atElk Lake




5550 Hamslerly Rd. 
Sunday Services 
10 a.m, 11 a.m. and 
7 p.m.
Wed, Prayer Meeting 
7 p.m,










11:00 a.m. 7 Family
7 "7 Worship
7:00 :p7m7'v ,77 Everting
‘ 7 7;77\ N
7:30 p:m. 7
7 Study &Prayer 
Meeting
A Friendly Family Church 
serving Central Saanich
652-3326
Mike Dumler, president of the Canadian 
Union of Public Employees, local 401, made„ 
a dash from Nanaimo to Sidney late Monday) 
— his plan or hope was to address Sidney 
council and gain its .support to put pressure 
on the Vancouver Island Regional Library 
board to resume negotiations.
Currently, librarians and clerical workers 
are off the job with all branches of VIRL 
closed on the Island. Strikers and 
the negotiating team for the VIRL have 
bogged down with no meetings since Sept. 
30.
But Dummler was stalled in his efforts to 
speak to council, whose official attitude was 
that it couldn’t deal with CUPE publicly 
since it involved a letter from VIRL director 
Fred White — released to the press and 
councils last week — which had not been 
dealt with publicly by council.
Dumler was miffed and said previous 
presentations at Comox, Courtenay and 
Lake Cowichan councils had met with 
results, with councils calling on their library 
representatives on the VIRL board to push 
for resumption of negotiations to end the 
strike.
Dumler said there had been no meeting 
since Sept. 30 and that and other previous 
meetings had been “unproductive.”
Dumler charges the VIRL has good reason 
to stall negotiations —; tax rebate in the 
coffers is some $100,000, he said. “Every 
day those libraries are closed the VIRL is 
■saving-money.”‘'77:''';''-7-'7:
: He Tsaid the negotiating committee is 
supposed to be representing the VIRL board 
—“to speak and act for the board” — but 
the board ha.s riot met since last spring, he 
added.
The following are some of the issues 
Dumler feels should be addressed by the 
VIRL — job descriptions,”^ job postings, on- 
the-job training courses, lay-offs, shift 
work, filling higher categories, leave of 
absence, promotions, overtime, parity of 
benefits for part-time employees.
Dumler says the employers’ reponse has 
been “We have gone as far as we can due to 
economics.” He points out that there were 
non-monetary concerns as well as monetary 
ones and that the employers’ offer had failed 
to address either adequately.
He said CUPE employees rejected a 
management proposal for a new contract by 
89 per cent and advised the VIRL board’s 
negotiating committee that they did not want 
to take strike action. The board’s offer failed 
to address the main concerns of employees, 
he said.
Dumler said the response by the 
negotiating committee was “we have gone as 
far as we can . . . you’ll do what you have to 
do.”
“Now it appears they place the full blame 
and responsibility for the disruption of 
library service on the workers. ”
Dumler said that in seeking ways to bring 
about “meaningful negotiations” he has 
sought advice and assistance from school 
boards and councils. He stresses CUPE is 
not asking for endpsement of its contract 
proposals' — only suggestions towards 
resolving the current dispute.
Sorrie 132 , clerical workers and 18 
librarians are off the job and libraries closed 
on Vancouver Island, including Sidney and 
Brentwood branches. The B.C. Government 
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SEAFOOD a STEAK 
OPEN DAILY FOR 
LUNCH (DINNER 
|Clai»<l Tu>i. I
2558 Bevan Ave., 
Sidney














Tueiday thru Saturday 
11:30 a.m, • 7:30 p.m,
9007 - 4th St., Sidney
656-6722 OUT
Manning Press
For quality prinling of your 
menus .ind brochures.
P.O.Box 2608 
Sirfnev, B.C; V8L 4Ci
656-0171
Effective .January, 
1982, the frontage tax 
in Sidriey becomes a 
sewage parcel tax — a 
move that makes the 
tax more equitable 
among residents.
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Pat Hogan Grant Cornwoll 
3115-6743 656-7714
Sidney council 
moved Monday night 
with first, second and 
third readings of a 
bylaw that will see 
some residents paying 
$61 annually — those 
presently paying a 
sewer frontage tax for 
a sewer main to which 
they’re connected,
Town administrator 
Geoff Logan said 
Tuesday these were 
old sewers. Property 
owners were charged 
certain co.sis of in-
1 stallation of mains
, ' |i,l, .1 I' ii<) W,l Cl I , “ '
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B hotel SidneyFool o) Beacon Aye.OCCAN vitw 
Try out (anions salad bat 








Al (•niannhl* Pilt»iPkL 11,1 IrtLw C‘Yi.(
3470 UnAcon Avo. 650-1013
AUDMOUE GOLF COUH.5E, 930 Ardmore Dr. and 
Wt'Kl Siiiiiilcli Kond, Sidney 
A cozy, 9-holcr, ideal for families, beautiful scenery, 
clubs and cart rcnlnls, picnic and barbecue facilities, 
swimming beach nearby. IMionc 656-4621.
and have been paying 
a sewer frontage tax 
extension surcharge of 
$10 which has an 
expiry date and the 
annual payment will 
Then drop to $51.
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6S6411S •
2369 BEACON AVE.
SIDNEY TWAVEI.ODGE, 22«0 Beacon Ave., 
Sidney. 656-1176.
In Tin; Caharet every Friday and Saturday night, 
');(X) p.m, To 2!(K) n.rn., Rock & Roll A Country 
Music. ■
I JVC cnicrtainment in the Pub, Wednesday and 
Tluirsday
A charge of $51 
each year will be made 
to residents who can 
be connected to a 
sewer and charge for 
Strata title people will 
be $25.
TIIF MMIfNERB’ MV'SEl’M A ihur,l to see 
vvlica in Sidney >- an Outstanding Maritime and 
Nautical Collection located next to The Clipper 
Inn. 355nU'van. IMione 656-6633,
Hours: Daily 10 a.m. to A p.m. Sundays 1 to4 p.m. 
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Offer was 
Jso real ’
Not many speakers can claim 
youngsters’ uninterrupted attention at 
Mount newton school for longer than 30 
minutes — but Dr. Ben Gullison had them 
spellbound for more than an hour when 
he visited the school recently.
And students were powerfully affected 
with what Gullison had to tell them — so. 
much so they went out and raised a 
whopping $600 for Operation Eyesight 
Universal, an organization that cam­
paigns for funds to provide sight to the 
curable blind in Africa, Asia and South 
America.
Teacher Don Parker — who organized 
the fundraising — said students went to 
work with such a will to raise money 
because “what he (Gullison) offered them 
was so real.”
Gullison is the legendary missionary 
who walked the shores of South India 
with his wife, Evelyn for 40 years, 
restoring sight to tens of thousands of 
blind people. The doctor is now retired 
but helps the organization in its regular 
campaign for funds.
Some 510 Mount Newton students 
helped raise that $600, giving up their 
allowances, baby-sitting money, and 
selling bottles. It took them just two 
weeks to raise that sum among themselves 
—T and it was exactly double the amount 
they raised last year, Parker said.
The teacher feels “kids need to have 
that outreach, and touch people in their 
lives who are more unfortunate than 
themselves.”
Operation Eyesight sends the students 
photos of children whose eyesight has 
been restored through their help. Parkers 
said when the children receive the photos 
“they can identify with these small kids.”
Lot bylaw 
to be diimped?
The proposed bylaw prohibiting home 
construction in North Saanich on lots of less 
than 14,000 square feet appears to be headed 
for .the w'astebasket, or at least for sub­
stantial alterations, as a result of opposition 
expresses at a public hearing Oct. 14.
Mayor Eric Sherwood has already taken 
the position that the bylaw should not go 
ahead, and George Westwood, one of the 
two candidates for mayor, was one of those 
who spoke against it at the hearing.
At a public works committee meeting 
Monday, Aid. Jay Rangel, the other can-, 
didate for mayor, said he would recommend 
to council that the bylaw be withdrawn.
He said it attempted to use zoning to deal 
with a health issue, and he thought a better 
approach would be to restrict sewage 
disposal arrangements on small properties to 
systems that “would not put effluent in 
ditches.”
Aid. Edgar Farthing suggested this be 
done by amending the bylaw so that it would 
not apply if the property owner proposed a 
sewage disposal system that did not require a 
septic disposal field,
Aid. Jim Gumming agreed the bylaw 
should not go forward in its present form,i 
although he cautioned against “reacting to 
every single complaint and trying to please ; 
everyone.”
Rangel, Westwood debate^
Two candidates for the mayor’s scat in \ 
North Saanich —incumbent Aid. Jay ' 
Rangel and former mayor George ; 
Westwood — meet to talk over the issues 
at 8 p.m. Thursday in Close Encounter, a 
phone-in show hosted by Derek James on 
Sinnich Cnblcvision channel 10.
Who wants this bike ?
Performance pleases
North Saanich has been operating a 
pickup truck and a van on propane instead 
of gasoline for several months, and 
engineering services director Daryl Ashby is 
pleased with the results.
It cost $1,500 to convert the half-ton truck 
and $1,700 to convert the van, but there was 
a $400 federal government grant for each. 
Performance of the pickup, with a small six- 
cylinder engine, has improved, while the 
van, with a V-8, is about the same.
Fuel is presently being purchased retail at 
about 30 cents a litre, nearly a quarter less 
than the cost of gasoline, and if the 
municipality installs its own storage tank, as 
Ashby has recommended, it will cost 18 
cents, plus the road tax.
Biggest savings will come in the future, as 
propane will not rise in price at the same rate 
as gasoline, and engines operating on 
propane are expected to require far less 
repair work.
North Saanich has four gravel trucks, two 
pickups and two vans. Ashby would like to 
get one of the gravel trucks converted nw to 
see how' that would work out. He is not 
suggesting conversion of the entire fleet, as 
propane might not be available for vehicles
sent outside the municipality.
Although there is no reduction in miles per 
litre, converted vehicles must have; bigger 
tanks in order to have the same range. A 
propane tank can not be completely filled 
and emptied the way a gasoline tank can. 




It will be sparklers 
for all children at a 
Hallowe’en fireworks 
display at 8 p.m. Oct. 
31 at Melissa Park on 
Bradford .Avenue. 
The occasion is 





ADVICE LISTEN TO HARRY HURN 
ON CFAX RADIO 1070
SAT. OCT. 31 
Phone for information








Someone has lost a 
motorcycle but ap­
parently doesn’t know 
it, or doc.sn’t know 
where to look for it.
A 250 Honda dirt 
bike, vintage about 
1971, was found near 
a road in Dean Park 
Estates about three 
months ago and 
over to the
RCMP at Sidney. It';; 
has no licence and 
police have been 
unable to trace the 
owner.
The bike i.s thought . 
to be worth $700 or ; 
$800, and if it is not ■ 
claimed it will become 
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WALIACE DR. & W. SAANICH RD.
W,e Reserve The RtRhl 
To limil Ouanlitles
Cenlral .Saanich 
puliu; vvcic fold llic 
safe was found 
unltx’ked on Sunday 
morning. Entry to the 
building had been 
gained by forcing the 
dour.
More than $1,300 
was taken Iroin the 
floor safe al the 
gasoline bar ofM 
rcriifo.ula Coaisumci' 
Service Co-op at 21.32 
Kentlng X Road on 
Saturday night.
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Election timely
I r
!i has to be a record — this 
Liiremendous burst of concern 
:*on the part of North Saanich 
y‘resident.s that has brought 
:-:forih 20 people prepared to 
r'i.run in the November 
>municipal and school board 
T-rlections.
It isn’t hard to look for the 
>:reason for that concern. .More 
c'than two years ago incessant 
y internal squabbling within 
fycouncil was painful to witness. 
';l It died for a while after the 
;:.'1979 elections when Eric 
r! Sherwood was voted in as 
ftmayor and, it seemed, peace 
•>reigned. But in the last few 
ly-months fighting between 
yhidcrmen has become bitter 
•yagain — once more this 
•^council is seriously at odds.
So an election is timely and 
:*:a good choice of candidates 
‘.ywill result — we hope — in a 
^Indifferent mix. This time, 
■'Tperhaps, a group of people 
v'. who will bury their differences 
:* — and among the best of 
aldermen there are differences 
— and Work in an harmonious 
;■ way for the betterment of the 
•A community. T
That is why we elect people
— to work-and plan for the 
comnumiiy. not to spend 
'•aluable time in altercation 
\%iih each other. There are too 
many real problems our 
councils iiavc to cope with and 
there is certainly no room for 
violent emotion and petty, 
p e r s o tr a i. recrimination 
between members of council.
Hopefully, with so many 
candidates in the offing, 
residents will take the time to 
weigh the facts, the virtues 
and shortcomings of each — 
and in the end, vote wisely.
We need people who are 
fiscally responsible. Times are 
hard and it is necessary to 
examine carefully each ex­
penditure contemplated by 
our councils.
At the same time, we have 
to recognize priorities, that 
there will be times when we 
need to spend money on vital 
projects.
We need men wise enough 
to recognize the difference 
between unnecessary ex­
travagance and pinching 
parsimony that will eventually 
L'huru
Upper reaches of Tsehum Harbour, north of Tsaykum Peninsula, are subject of debate over possible expansion of 




' Siclney cbuncil did not 
'respond' to an Overture from ' 
'the Canadian Union of Public 
.Employees Monday night and 
-produced a perfectly 
'satisfactory reason for its 
decision.
: However, we don’t totally 
disagree with the idea of 
.councils — through their 
library representatives on the 
Vancouver Island Regional 
‘Library board — putting some 
.pressure both on the unions 
-involved — CUPE and the 
:B.C. Government Employees’
By
: 'T lie Yen. Dr. R.B. Horsefleld
The battle between 
' e V01 u t i 0ni St s ’ ’ a n d 
.'•“creationists” goes on as if the 
Cfwo philosophicswcre mutually 
I’cNclusivc, 1 cannot sec it so.
T; The Bible account, which is not 
; intended to be a text book of 
j-p ileontology. but an overview of
• God’s dealings with men, begins 
:<“ ln the beginning God . . .”
f The scientist says, “In the 
^beginning there wa>. tliis BIG 
./BAlSJG.” But this explains 
Ntiothing: you have only to a.sk 
f:”\VH.AT went bang?” There 
’must have been something there 
;Td go bang!
■ You have only pushed your
• enquiry back, at best, one more 
xiage. Not only was there some 
' Object to go bang — if the “big
bang” theory is right but there
Union — and the VIRL board 
to get back to the table and 
negotiate a settlement to this 
strike which isTdragging on, 
and depriving many people on 
Vancouver Island, including 
those in Brentwood and 
Sidney, of library facilities.
W'e are not suggesting 
councils in any way endorse 
contract proposals by either of 
the unions—- merely that their 
representatives try and help to 
bring all sides together in an 
effort to solve this dispute.
Let^s have 
safe Hallowe^en
Hallowe’en is approaching and 
we would like to remind parents, 
teachers and the community that 
a large number of children will be 
present on the streets and high­
ways visiting homes.
Special emphasis should be 
placed on the type of costumes 
and mask at the time of pur­
chasing, with preferences 
towards visible and reflectorized 
costumes in order that they can 
be readily seen by approaching 
motorist — and they should not 
be so long as to cause tripping. 
Mask should have large cutouts 
for the eyes so as not to obstruct 
the child’s vision.
Particular emphasis 'should be 
placed on children knowing the 
' safe aspects of w-alkirig on/the 
highway, always facing in the 
direction of on-coming traffic 
and paying strict attention when' 
crossing any roadway. Parents 
and guardians should accompany 
all children of tender years and 
take time to explain the need to 
have all gifts inspected by their 
parents for possible detection of 
foreign articles such as pins, 
razors and poisons.
.As vandalism is becoming very 
costly to communities, school 
boards and the business district, 
it should be mentioned that some 
of the local programs which 
support youth may have to be 
curtailed as a result of the high 
cost of repairs and they in turn 
would be the losers.
Persons Who contemplate
committing acts of mischief 
should consider also the 
possibility of criminal charges 
resulting in a possible fine, goal 
term and/or both and a criminal 
record which could last for life. 
This for a minute of fun. Is it 
w'orth it?
In order that Hallowe’en may 
be enjoyed by all without incident 
or hazard to anyone, we, 
therefore request everyones co­
operation and assistance in 
meeting the above objectives. It 
would greatly be appreciated and 
the community as a whole would 
benefit.
Let’s have a safe Hallowe’en!
K.G. Watson, 
Staff. Sgt, RCMP, 
Sidney Detachment
Protect animals
Hallowe’en is approaching 
again and we would like tP 
remind p>eople of the dangers to 
children and animals.
A scared or cornered dog may 
attack violently to protect its 
owner or his property. A cat may 
run up a tree or disappear en­
tirely. Fire Crackers and other 
noises can cause animals to run 
across streets and highways 
endangering motorists.
For the safety of children, 
traffic and the animals, keep 
your pets indoors. Also caution 
your children to leave animals 
alone if they are out. It can be 
hazardous to child and animal.





was an unimaginable store of 
energy. Where did that come 
from?
On the other hand, the Bible 
says simply, “In the beginning 
God ...” He provided the 
material, He is the source of all 
the energy ihere is, and He 
designed (”in\ ented” if you will) 
the isioeess that reduced chaos to 
comsos — to an ordered 
universe.;
I had occasion i.'itely to look 
into, the works of niy clock, and 
as I looked 1 marvelled at the 
ingenuity of the workmitn who 
designed it, I canot conceive that 
one day all those little wheels and 
springs suddenly began to be, 
much less that they accidentally 
I'elkinio such ;t pattern that there 
was a clock that could keep time.
‘To credit this would he to class 
oneself with the cliataciei in
Alice in Wonderland who made it 
a rule to believe three impos,sible 
things before breakfast every 
clay, just to keep in practice.
But now, as we read on in 
Genesis vve find the order of the 
stocking of the earth set down 
just as the evolutionists tell it too. 
First the coming of light to the 
“shapeless and empty” world. 
The tliick clouds of ga,s disperse 
enough to let the light through.
Then ilie condensation of 
water vapour and the beginning 
of seas. Then vegetable life, and 
ilie clearing of the atmosphere 
enougli for .sun, moon and stars 
to be seen (if there had been 
anybody to see them). Then the 
beginning of animal life in the sea 
-- who told the long-ago writer 
that it began in the sea? Our 
evolutionists made this discovery 
levstlian 200 years ago.
Then the birds, and then the 
land animals, “that’s right,” our 
scientists agree. .And finally man.
Now traditional Bible reading 
insists that man vva.s a totally 
separate creation. But why? 
W'hen I lived in the bush, if I 
wanted an axe handle 1 would go 
to the trees and seek out a branch 
that was already pretty much the 
shape I had in mind, and make 
my axe-handle from it.
It was the sensible thing to do. 
Should wc think of God as lc.ss 
sensible, IfJ-Ic had an animal 
already created or developed that 
was suitable for the purpose He 
had in mind,would He not use 
that, and add the di.siinctivc 
touch of a moral sen.se ™ a mind 
that could make contact with His 
mind?
So far everything had been 
made that way: first lifeless
We were grateful to receive 
space in your paper regarding the 
establishment of a Sidney New 
Parent Discussion Group for 
parents of children newborn to 
three years of age. Contrary to 
the description in your article 
however, these groups are not 
specifically for parents with 
problems.
These groups provide a place 
where parents can discuss with 
one another both the joys and 
frustrations of parenting as well 
as topics totally unrelated to 
children such as re-entering the 
work force, spouse relationships 
or stress management. Speakers 
are often invited to supplement 
information and knowledge 
shared by group members.
In addition to; providing a 
forum for nrutual support a.hd 
information exchange, contacts 
made at vyeekly group meetings 
can provide both parents and 
children with a whole new net­
work of friendshios.
Parenting is a job which can be 
both challenging and rewarding. 
We invite Sidney parents to join 
us for mutual support, in­
formation and friendship as we 
work together to meet the needs 
of both our children and our 
families. For information please 
call 598-4675 or 592-0516.
Karen Ledger 
co-ordinalor 
New Parent Discussion 
Groups
matter, then vegetable life added, 
the power to grow and reproduce 
itself. Then the sea creaiure.s, to 
which was added the liberating 
power to leave the water and 
breathe air. Then the mammals, 
with their superior intelligence. 
Then man.
In each case something i.s 
added to a thing that already 
existed, not by chance hut by a 
thinking and thoughtful Maker. 
That sccm.s to me common sense.
The liieraUsi stumbles over the 
expression, “The evening and the 
morning were the first day,” and 
so on. But it was not until the 
fourth “day" that the notion of 
days and hours is introduced, as 
the Bible records it, so clearly a 
24-hour day is not intended'. I 
read the expression as “the first 





Outside the closed library', in 
the middle of the afternoon, I 
found the Colonel.
“Blast it, blast it, blast it!” he 
was shouting, clutching at his 
slipping books.
“When you blast a thing three 
times,” I said, “it must be true.”
“Eh? What’s that? Oh — it’s 
you. W’hat d’you think of this 
strike thing?”
I w'as s'taring at his moustache, 
fascinated. Only one end was 
twitching. I asked him about it.
“By Jove! ” he said, 
squinting at it. “You’re 
right.” _
“It shows,” I decided, 
“You’re open-minded.”
“What’s that? How d’you 
mean?”
; “You’re trying to see both 
sides, to be fair, aren’t you?’ ’
; Ho 'thought; a moment. “F 
believe you’re right,”; he said.
: “Always try to be fair. That must 
be it, but beastly hard; to be fair 
when you don’t know what 
they’re moaning about;”
“Some of them,”I said. “It’ll 
be like the post office, don’t you 
think? rilbet they didn’t all want 
to strike.”
“That’s the trouble, never hear 
from the satisfied ones.” He 
stilled the twitching end of his 
moustache.
“You know, we laugh at the 
old idea of “saving face”, 
redundant now with us. A pity. 
W'atched a show the other night, 
the Japanese officer was unable 
to give the final order to the 
firing party, he couldn’t comply 
with the prisoner’s last request of 
a beer. He’d have lost face if he’d 
gone ahead with the execution.”
“I don’t quite follow,” 1 said.
“Quite,” he said.. “A little 
oblique. 1 must admit, but what 
I’m thinking i.s that I’d always 
thought of librarians, say, as 
members of a profession.”
‘Like ba.seball players? 
Professionals?”
“No,” he said coldly, "not 
like baseball players. Though 
now you mention it, they did 
seem tp lose face with that .strike 
of theirs in the summci so they 
must have some kind of face to 
lose, miisn’t they?”
“I guess so,” said I. “ I know 
what you mean, If we still used 
the lerm, we’d be inclined to feel 
the. librarians have, intangibly, 
lost Just a little face. that .things 
will never be quite the same?”
"Theynever are,” said the 
Colonel,
“I.ikc child labour?” 
“Pshaw!" snapped the 
Colonel. It isn’t often these days 
one is privileged to hear a good 
old .solid Pshaw.
“ 60 YEARS AGO 
. From Ilu* Oft. 20, 1921, ls.sue of 
r.Tlie Review;,
A new pblitical league eum- 
’ jKvsed of women, and called the 
‘‘B.C. Women's Good Govern- 
.meni League, is being formed in 
’■'V'icfnrifi ■ Its ninv; “f for 'clean 
‘ ixjlltics, fidelity to (nibllc offree 
.'and jmsiice for wtuiicn
.50V1' ARS ACID
I rom the Oe(. 22. 19.H tsMte of 
TfieUesiew
hoilowing ;.m appeal by Re-,
f hi.r»i Iv i. u i i' I lU
on rhatikphsint! ‘Sunday, the 
olfieiai ho.iid ot the Utiitcd
fi'lt’ V'lrpir".' "iiiH
Saanich cndtnscv! the mo',cimast 
aiu! .inangt'd loi ilic cnllcviioo
looking back icilt: •if'
and dispatch of boxes of warm 
cloifiinw for tluwe points on the 
l>i airies \vhie!i lutve suffered most 
acutely in recent years and are 
now Hi'.CIS seveie vsattt,
40 M:\UH A (JO
I roin Ihe Del. 29, 1941 Issue of
■rite Res i'c«
\','imi to ern-h a cheqtie? .Many 
luoc wanted to in Sidiiey'rccently
and all have not been Im- 
m e d i 5t 1 e 1 y a c c o m tn o date d, 
especially on pay day for the air 
forces here —• for the few 
ihousuiid in casli around town 
vanishes almost immediately. 
However, Sidney Trading Co. 
Ltd. lia.s i!i.ide atratigcuu.ms fot 
an tinlimiied arnnount of funds 
to cash cheques next Friday
afternoon.
JO YEARS AGO
From Ihe Del, 24, 1951 Issue of 
The Review
Alherl B. Woohidge, aged KO 
years, who proved the fertility of 
this disiiici as ii buib growing 
area, passed away m his Victoria 
home on Wednesday, Oct. 17,
20 YEARS .ACJO
I roiii the Oci, 25. 1961, issue of 
I he Review
I'h-emier Bennett Hronld refer 
(he takeover price of the B.C, 
Uleeirtc tO the courts without 
dchiv, Alan n.MiielhirInne. Gak 
Bay Ml ,A, tolil a nieciing of 
North Saanich Liberal 
.A’.siii'iiOiini





In its unbiased reporting of the 
pipeline referendum The Review, 
front page column 5, incorrectly 
identifies Dr. Bingham and Mr. 
Farthing as two of six authors of 
the opposing flyer. I was the sole 
author and it was being printed 
before either of these good 
aldermen ever saw it. 1 am a 
consulting engineer with in­
ternational clientele in hydraulics 
and process design, and prepared 
the document with careful 
research and ethical concern, 
summarizing a maximum of 
intormation on a single sheet 
with map. The entire story would 
fill a book but lead to identical 
conclusions.
I'rom a clinical viewpoint Mr. 
Cuinniing’s reaction to the 
electors' decision is cause for 
concern. .Does Mr. Parrott really 
think that any elector was unable 
to distinguish between a notice 
Irom the municipal hall and a 
liver clearly signed by “Group of 
Six” and naming its mem­
bership? Couldn’t he? However 
we are indebted to him for an 
identifiable name.
In terms of hydraulics the 
existing water pipes on Downey 
and Birch Roads have such 
overcapacity that without water- 
use restrictions in Deep Cove so 
much water is drained from the 
supply line along West Saanich 
Rd. that residents in the higher 
Hillgrove and Laurel areas find 
themselves without water. 
Spending $350,000 on yet 
another line along Wain Road 
paralleling the Downey and Birch 
lines will only add to this surplus 
capacity while doing nothing to 
increase the supply to the 
deficient areas. This simple fact 
must have been evident to the 
electors, also.
By SUSAN FRANCIS "
Subjects on the agenda at a 
Central Saanich committee 
meeting Monday included 
zoning, sewers, road building and 
personal liability of municipal 
employees.
A resident of the area, T. 
Loncy, requested support of the 
committee on a proposed ex­
pansion of his lot containing an 
art gallery. Loney said this would 
enable a new gallery to be built 
furlhcr back from the converging 
roads and would also allow for 
road expansion.
He said he only needed the 
commillec’s support for the 
proposal to go to the Agricultural 
Land Commissiott for final 
approval. He clarified the land 
would not be taken out of the 
Agricultural Land Reserve and 
would be available for 
agricullvunl use if it is ever 
needed. A moliutt for airproval 
by Aid. Macl'aiianc was passed 
unanimously.
• Rogei Smith reciuested that 
one lot of his land be excluded 
from Ihe land freeze but because 
of council's 1981 policy on 
releasing new land the committee 
defeiied the matter to be handled 
by the 1982council. ’
•A decision oit a sewer system
Hillgrove residents tell me they 
have to finish their dish-washing, 
toilet-flushing etc. before 8 p.m. 
because after that the pressure 
may drop to zero when the 
Madrona-Chalet people are 
permitted to water without 
restriction. Their problem will be 
solved when the CRD trunkline is 
completed along West Saanich to 
Hillgrove and up to the reservoir, 
hopefully before next summer. 
Otherwise a temporary booster 
pump should be installed at the 
foot of Hillgrove to ensure some 
water pressure at all times.
Failing this. Deep Cove 
watering restrictions would be 
required next summer. It is 
diffieuli to reconcile this con­
tinuing problem in a simple 
hydraulic system with competent 




Ed^ note: The flyer carried the 
names of Dermid Bingham and 
Edgar Farthing, therefore the 
aldermen must have approved its 
content — even though it was 
“authored” by Davis.
Water bylaw
The Wain Road water line 
bylaw has been rejected by the 
taxpayers. We did not seek to 
further frustrate those in dire 
need of water, only to query the 
soundness of the proposal and its 
departure from existing policy.
It will now be up to the new 
council to reconsider the 
problems of water distribution — 
they have at their disposal pages 
of consultant’s reports, as well as 
local “expert” opinion, but we
requested for the Barbara Place: 
subdivision was put off until 
residents petitioning council for 
the sewer could gain more 
support from neighbours. Only 
18 of 29 families have so far given 
support to the proposal and a 
two-thirds majority is needed.
•Chairman of the sewer 
committee. Aid. Earle Tabor, 
introduced a letter from another 
re.sident Charles Harris, who 
requested that overgrown brush 
be removed from a ditch near 
Keating Cross Road because it 
was causing flooding of his land.
The committee approved a 
motion declaring it could do 
nothing for Harris now but 
would investigage the matter 
fuitlier to determine if the area 
was in a flood plain.
The committee did not want to 
SCI a precedent of municipal 
rc-sponsibility for drainage on 
private land.
• Paving of a section of Keating 
Cross Road will cost ap- 
proxiniiitcly $67,()()() according to 
Ihe chairman of the public works 
commiliee, Aid. Dick Sharpe, 
The commiliee accepied Victoria 
Paving’s low bid for the job 
(madtv on a per Ion basis) and 
municipal engineers estimate the 
cost to be close to ihtii figuie,
inmm
“PUnftFECr FASHIONS’^
THE KITTEN KNITS 
HAVE ARRIVED!
0/ OFF finnnoletto
^ ON ^^iBSlitgowns and 
U Pajamas
Thursday, Friday & Saturday only
COME IN and SEE OUR
NEW STOCK of
Fall Cn orriirmfpi; ■ Mlnii«ms' SWMtDrS
Wo iiavo a linyo sflioftion of Housocontti & Sloopwoar
2403 BEACON AVE Pli. 6S6-3342
believe council will be most 
conscious of this reminder that 
those who pay the tax bill are not 
necessarily passive nor 
acquiescent in matters of major 
financial expenditure.
We congratulate all those that 
voted and exercised their rights, 
and thank those who supported 
us in our concern.
John A.P. Stone 
[For ‘The Six,’] 
8565 Bourne Terrace
Lotta here
programs of relief, rehabilitation 
and self-help, has set a national 
target of $4,500,000 for its 1981 
fund-raising campaign.
Greater Victoria supporters 
hope to raise $40,000 of that 
amount. Donations may be sent 
to P.O. Box 1785, Station E, 
Victoria V8W 2Y3 or left at any 
branch of the Bank of Nova 
Scotia.
Highlight of the local cam­
paign will be a public meeting at 
the Empress Hotel at 8 p.m. Nov. 
26 , at which Dr. Lotta Hit-
schmanova, USC executive 
director, will speak and show 
slides illustrating the work of the 
organization she founded in 
1945.
Since then it has raised nearly 
$45,000,000 in cash and gifts in 
kind for overseas assistance. 
Apart from basic relief programs 
for the hungry and handicapped 
there is heavy emphasis on 
vocational training to help the 
under-priviledge stand on their 
own feet.
Current major projects are in 
Bangladesh, Botswana, Nepal, 
Indonesia, Lesotho and 
Swaziland. They include 
irrigation projects, pilot 
agricultural projects, care for the 
ill and aged and the creation of 
cottage industries.
Dr. Hitschmanova will be 
accompanied to Victoria by Mrs.', 
-leanne Cousineau, head of the 
use’s Foster parent Scheme,




use eanada, which for 37 
years has helped the needy in 
under-developed countries with FIREWORKS
ON SALE
Oct. 24 to 31
(must be over 18 yrs. age)
WIDE VARIETY
Shop early for BEST Selection
2313 BEACON AVE. 658-4414










on speciaiiy selected T.¥. models featuring 105 
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lUSr SLIONTLY AHmO OF OUR TIME
PC-26Heon "TN San Carlos' PC-ZOHUin "THo Moiinl Laiirol" PC-20B1 PC-14t1Si rt 1 /'i. r . hacindni Omo CftiilNibpofflfyitlyifiC^oioCompaliriiKwilh
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y with (lifliK-hiHild UFHiiiion Inffjifort ftomoin Control
S Rog. $1429.98 
S SALE OOO- $14'29.95 SALE »1,339*=
WlitjiliiK ilMitoriM: »«! Iv'nc.o, l\mm C(»:U6i hui) Cotoifn'ol S
Rag, $929.95 lOiiiiiis Reg. $799,9:. S
S»U SALE *749*® S
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4838 - 3rci STREET (DIRECTLY ACROSS FROM THE FIREHALL) 656°’5H>2
&&SPEmtlllNQ IN CHINESE ^ WESTERN FOODSff
i§plSiSSWf#Piifi8iii
Sv v^vs.s K
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
jofli ipc » LUNCH from 11:30 A.M. DAILY - Monday thru Saturday
(Oyyriij. dinner from 4:30 p.m. daily - Monday thru Sunday
BANQUET FACILITIES
lAVAILABLE FOR FAMILY GATHERINGS, BIRTHDAYS, WEDDING GROUPS, CLUBS OR 
(ORGANIZATIONS. We will be happy to provide you with a quotation that will suit your 
ibudget.
I; ■ TAKE OUT .
iWE CAN PREPARE YOUR FAVOURITE DISHES & PACK THEM TO KEEP WARM & FRESH 
iUNTIL YOU GET HOME.
Please Cal! Us at 656-5112
























4130 CEDAR HILL 
VICTORIA 
Phone 477-6211





10134 MCDONALD PARK RD. Sidney 
Phone 656-7277
|We’re pleased to have done the ex­
cavating for the new restaurant!
CONGRATULATIONS
Congratulations
On the opening of 
the Good Fortune
mciFtcmuss
We supply commercial, Residential & Farm Buildings, 
- Suppliers of Quality Truss Products -
Box 70, Cobble Hill, B.C. VOR 1L0 
















on the Opening 
of your new restaurant
INTER-ISLAND ROOFING 
(1980) LTD.
533 Springfield Victoria Phono 384-3897 or 384-3433




9013 - 3rd St. 
Sidney
Phono 656-2945 
or 656-1144 Good Fortune Restaurant
BEST WISHES
2068 Henry St., SIdnoy 
Phono bbb-bbbb
We were pleased to have supplied 
the Raddy-mix.





















Sidney’s new courthouse had its first trial 
on Oct. 20, and its first acquittal.
James K. Johnson, from Victoria, was 
acquitted by Judge G.S. Denroche after 
hearing testimony of four witnesses con­
cerning a theft of some lumber at Brentwood 
valued at less than $200.
Two other men who had been charged 
jointly with Johnson had previously pleaded 
guilty in court in Victoria.
Prosecutor was Richard Law. D. Logan, 
appeared for Johnson. Court clerk until 
someone is hired for the position is Jean 
Cozens, from Victoria.
The court also heard its first guilty plea. 
Jeremy Poole, 2296 Bradford, Sidney, was 
given a conditional discharge with six 
months probation after admitting to being in 
possession ot liquor while under the age of 
19 and failing to remain at an accident.
First two accused persons to appear in the 
court were Simon Dery, from Quebec, and 
Terrance Lorca, from Alberta. They were 
released until Oct. 27 on their undertaking to 
appear on that day on charges of theft over 
$200 and breaking, entering and theft.
Central Saanich police arrested the men in 
Brentwood Community Hall, where they 
found them in their sleeping bags on Oct. 19, 
while investigating a report of people seen in 
the hall, which is normally unoccupied. They 
were charged with breaking into the hall, and 
also with theft of more than $200 worth of 
groceries from Brentwood Super Mart on 
Sept. 18.
Police say they were previously living in a 
tent on the Tsartlip reserve.
Two peninsula 
youngsters — 
Johanne Daoust, 1230 
Verdier, Brentwood 
Bay, and AlisonMoat, 
Saanichton — are 
recipients of 
provincial art awards 
from the cultural 
services fund, 
awarded annually to 
B.C. students for 
study at accredited 
instititions anywhere 
in the world.
Joanne won $1000 
in a visual arts senior 
tuition award and will 
be attending Banff 
School of Fine ARts. 
Alison’s visual arts 
juior tuition award of 
$500 will take her to 
the Ontario College of 
Art.
The awards are 
made possible from 
interest generated by 
the $20 million en­
dowment of the B.C. 






council that the 
municipal bylaw for 
moving residences be 
amended to cover all 
buildings, regardless 
of zoning. The subject 
arose after- discussion 
at a recent meeting of 
a request by O.K. 
Paving Company Ltd. 
to move an industrial 
building to a site in 
the municipality.
McFarlane said the 
building inspector 
should view any 
building that is to be 
moved, to be sure it is 
structually sound.
Council approved 
the O.K. Paving 
Company Limited 
development permit





corporated in the 
plans for the approval 
of the development 
officer, and the
amended permit is to 
be brought before 
council for final
approval.
In other subdivision 
and zoning committee 
recommendations, 
council turned down 
an application from 
Mr. Jestico of 6981 
East Saanich Raod for 
rezoning of his 
property from C3 to 
11.
Farad Develop­
ments Limited were 
asked to make several 
changes and submit
revised plans to the 
development officer 
before the amended
permit is brought 




EXPERIENCED IN CONVENTIONAL 
AND MODERN HAIRSTYLING 
PERMS (BODY WAVES). COLOURING






commutors will be 
able to park free of 
charge in four 
suburban lots and ride 
a bus into the city.
The Gap i t al
Regional District’s 
transit committee has 
approved free parking
in lots located at the 
Panorama Leisure 
Centre; north of 
Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital on East 
Saanich Road; Royal 
Oak Shopping Centre 
on Glanford; and 




traffic congestion and 
provide revenue for
the bus system. 
Construction and
landscaping for the 




ON SALE UNTIL OCT. 31/81
PRICES EFFECTIVE 
OCT. 28th to NOV. 1/81
ALL CANADIAN BRANDS
Limit 2 Cartons per Customer... ..... ...................... .
1
•icw INC Wf: RESITWl; THE RIGHT TO I.IMIT QUANTITIES 
WHILE STOCKS LAST :
adhesive dressing CUTTfM Ml AMtf iMArt YOU mfo.
X




2y2"x1 yd. 3”x1 yd.
1 . S.D.M.
FACIAL 70
TISSUE 200V.....n l H
GELUSIL
ANTACID 998





UVTDA ms mi.t A1 Nil 1#^ A
STRENGTH
COLD TABS 24 ..... £■
PHOTO ALBUMS 
^ ^.99
AoV V MqiV Mu 1
PINE TREE
DRY ROAST 199
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DID YOU KNOW THAT
Sidiie^ Natural Foods
DOES A Bi@ BIT m^E?
for example:
US SUPERMARKET
Fresh Peanut Butter.............. 1.99 ib. 3.29 lb
Baking Yeast... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  2.95 Ib. 4.50 Ib.
Peanuts Roasted ......................................... I.95 |b. 3.50 Ib.
Sunflower Seeds....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1.79 1b. 2,501b.
Wheat Germ ..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . S5 lb. 1.74 Ib.
Almonds .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .3.5O Jb. 5.00 Ib.
Oats... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .79 Ib.
Pecans....................... 6.45 Ib. 8.00 ib.
Can you really aftoid to shop '/vhere they only do a
little bit more? _
Our OCTOBER
_______________ CHEESE SPECIALS
Bring this ad in on Satur-”] Zealand Cheddar
day, October 31st, and 1 New Zealand Edam
we’ll give you a FREE Sam- • Cheese.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lb.
pie of KAL 00 HA Frozen • t





College campus in town
It used to be the offices and board room of 
School District 63 — now the building on 3rd 
Street, Sidney, provides classroom space for 
100 people during the day or evening who 
want to further their education.
It’s the Sidney campus of Camosun 
College, which also provides space in area 
schools evenings for a variety of courses.
Campus clerk Cindy Sheehan says non­
credit courses starting in January include a 
number of art courses, French, level 1 and 2; 
psychology, caligraphy, sewing, and courses 
on how to start your own business, build 
your own home or build an in-law suite.
The list is not complete yet, explains 
Sheehan.
Three popular credit courses — English
FENCING LTD.
All kinds of fencing — 
residential, commercial, 
farm.






617 CHATHAM ST. 
VICTORIA. B.C. VaT 1E2 
PHONE 365-5500
150, Accounting 153 and Canadian Studies, 
course 080 — also start in January.
Cost for non-c.redit courses is $80 for 20 
lessons — which equals 40 hours of in­
struction. Credit courses run $13.50 per 
credit to a maximum of $135 a semester.
Some 142 people registered at the 3rd 
Street campus for courses when the building 
opened for business in September. 
Registration for non-credit January - March 
courses runs 12:30 - 8:30 p.m. Monday to 
Thursday, Dec. 14 through 24, (Fridays,
; 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m.)
Credit courses are registered at Camosun’s 
Lansdownc campus but “you can get all the 
footwork done here,’’ Sheenhan says.
For those who want counselling or advice, 






RIMPAC DIVERS (1981) LTD. 








IS PLEASED TO ANNOUNCE 
THE OPENING OF HIS
LAW OFFICE
at
210 - 2405 BEACON AVE. 
SIDNEY, B.C.
(UPPER MALL - TOWN SQUARE)






Scuba diving is a safe/enjoyable recrea­
tional activity for a||yparfamiiy^^^^^ 
a tevVchoufs of classfbbmy 
water- traihing you can beconne a certi-
died-diverr^\,'''-"T'.
,
Stop in and talk scuba with our friendly 




^EXT SCUBA CLASS STARTS 
NOV. 16th
BE A DIVER BEFORE CHRISTMAS
PHONE 656-6313
MOUNT NEWTON 






: service TO OUR ■ 
'MANY satisfied 
" PATRONS. WE ARE 
-OPEN DAILY UNTIL 8' 
PM (WEEKDAYS); 
OUR PREMISES ARE 
LOCATED AT 7855 
E, SAANICH RD., IN 
: THE SAANICHTON 
PLAZA. DROP IN, OR 





652-91197855 E. Saanich Rd.
AIR CANADA SUN CHARTERS
I I
AIR CANADA SUN CHARTERS
33
9
With the postal service mired in strikes, 
slow delivery and forecasts of huge rate 
increases, a lot of inexperienced people are 
weighing the prospects for private courier 
service for letters and small packages.
The three men who set out to establish 
such a business in Sidney this fall are far , 
from being inexperienced, but they are 
having lots of trouble nonetheless.
Dave Rogers and John Watson were 
manager and office manager of a Victoria 
courier company and John Hart w'as an 
experienced driver when they decided that 
there was room for such an operation based 
in Sidney.
They chose Sidney not only because there 
was no such company established here but 
also because it is the location of a major 
airport. Unfortunately for their plans the 
town and the airport are not in the same 
municipality.
Besides the usual pickup and delivery 
service they planned to have their All-Routes 
Express company operate; a bonded 
warehouse at 2079 Amelia Ave. in Sidney 
where shipments from outside the country 
could be held for customs inspection and 
;^distribution."''
To establish a customs warehouse they 
needed approval from Revenue Canada, and 
to pick up and deliver between Sidney and 
outside points they needed a licence from the 
provincial Motor Carrier Commission. So 
far they haven’t got either, although they 
have been told that approval for the 
warehouse is coming.
No permit is required to operate the 
courier service within a single municipality, 
but their requests for a temporary permit to 
operate between Sidney and Victoria pen­
ding a decision on a licence have consistently 
been turned down. Without it they can’t 
even go to the airport and back.
An official of the Motor Carriers office 
states that temporary permits arc issued only 
for emergency service where the public has 
no access to an alternative service, and that 
numerous firms operating out of Victoria 
.service Sidney.
Normally a new applicant waits until the 
licence is awarded before starting in 
business, he says. Each application is 
thoroughly investigated before the Motor 
Carrier Commission makes a decision, and 
since there are three or four thousand ap­
plications of various sorts to deal with each 
year it usually takes a couple of months to 
complete the process.
If an application is turned down there are 
established appeal procedures available.
Rogers contends that in order to obtain 
the letters of support from Sidney 
organizations and businesses that are 
necessary for a successful licence application 
he needs permission to demonstrate that the 
new company offers them services they don’t 
have now.
.Another possible complication is the fact 
that the company is applying for a licence to 
operate within a 30-mile radius of Sidney. 
This would cover all of the Greater Victoria 
area, where there are more than a dozen 
companies now, and there is no licence 
requirement guaranteeing that the com­
pany’s vehicles will be based in Sidney. 
Rogers states that the company tariff is 
strictly between Sidney and other points.
Sidewalk
Mayor Dave Hill 
told Central Saanich 
council recently that 
the Keating Cro.ss 
Road sidewalk should 
be put in within the 
next two weeks if 
weather permits.
Hill had met with 
police Bob Miles 
di.scuss student safety 
alon the road while 
construction is in
progress and a police 
officer will visit 
schools in the area to 
talk to staff and 
students and extra 
patrols will be used.
, The street sweeper 
will be used to sweep 
off the south side of 
the road for use by 
bicycles and roped 







wishes to announce the opening of
AREUTUS EQUINE
VETERINARY SERVICES
HAVE YOU VISITED 
YOUR FAMILY 
DENTIST LATELY?
a mobile praclico (Sooko to Sidney, B.G.) 
limiled to horses
Phone 652-3354 (24 hrs.)
Renulnr dental examinations are very imporlant, 
Good oral health plays a very important role in the 
maintenance ot pnod total body health.
CRD Capital Rogional District 
Community Health Service
ItMW
I hese low Air Canada Sun Charter farOvS make it worth your 
while to plan ahead. At these prices, tliey're sure 






























OR! lAMDO F't 1 .t,,
vST. LUCIA $639
CANCUN 'T 1 TiaviS
BOOK Tf-inOUGU YOUR TRAVEl, AQCNT OR CAlI AirCANA^
Sun ChnrIur 45 Vnriv, l)iK.ik iil IohnI 4ti dayfi (ti 
iifJvnncn Mlnifwitn r.lny: fi riftya, Maximum iitfiy: 
.',10 days, rull maul vyith onn drink (wino or boor) 
Inoludod AfipliOfi lo Dnnvnr, Phoonlx, Lmi Vooati, 
and Hnnrdnlii ,3iin Chnrtnr Rooiilrir Fnrn; Brmk nt 
loiiril 14 flnya In ndvnnon. Minimum atay: first Sunday 
rolurn. Mnximum tday in0‘i rinys, f'ull mnal with one 
drink (wino l(mir) inoludnd Sun Chiirtftr Flnxl 
t’aro: dnlworin M aiul 7 dnys Irntoro dnparluro, a 
limilnrl niimhnr nt Sun Charlor I'lnxl turn iiirril') may 
ho availablo toi toBorviHinn Chock with your Iravol 
aonni or Air Cannda Mimmum nlny. tirst Sunday 
rniurri. Maximum .‘iiay: iBD*i dayi Full mnal with 
nno drink iwino or boor) inoludod Fmm Toronto 
anti Monirhal lo IToiitla' full mnal nnd opon bar 
HOivicn incliiriod Chltd'n F«r«: Valul for Ihoan Hpod 
7 lo tl accompamnii try an adult Nolo: Tarospuotnd 
,im (bn I Cl wo'll availablo, and vary by nnason to 
inakn «um ynu r,hO().9n thn mosl nronornicnl aiipli- 
(i abln lain and data ot tiavnl, ask youi travol ii(mht 
or Air Canaria hr liotp you plan your tmlidav
♦Ot iiRUl 111 qfWArnmnnl nfipr.JVHl
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Realistic price will sell house SmaU 
fmh bite
By PEGGIE ROWAND
It’s a back-to-normal market 
in real estate. Houses are selling 
if the price is realistic — that’s 
the word from realtor Loyd 
Burdon, a rookie who came into 
the business a few months ago 
and who says though he’s not 
making a fortune he’s making a 
living.
The pros told Burdon he was 
getting in at the best time — when 
hard times were weeding out the 
lairweather realtors who were 
used to “living high on the hog’’ 
and got out when things were 
tough.
Burdon, 30, 2200 Calvin,
Sidney, says he works 10-14 
hours each day, six or seven days 
a week. “There’s only two ways 
to work,’’ he says. “You get lists 
and you get qualified buyers.’’
Before interest rates climbed 
and brought the housing market 
temporarily to a halt, realtors’ 
phones were “running off the 
wall, all they had to do was the 
paper work, filling up 
agreements,’’ Burdon says.
“But now realtors really have 
to work to generate business.”
And people who want to sell
New feed, 
hay store
their homes have “got to sharpen 
their pencils” if they want to 
make a sale — the days are gone 
now when you could put a house 
on the market at an inflated price 
and get it, Burdon says.
And it wasn’t normal, those 
inflated prices. “We’re back to 
normal now in the sense that the 
seller has to ask a price that’s 
realistic,” Burdon explains, 
“Houses will only sell if they’re 
bang-on market price. ”
It’s mostly older people who 
are doing the buying, young 
people just don’t have the deposit 
or qualifying income, he says.
But there’s always the ex­
ception to the rule. Burdon has 
just sold a house to a young 
couple — the first for him in this 
age bracket. But, Burdon says, 
the couple both worked two years 
to save the $30,000 deposit and 
only managed it because they 
were childless and paid a low 
rent.
But they still couldn’t get into 
the dream home they wanted, 
and the problem was high interest 
rates.
Take a house priced at 
$100,000 Burdon explains. With
a $25,000 down payment and an 
outstanding $75,000 at 19'/i per 
cent, a couple’s joint earnings 
have to be between $45,000 and 
$50,000 to qualify under con­
ventional mortgage rules which 
say that only 30 per cent of the 
gross family income should go to 
principal interest and property 
taxes.
Looking on the bright side — 
for buyers — house prices have 
come down dramatically. “Take 
Gordon Head,” says Burdon. 
“Average asking price was 
$150,000 in that area six months 
ago but $120,000 will buy you a 
good house there today.”
There are three basic price 
ranges — under $100,000; 
$100,000 to $200,000 and 
$200,000 up, Burdon says. And 
tlie houses that arc selling are 
those at the top end of the first 
category — $90,000 to $120,000.
Houses priced $150,000 to 
$200,000 are “just sitting” and 
those over $200,000 — well, some 
are selling, some sitting, Burdon 
says. “At that price, in order to 
sell it’s got to be a good location 
— and a waterfront view helps.”
But most of all, the price must
Loyd Burdon
be realistic ~ and that’s 10 to 15 
per cent down from the super
Hopes for
relaxation of salmon 
fishing restrictions in 
Saanich Inlet are not 
looking bright. Test 
fishing has shown that 
there are plenty of 
undersize salmon 
around and few legal 
ones.
Worse, the small 
fish have been taken 
on all varieties of^ 
lures. It had been 
hoped that the tests 
would show that some 
of the larger lures 
could be used becuase 
the small fish would 
ignore them.
A feed outlet and 
hay store will be 
located at 1835 John 
Road In Westmont 
Farms vacant building 
following approval of 
a proposal by Toutant 
Farms of Surrey B.C.
. In a letter to council 
Dale Toutant wrote.
“We have been asked 
on several occasions 
to open a feed outlet 
in this area and after 
talking to various 
members of the 
community we fed 
there is a real need for 
a business of this kind 
here.”
inflated prices that existed a few 
months ago.
For those who would like to get 
into the real estate business — 
despite the hard times — Burdon 
has this advice.
“Make sure you’ve got enough 
money to live on for at least six 
months, preferably a year, and it 
helps if overheads are low'.”
And then if you work hard and 







Ian Vantreight was elected president of the 
Saanich Peninsula Farmers’ Institute at the- 
annual meeting held Oct. 21 at Saanichton 
Research Station.
Dave Pendray is vice-president; Echo 
Eburne secretary; Ray Galey, treasurer; and 
Jack Mar, Joe Taylor, Art Garcia, Michael 
Vantreight, Daryl Michell and Jacques 
Ponchet, directors.
There were about 100 people at the 
meeting, including Saanich Mayor Mel 
Couvelier, North Saanich Mayor Eric 
Sherwood, and several aldermen from 
Saanich, Central Saanich and North 
Saanich. Former presideiit Jack; Arnaud, 
w'ho was voted out of office during his term, 
did not'attend.
Joe Taylor was elected delegate to the 
B.C. Federation of Agriculture, with John 
Pendray as alternate.
No progress was reported on the question 
of federal compensation for the ban on 
potato production in Central Saanich 
because of the golden nematode.
Guest speaker was NDP leader Dave 
Berrett, who urged members to become 
politically active and pressure government 
for the things they want.
He told them the NDP. is committed to 
saving agricultural land and also farm 
communities, which he referred to as 
bulwarks against the violence, alienation and 
lonliness of urbanization.
He challenged farmers to make upHheir 
minds whether they favored free enterprise 
or socialism, pointing out that government 
subsidies and farm income assurance did not 
fit in the “mythical free enterprise system.”
Answering a question, he said the Social 
Credit government had made a foolish 
mistake in taking 630 acres in Langley out of 
the land reserve.
Hydro hint to waste-watchers: Insulate hot 
water pipes in your home with half-inch 
\yrap-arotmd insulation and prevent heat
loss,
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FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 6 8 p.m.
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What Strange power does the inter­
planetary Society have over helicopters?
it’s not a mystery involving Martians or 
flying saucers — the Interplanetary 
Society is the organization that is 
establishing an aircraft museum at Pat 
Bay Airport.
Problem is that every time they arrange 
to have a helicopter fly, the fuselage of a 
World War II bomber over to the airport 
from Salt Spring Island something goes 
■wrong. ■/,,
The first two atternpts involved ,the 
coast guard helicopter, and bach time it 
was grpunded by an accident the day 
before. The society then turned for help 
to the Canadian Armed Forces, who have 
more than one helicopter.
Oct. 20 was to have been the great day, 
when one of the big Labrador search and 
rescue craft would lift the Bristol 
Bolingbroke fuselage from Fulford 
Harbor, where it has langui,shed since 
1946, and bring it to join the tail of the 
plane, which has been at the airport for 
some time.
But at Comox air base a maintenance 
tool turned up missing •— and one of the 
places it might have been mislaid was in 
the works of one of the helicopters — so 
all of them had to be grounded until it was 
found.
Arrangements are being made for a new 
date, but the .society is beginning to 
wonder about tho effectiveness modern 
technology. The plane originally went to 




$5,000 worth of 
personal jewellery was 
stolen from a home on 
Aboyne Ave. in the 
Ardmore area on the 
night of Oct. 10.
The owners 
returned after being 
out for the evening to
find the back door 
had been forced open 
and the jewellery 
taken. Police have 






bowling in the 
Thursday night 
commercial league, 
set new single and 
triple records for the 
season with a 391 
single and 840 triple.
Joy Scott, in the 
Tuesday ladies league 
rolled a 264 single, 
711 triple.
Top bowlers for the 
week were: V ■
Credit Union — R. 
Tripp, 734 (270); J. 
Bill, 660 (253); C. 
Riddell, 656 (260).
Tuesday Ladies — 
J. Scott, 711 (264); M. 
lsdahl.706(269).
, Wednesday Legion 
— D. Toller, 697 
(240); D. Worsley, 
674 (227); Rowena 
Nunn, 653 (289).
Thursday Com­
mercial — M. Dixon, 
840 (391). YBC Senior 
— R. Mathews, 564 
(247); Junior — J. 
Mathews, 456 (195); 
A. Nunn, 454 (175); 
Bantam, B. Fletcher, 
404; E. Nunn, 359 
(133); Pee Wee — A. 
Budd, 229 double 





The Dean Park 
Association plans a 
wine and cheese party 
at 8 p.m. Friday in the 
Agriculture Canada 
Research Station 
pavilion, 8801 East 
Saanich Road.
Hydro Hint to 
W a s I c- W a t ch crs: 
Install storm windows 
or double glazing and 
reduce heat loss 
through glass by 50 
per cent. In cold 








2354 Beacon Avenue, Sidney, B.C. 








ALL PAINTS, BRUSHES, 
SANDPAPER, CLEANERS
AND WAXES...............  , ,.
SEBA60 SHOES AND BOOTS 




.......... .. 20% OFF
•ri




SALE RUNS OCT. 20th to OCT. 31st 
TERMS OF SALE: Cash, Visa or Master Charge 
*ALL SALES FINAL * N0 REFUNDS, NO RETURNS 
STORE HOURS: 0900 to 1800 hours Tubs, to Sat., 





•- mmODUCTOBY WORKSHOP --
A workshop will be held on Saturday, October 31, and Sunday, 
November I,- in Brentwood. The.sc work .shops feature the
'hands-on” use of computers by tlie class throughout the
weekend. The objective is to convey the potential of small 
computers lo assist US in business.
Apple II Plus computers arc available in the ratio of one for each 
two students. Substantial time is .scheduled both for question 
periods and for each person to operate one of the computers. 
Business systems arc demonstrated and dl.scussed as well as 
peripherals such as printers.
The fee is $125 per student. Lunches are provided on both days. 
The class size is limited to a maximum of 8 people to permit 
personal instruction and to allow each person sufficient lime 
operating a computer,
Further information can be obtained by phoning 652-2647, Wc 
will send you an application form and scliedulc on request.
1157 NtWI'ORT RVE, PHONE 592-2711
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After two years of planning, the Associated Physicians - 
formerly of 2412 Beacon Avenue, have moved to new premises at 
2425 Bevan Avenue in Sidney.
The Medical Clinic accommodates the five doctors, two of 
whom are surgeons - with an additional six staff members in the
Patients won’t have to climb any stairs when they visit the 
clinic which is at street level in the 6,000 square foot building.
And to accommodate patients’ needs, Sidney Pharmacy, 2416 
Beacon Avenue, will soon be opening another pharmacy in the
: oil THE COMPLETIOi^ ©F THEIR HEW PREMISES
SIDNEY PHARMACY 2416 BEACON AVE., SIDNEY 656-1168
on your new facilities
from
11295 West Saanich Road 
Phono 656*1556
J.L Dunlop Construction Ltd. & staff
P.O. Box 2394 Sidney, B.C. V8L 3Y3 Phone 656-2678
We were pleased to have been General Contractors in the construction of 
, the new Medical Clinic.
Congratulations to everyone involved.







. 2d4() KiJiMino (^ii,iSs lloiid
P,0. Box lilS), Brofilwoori Boy, B,0. VO!’; I AO
Phono 652-1171







THE COMPLETION OF YOUR 
NEW FACILITIES
V BEAVER LUIMBER
franchised dealer Slegg Lumber Ltd. 










15511 McHattle Road 
652-3483







20G8 HoiiryAvo,, Sidney 656-5555
MILLArS PLUMBING
10116 Ptanni St. Sidney 656-5130
congratulates the 
ASSOCIATED PHYSICIANS 
on their new facilities.
WINDSOR PLYWOOD




on the opening of your new facilities. 
We were pleased to be a part of it!
<;lass
iH ALlfTHM i\l PltODlif rs I.TIL





874 Oevonshire Rd. Victoria 385-7137
vjWs prniifl lo ho involvod in tho non- 
slruction of tlie fiew Medical Clinic.
BEST WISHES from
Orephift Office Inlorlorn LffJ.




FRANK VANDFN RID HFI ARR 
JOHN SMITH 
595-7494








DENNIS BOWCOTT EXCAVATING 
& TRUCKING LTD.
2294 GrevoCr,, Sidney 656-1981
congratu lutes the 
ASSOCIATED PHYSICIANS 
















By JOHN GREEN 
What links the annual 
report of the attorney- 
general’s ministry to the Naval 
Officers Training College 
manual on Canadian naval 
customs and traditions and to 
the Capital Regional District 
official community plan?
The link—but you must not 
say “connecting link’’ — is the 
writing talent of Jean White, 
in whose home at 8098 East 
Saanich Road all three 
documents have received or 
will receive their final polish.
In the year and a half since 
she set up her business of 
Westcoast Writing and 
Research Ltd., she has also 
had contracts for, among 
others, the annual report of 
the environment ministry, 
computer manuals for B.C. 
Buildings Corp., and a 
background paper on natural 
gas pricing for the ministry of 
energy, mines and resources.
At the same time she has 
developed a second facet of 
the enterprise, giving seminars 
on effective writing for ad­
ministrators in private in­
dustry and government.
Mrs. White (she doesn’t 
approve of current newspaper 
style, which would omit the 
“Mrs.“) is not a professor of 
English, in fact she gained her 
bachelor’s degree only two 
years ago. People hire her not 
for the letters after her name, 
but for those she puts on 
paper.
When .she takes on a writing 
or editing contract site doesn’t 
accept responsibiltiy for facts 
or arguments, those arc 
supplied by the client. She 
undertakes to convey the 
information in few words, but 
words that make un­
derstanding easy and 
misunderstanding impossible.
Her service includes 
assembling the information if 
rctiuired. as she did for the 
naiviral gas paper, but in ntost 
cases she is asked only to edit 
material already published.
It is easy to see how an 
individual or small business 
with an imporlant proposal or 
report to prepare might 
welcome a chance to turn the 
jol) over lo a professional, but 
why would a government 
department wilh its own public 
informtttion staff hire an 
ouisidei?
Mrs. While gets contracts liy 
demonstrating what she can 
do. If she can show how to 
improve last year’s annulil 
Hepvul she may he hired to 
write the next one.
I let writing skills Itavc been 
loarnevl in 2(1 years of varied 
experience. Born in Bristol, 
lingland, she began her career 
as a secreiai y at the University 
of Brisio and W'lis later a news
i
 typist tnul editor lor the BBC 
there. Coming to C'anada in
began io get request for
, lessons in effective writing, but
View from a wheelchair
m
By PAT MURPHY
1 suppose it depends, largely, 
on your point of view — your 
perspective on the world and the 
angle from which you see things.
There’s no way, really, that 
one can experience Sidney from a 
wheelchair unless you are a 
handicapped person but even a 
walk around the business section 
with a pcr.son in a mobile chair 
can be a revelation.
So many of the things which 
tho normal person takes for 
granted arc obstructions, some of 
them insurmountable, to the 
person who doesn’t have the full 
use of his body. Steps, a broken 
sidewalk, inadequate washrooms 
— which the normally mobile 
person considers minor 
nuisances, annoying perhaps but 
trivial really — are sources of 
frustration and anger lo the 
handicapped.
You’re handicapped and you 
have been invited to a hotel or a 
restaurant for lunch. You want to 
go — such invitations are in­
frequent — but the damned place 
has a step or steps which you 
can’t negotiate in your chair. So 
you must be lifted into the 
establishment.
Do you know what that does to 
your ego? It’s better, many 
disabled people believe, to say no 
— to stay at home and simmer.
Or you want to go for a trip 
downtown and you find that 
many of the curbs, cut down 
though they are, still have a step 
of a few inches which you just 
can’t handle in your wheel-chair. 
Or the street is broken and to 
you, in a chair, dangerous.
Take the corner of Beacon and 
Fifth, ,for example. The curb on 
the northeast corner is cut down 
but it leads directly into a 
telephone pole-lamp standard 
which is a damned nuisance to get
around in a wheelchair. The 
southwest corner curb is not cut 
down so you wheel yourself out 
into the traffic to find a way back 
to the sidewalk.
Ted Allison, who runs the 
Caring Neighbors Telephone 
Network for the Peninsula 
Community Association, knows 
all about wheelchairs. He’s been 
in one fora longtime.
Allison doesn’t know just how 
many people there are in Sidney 
who must use wheelchairs to get 
from point A to B but there are, 
he believes, more than any 
estimate one might make through 
seeing them on the streets.
A lot have been through the 
frustration-anger-helplessness 
trauma and prefer to stay close to 
home.
Sidney is a nice little town, they
say, flat and, apparently, easy to 
get around in. But, if you are 
trundling around in a wheel-chair 
you begin to realize that the 
streets are broken and hazardous. 
What, to a “walkie” might seem 
like a minor depression in a 
sidewalk could tip a wheelchair 
and cause an injury.
Ted Alliston has a telephone 
network going which ac­
commodates about 35 han­
dicapped people many of whom 
are confined to their homes. They 
exchange news, support and 
gossip. Phone number as of 
October 22 — 656-6322. Or — 
Peninsula Com m unit y 
Association - 656-0134.
“Essentially,’’ says Alliston, 
“It’s a friendly voice lo most of 
them. A voice with wlvom people 
can exchange and confide.’’
Jim sends
1966, she worked as assistant 
to the chief process engineer at i| 
Canadair in Montreal and then 
as administrative assistant in a || 
department at McGill || 
University. ||
After moving to Alberia in 1 
1969 she served as secretary to If 
the executive assistants of the 
last Social Credit premier, 
Harry Strom, then did short- || 
term assignments as court 
reporter, secretary to the 
RCMP criminal investigation 
branch and to the City of H 
Edmonton public affairs || 
committee, and two years as a ^ 
legal secretary . 1
Her husband, Sidney White, i| 
was hiredTo do the assembly ii 
planning for Trident Aircraft ' || 
in June, 1979, just when she li 
had finished her university 
course. They knew the 
company was financially 
shaky, but he thought highly ^ 
of the Trigul aircraft, they 
wanted to live on Vancouver 
Island, and their children were 
grown and on their own, so 
they took the gamble.
Mrs. White worked as a 
technical writer for the B.C. ii 
Systems Corp., and then with : 
a firm of systems analysts. She
gift to queen
Queen Elizabeth 
now lias a copy of My 
Friend, W . A . C . 
Bennett, the story of 
the life and times of 
tlie late premier of 
British Columbia.
In June, author and 
publisher of the 1,000 
copy limited edition, 
veteran Victoria news 
photographer Jim 
Ryan, sent off an 
autographed copy of 
his book . to 
Buckingham Palace. 
On Sept. 1, he 
received a letter from 
Balmoral Castle, the 
Queen’s' s u m m ef 
residence, in which 
her secretary wrote 
“your book bn the 
late Premier of British 
C ol LI m b i a , t h e 
Honourable W.A.C. 
Bennett, whom Her 
Majesty remembers 
well, is a very 
welcome gift. The fact 
that you have kindly 
i n s c I' i b e d H e r 
Majesty’s copy makes
the book double 
yvelcome. It will, you 
may be sure, be read 
with great interest.’’
Known as the 
‘‘premier’s 
photographer,’’ Ryan 
drew on his 30 years’ 
friendship and 
association with 
Bennett to ptoduce 
the handsome tribute 
to the late premier, 
which was primed by 
Manning Press Ltd.
A limited : number 
of copies of the book 
arc still available. 
Many "Br i t i sh 
Co!urnbians regard it 
as a collector's item, 
including as it does 
rare and exclusive 
photos of Bennett’s 
life from his New 
Brunswick boyhood, 
his career as a young 
Alberta businessman, 
and his 20 years as 







month end, well have special 
%0 PLUS'^ Days for all Senior Citizens 
ill Brentwood Bay.
To make your banking easier well provide.,.
Special Teller Service 
Seats While You Wait; 
individual ''Take a Number'' ServiceI 
Coffee ■ ServedTo; You
Our next special "60 Plus" Days will be:
Thursday, Oct. 29th g Wednesday, Nov. 4th
TIM PERKINS 
MANAGER SERVING BRENTWOOD BAY
her employers weren’t in­
terested, so she set out on her || 
own, Her seminars started out 
as lunch-hour programs, then 
grew to half a clay, a full clay, jl 
and sometimes two clays. |i
Obviously a person cannot | 
be taught lo write well in a clay | 
or two, but they can be shown | 
how to organize material, their || 
weaknesses and bad Imbils can il 
be icloniified foi ilu'rn. and the 1'^ 
road to improvement can lie i 
pointed out. People wIhx have | 
just reached levels of | 
management where they liave | 
to do written reports are || 
among tliose who lienefii 
most. §:
Mrs. Wliite abhors jargon, p 
and redundancy, |;
“Connecting link," is fi 
redniulani,, ; since ail links 
connect; so are “new reeruii,” i |j 
“iriu; facts’' and. “cnid , |f 
Eesulis,”, " ■ ' i
She is still at the stage where |i 
she has to spend a lot of time fi 
eonvineing |iolemial elienis ot |;j 
the value of hei services, but fi 
alieady banks, iirovineial and i| 
tederal ministries and major || 




V. . AND IN THESE DAYS, EVERYBODY CAN USE A FEW EX­
TRA DOLLARS. Boys, girls, housewives, or rotirods, you’il 
enjoy delivering the new “Peninsula Wookondor”, every Fri­
day. You can realistically earn $20 - $50 or $100 every month 
for a few hours each week. PLUS, there will be special promo­
tions that will let you earn more.
There are a few routes loft in the Sidney area, so call now and 
leave your name. Your route will start Friday, Nov. 6.
lb l
By no means all of the
names on her list arc big ones, 
and she doesn’t operate in a II 
big way. She lakes her work ri 
home, and, may ilo the 
ministry's annnal report orr the li 
dining room Ttilile-- nnd she 
would be just as pU?ased to be l| 
composing an important leiiei || 
, lor a local business or lielping || 
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Couple wed 50 years
Jack and Rhoda remembered by many 
McAndrew were on Pender Island for
St. Andrew’s Morning Group
MiiAGE
SALE
Friday, Nov. 6th 
10 a.m. ■ 1 p.m. 
f^^argaret
Vaughan Birch Hall 
4th Street
their contribution of 




they celebrated their 
50th wedding an- 
niversar>' Oct. 24.
Some four children, 
eight grandchildren 
and friends from 
several provinces 
celebrated with the 




Mr. and Mrs, 
M c .A. n d r e were 
piped to a pcrvuce 
diningroom by Dr.
■5 O' u c r 
. I'ec b>-
:be oO'UOde'b: youa^^:5^ 
cr<EiT,?O5i0og
from Sootfaitid
Hete f. ari onDcnunin, c: 
)D!n a SLiccesf.'u- laarr. 
and silt De you" ow,’';:;ii;s,s 
We re a Vancouve' dasen. 3 C owned ano ooe 
rated comDany ana very nrnuc o; ou' iraoi. 'eaor;: 
in ine automoiiue attei-market 
Were looking t.oi comoeien: numvaisc in;i-- 
viouais who would like to ov/r ana ooeraie ineir 
own hignly suocesstui and protnuDit riuoriei
fes-tival 




rake &. Mutfiei Dusinssia
rlilDtiHI tlfWK: i<UV «llF=i.-:K =|i.i|k':nat'i.. 
klir MIVV AWAl.AB.r 1-1)1^ IMIIAIMI;. 
ti.iwi.fffi AtmaAMi-fiFL' nwsr
For t’sjritnerinliarniBttiDn crcinsfirt 
Wairreini Sw/artson, ?3SSVl'iR$;ltan Street.. 
B'Urnaib'y, B.C. '*'£A.2Hi5{S0-t;J 42.0-6S3;S.
Budget Brake & Muffler
Bente Rehm Handcrafts Presents a
Civnstma# Tatr




Afternoon tea; j^iQy g_g
P Hours: Thurs. & Fri, 10-9 p.m.
Sat. & Sun, 10-5 p.m,
(Free admission to Crystal Garden & Crafts)
the
opentna of the
October meeting of 
St. Mary's .-ACW. 
.Mrs. Lewis gave an 
interesting report on 
the Dorcas meeting 
she attended men­
tioning the articles she 
had taken in from St. 
Mary’s and the
changes in the
destinations of the 
bales of clothing and . 
bedding for the needy. 
Most urgently 
required are baby crib 
blankets and diaper 
pins. It was desided to 
donate some next 
month.
Mrs. Sefton read a 
newsletter from the 
Foster Parents Plan 
and a member was 
requested to write the 
November letter to 
Jorge Cazorla, our 
foster child in 
y Equador.
Plans were made 
for the bazaar and tea 
on Nov.7 and 
volunteers agreed to 
look after various 
tables. A request from 
the Mothers Morning 
Out group, to share 
the bazaar, with a 
table of thier own was 
approved.
After the meeting 
adjourned a delicious 
lunch was served
k«TAUfcAHT






-^Dally al tho , 
downtown location 
-^Friday and Saturday al 






(Children iindm to -..*$.00)
mm
Hours:
lunchniin-™ 11:30 to 3 p.m. 
dInnor-Q lo 11:30 p.m,
(1)531 Yates Street 
386-3313
(?) 4512 W. Saaiilcli Bd.
(Royal Oak) ?27-3444
Countryside Preschool is a 
parent-owned co-operative in 
Central Saanich for three and 
four-year-old children and 
currently accepting registration. 
For more information call Mrs. 
Holly Clifford at 652-4650. tf 
Scottish Country Dancing starts 
up in Sidney again this year with 
two local teachers — Bob Vroom 
and Lucy Whitehouse — who 
have passed the preliminary 
examinations of the Royal 
Scottish Dance Society. Anyone 
interested in becoming involved 
in this dancing may call 656-2128 
or 656-6107. ’ tf
Sidney Twirlers and Drum Corps 
ies.sons Thursdays 5 - 9 p.m. at 
Sidney elementary school. Call 
656-6^8. tf
Sidney Preschool is offering a 
quality play program for three 
amd four-year-old children. For 
registration call Linda New at 
656-"654 or .Marge Friesen at 
656-5133. The preschool is a non­
profit organization. tf
Silver Threads at 10030 
Resthaven Drive, Sidney, 
welcomes senior citizens 9 a.m. - 
4 p.m. weekdays, 7 - 9 p.m. 
evening and 1 - 4 p.m. Saturdays 
and Sundays, lunches, teas, 
coffees, cards, library, billiards, 
wide variety craft classes. 
Recreational activities, 
languages, trips, etc.
Keating school fall fair, to be 
held 6-8:30 p.m. Oct. 30 features 
ans and crafts, a haunted house, 
white elephant, teacher’s favorite 
cook book, auction and more. 43 
Sidney Stroke Club will be 
meeting the second and fourth 
Tuesday each month, 11 a.m. - 2 
p.m. in Margaret Vaughan Birch 
Hall, all “strokers” welcome, for 
more information call co­
ordinator Ruth Snow at 656- 
2101. tf
Saanich Peninsula Toastmasters’ 
Club meets Tuesdays at 7:30 p.m. 
in the board room, Panorama 
Leisure Centre, 1885 Forest 
Park, Sidney. For more in­
formation call 382-5004. ^tf 
First annual Christmas Craft Fair 
will be held at the Crystal 
Gardens, Douglas Street, Vic­
toria. More than 70 craftspeople 
from B.C. wiU be sho\ying and 
selling their work. Live music, 
entertainment, free admission.
Cordova Bay United Church 
rummage .sale 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
Saturday al 5166 Cordova Bay 
Road. 43
The Saanich Peninsula Society of 
Porcelain artists will meet at the 
Cordova Bay store, 5150 Cor­
dova Bay Road, at 1:30 p.m. 
Thursday. 43
Clan Fraser gathering Nov. 7 at 
Holyrood Hou.se, 6 - 10 p.m. 
with dinner at 7 p.m. All dan 
members, kith and kin welcome. 
$14 each, .send cheque in advance 
to Alan A. Fraser, 502-103 Gorge 
Road Ea.st, V9A 6Z2 or call 386- 
1364. 44
Tea served 2 - 5 p.m. The fair 
runs Nov. 5 and 6, 10 a.m. - 9 
p.m., Nov. 7 and 8, 10 a.m. - 5 
p.m. Enquiries to Bente Rehm at 
658-8825 or 658-8333. 43
Seniors — new to Sidney? Don’t 
know anyone? The Silver 
Threads Centre offers classes, 
activities and a warm welcome. 
Drop in to 10030 Resthaven or 
call us at 656-5537. tf
Anyone interested in forming a 
lawn bowling association with a 
view towards establishing a green 
and clubhouse in Central 
Saanich? Call Bill Mason at 652- 
1366. tf
The Peninsula Christian 
Women’s After Five Club plans a 
dinner 7-9 p.m. Nov. 2 at the 
Travelodge, Sidney. Featured: 
tantalizing wrapping for 
thoughtful gifts by The Thought 
Shop. Music by Doreen Alton, 
vocalist. Reservation 652-2584 by 
Oct. 29.. 43
Whatever Happened To The 
Human Race? is a five-week film 
series by Francis A. Schaeffer 
and Everett C. Keep, MD., 
examining such issues as in­
fanticide, euthanasia and 
abortion. All welcome to the 
series which will be held 7:30 
p.m. Thursday evenings starting 
Oct. 29 through Nov. 26. 47
New Parent Discussion Groups 
now meeting weekly for parents 
of children newborn to three 
years. Sidney group starts this 
week — come join us for mutual 
support, information and
friendship. Sponsored by Capital 
Families. For information call 
Karen at 598-4675 or Brenda at 
592-0516. tf
Boys and girls in Central Saanich 
are invited to a Hallowe’en party 
Oct. 31 at 7 p.m. in the 4-H 
building on the agricultural 
fairgrounds. Evening includes a 
costume contest, free hot dogs 
and drinks, bonfire and a 
fireworks display.
Central Saanich Photographic 
Society invites new members to 
hear professional photographer 
Phillip Graham speak Oct. 29 
from 7:30 - 9:30 p.m. at Central 
Saanich municipal hall.
Discovery Toastinistress is taking 
applications for membership. 
Meetings monthly focus on self- 
improvement, self-confidence 
and leadership skills. For more 
information call Lea King at 652- 
3114.
The Peninsula Minor Hockey 
Association’s dance takes place 
at Sanscha Hall, Beacon Avenue, 
Sidney, starting 8 p.m. through 1 
a.m. Nov. 14. Denny’s Canned 
Music, $1,0 a group, for more 
information call 652-4766. 45
Sidney Ladies Barbershop 
Chorus needs ladies voices in all 
ranges. The group meets 
Mondays at 7:30 p.m. in the 
Masonic Hall, Fourth Street. 
Singers don’t need to be able to 
read music.
The chorus sings for fun and 
friendship — come and listen 
with no obligation or call 656-.. 
7828., .A ■ '' tf'
Sidney Co-op Preschool invite 
parenis and their children to an 
open house 9:30 -11 a.m. Nov. 3. 
The school is at Malaview and 
5lh Street in St. Paul’s United 
Church. 43
Sidney Twirlers and Drum Corps
are no longer collecting but say 
“thanks for the papers.’’ After 
Oct. 31 call Job’s Daughters at 
656-6663 or Navy League at 656- 
6697. tf
Peninsula Singers invite men and 
women to join their community 
choir which meets Tuesdays at 
7:30 p.m. at the Canadian 
Legion, Mills Road. Ability to 
read music an advantage. Call
652-9828. tf
Speak French and want to keep 
conversational skills? Toast­
masters En Francais meets 
Thursday evenings, 7:30 - 9:30 
p.m. in Sedgewick 68 at the 
University of Victoria. For more 
information call 598-3729 or 598- 
1316. tf
A smart New York comedy about 
a couple of rich youngsters who 
find love and adventure while 
trying to sort out the mixed up 
lives of their immature parents — 
that’s the plot in Rich Kids, a 
movie showing Nov. 13 at Sidney 
elementary school and starring 
Jeremy Levy and Trini Alvarado. 
Put on by Sidney Film 
Association, the show costs $3 .
St. Mary’s ACW plans a bazaar 
and tea 2-4 p.m. Nov. 7 at the 
church hall, Cultra Avenue, 
Saanichton. Home baking, white 
elephant, dried flowers. 43
ues
Mr s . B a r b a r a 
Redding, a registered 
nurse who formerly 
worked at Resthaven 
and at Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital, is 
giving classes in her 
home at 2093 Piercy 





Unable to continue 
working in a hospital 
because of a back 
injury, she started 
giving evening cla.sses 
last April. Limited to 

















they are usually held 
on Tuesdays and 
Thursdays, and 
Redding tries to start 
a new class about 
every three weeks.
The cour.se takes six 
two-hour sessions, but 
Ihe expectant mother 
must practice the 
breathing and 
relaxation techniques 
regularly until the 
baby arrives.
Redding used the 
method when her own 
two children were 
born. It does not 
elminatc pain, but she 
says that because Ihe 
mother feels more in 
control of the 
siuialion (here is less 
tension and there fore 
less pain,
Eleanor Mary Gillard, daughter of RCMP Supt. Howard 
Gillard and wife Lorree, of Deep Cove, married Mark James 
Mason, son of Mona and John Mason of South Delta in a 
double-ring ceremony at Tsnwwassen United Church. After a 










Book your Christmas Parly now







t ( Time to get back 
to the Basics”
meet
T li e O e t 0 b c r 
meeting of Sidney 
Rotary Ann.s \vns lictd 
at the lutine of Mrs. 
.1 o a n K c e p e n c c, 
ISrciilwood Bay, some 
14 mctnhci's aliending 
included two new 
membeis,
FORMIPr^ipPi MAYOR
DISTRICT OF NORTH SAANICH
ON SATURDAY 21 
NOVEMBER ESTWOOD, George X
INSfRIFh BY THf: COMMITTf: fOR IHC ftf.nilllN (If (4 011(11 WfMWCiOl)
Hie rnffle held afier 
each business meeting 




were enjoyed by 
everyone, Hie Nov, 
19 mceiiiig v.ill be 
lieltl at Ilie liome of 
Mis. Helen Hooker 









Few attend hearings Ak
The following 
recommendations 
were made at an Oct. 
13 meeting of Central 
Saanich zoning 
committee.
*A request to 
rezone property at the 
coner of East Saanich 
and Island View from 
commercial to in­
dustrial was turned 





ment Ltd. was given 
approval for con­
struction of
townhouses at 1181 
Verdier on a narrow 
strip of land 
measuring 82 feet by 
276 feet.
*A voluntary 
request for a 
development permit 
for Just Like Home 
Enterprise Ltd. to 
build a pancake house 
at 6719 West Saanich 
(at the site of the 
Porterhouse 
Restaurant) was 
tabled pending further 
investigation and 
study in view of 
possible future need
for widening the road.
®O.K. Paving was 
given conditional 
approval to construct 
two buildings in the 
Keating Industrial 
Zone providing the 
second smaller 
buiding, which is to be 
moved to the site, is 
brought up to 
standards equal to the 




Amusements to have 
10 acres removed 
from the Agricultural 
Land Reserve at 2185 
Mount Newton Cross 
Road was turned 
down as was a request 
from H. Williams, 
6950 Wallace.
Williams requested 
rezoning of his 
property to in­
stitutional from 
residential to increase 
the number of 
handicapped patients 
living in the house. 
The committee 
recognized the value 
however, of the' 
proposal and referred 
the matter for further 
study. 1
Sidney RCMP have 
received-several 
complaints recently of 
people being bitten by 
dogs. There have been 
incidents both 
in Sidney and in 
North Saanich.
No one has been 
seriously hurt, but 
police point out dog 
owners are subject to 
prosecution if their 
animals are left at 
liberty to run out of 
their yards at passers 
by.
Two public 
hearings were held at 
Central Saanich 
municipal hall Oct. 13 
but few people were 
interested enough to 
attend, says Aid. 
George MacFarlane.
One of the bylaws 
being dealt with 
concerned down­
zoning of a piece of 
land at the corner of 
Cultra and East 
Saanich from 
townhouse to single 
family.
The only member 
of the public to speak 
was nearby property 
owner Chris Pike who 
commented he hoped 
council would con­
sider up-zoning 
another pice of land 
to balance the change.
The second public 
hearing concerned 
changes in working.
“The wording of 
the old bylaw meant 
the same thing but 
just wasn’t quite good 
enough,’’ explained
MacFarlane.
He pointed out that 
in one instance a 
resident had con­
structed several floats 
on his waterfront. The 
existing bylaw states 
that one float could be 
built but the amen­
dment will now read 
“one only of either a 
private wharf, float or 
pier.’’
MacFarlane explained 
residents _ will not be 
able to challenge the 




Sidney School 2:00 - 4:00 p.m. 
Saturday, October 31st 
Refreshments provided 
Free Admission!
PANORAMA ARENA SKATING PARTY!
Admission free to anyone in costume! 
9:30 p.m. to Midnite 
Saturday, October 31st 

















Priscilla Jay and made
School
^ ■'■■■downr
There are 6,346 
students in Saanich 
school district. The 
total is down 38 from 
September, 1980.
Schools with the 
largest enrolment are 
Sidney with 401; 
Mount Newton with 
511; North Saanich 
with 710 and Royal 





Trachoma, which can 
result in blindness, is 
the world’s most 
widespread infectious 
desease. UNICEF, the 
United Nations 
Children’s Fund, can 
provide enough 
Vitamin A capsules to 
prevent trachoma for 
40 children, at a cost 
of about $1 per year. 
Hut UNICEF needs 
your support to do 
this. Donate your 
silver lo children 
knocking at your 
iloor, this
Hallowe’en
by Mrs. Jarjorie 
Smith of Sidney, 
being her
reminiscences of the 
North Saanich area 
when she was growing 
up.
Mrs. Smith is a 
daughter of the late 
Mr. and Mrs. John 
; B r eth our , Mrs . 
Brethour being the 




owned and farmed 
500 acres in the Sidney 
area, and Mrs. 
Smith’s description of 
life on the farm, the 
churches and schools 
of the area and the 





Cates il you are new in town 
and feel kind o( lost; If you've 
JusI added a new son or 
daufihter to your family; II 
HE has finally asked you lo 
become his wile; II you or 
someone in your larnily is 











DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 




Homs of SUPERS savings!
In Downtown Sidney 
Across from Sidney HotelWE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES WHILE STOCKS LAST








































FROZEN GR. ‘O' 8-16 Ib.
YOUNG
TURKEY .lb.
scon GR. ‘A’ FROZEN
ROASTING $125
CHICKEN .....................lb. 1

















































Plus Deposit ..................... I
ROGERS
GRANOLA
BARS. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
FAB
DETERGENT





10 lb. bag... . . . . .
PRODUCE



















































RAISINS0.0,  .. . .  ... ^.








PEEL Ml,. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
DELUXE
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TOOLS
SPECIAL PURCHASE!!
LAST WEEK’S TOOL SALE SOLD OUT SO QUICKLY THAT WE 
ARE REPEATING IT ONE MORE WEEK.
BEAVER is offering Brand Name Tools this week at unbelievable prices — 
Hurry — Quantities are limited and they won’t last long!!




16' X 3/4" wide blade. Power return 






Aluminum level fias 
3 replaceable vials 
12 plurno. 1 level) 









Plywood Prices have fallen and BEAVER now 
offers you plywood prices we haven’t seen in 
a long time — Look at these bargains. All are 














Smooth cam-action power return in 
popular 25' length. Ail self-supporting 
up to 7 feel.
25’ X 1” Wide 




.t2'.' grooved , 
blade. Sctiber: 









blade wiin set LV 
i and bevel-liled i ’























locks in 3 cutting 
positions. Two 











SPRUCE I a C
S/S”
STANDARD 
































































1x8 Cedar Channel Siding Std. 
Btr. ONLY
& 1x10 - No. 
SPECIAL
CEDAR FINISHING LUMBER
1 Bevel Cedar siding.
ft.32‘ perm5430"“
1x4 Cedar Vee Joint Select Tight 
Knot
ft.59' ft. 24'
1x6 Cedar Vee Joint Clear
Lft.. 69'
HAMMER


































No. 1 Brand Name Domtar Shingles. Triple tab, 
self sealing shingles. Coverage per bundle is 
32.3 sq. ft. All stock colours. ^ ^ni
Wi
CASH AND CARRY , . , . . . . , BUNDLE
89
HOLLED iOOFING
100 sq. ft. rolls 
50 lb, Black .... ......... per roll
go ib. Black,









Rich grained i.oliti oak liles .irii ptelmir.hod ,', , even waxed' Tno anii- 
guo surlacn toeinis matks and ccralches because ol us loxiuiotl surlace 
which is tre.'iled with a deep pcnnirfilinii oil linish , slnel wnoind and 
v/axed wilh Carnuha paiile wax, Ihen hullud anr! polished
per sq. ft.
10 sq. ft. caiions
Attention boat builders
TEAK LUMBER
rough Teak in lull 1” -f I'/i” Thickness,














I’opulitf (ifice plane. Cutler pan tin aiiluslnd by 






















fully a(l|iit,t,ihi(i. Avail,ihin in Iwn si/es • Ho 
111203 has ,1 \ Vi" nutter ,ind llm Nil |II2()4 




















All at TREMENDOUS SAVINGS
PRE-FINISHED PANELLING
The look ot real wood lor less money.
Look at these panels al LOW LOW PRICES 
Rog. Prioo SALE PRICE
High Country Saddlo, .8,99 6»95 
High Country Sago . . . 8.99 6.95 
Sunsot Hickory. . ,
Timborlino Codar,
Rough Sawn Codar 
Rofinod Oak. . . . . . . .
Chorrywood......
Whito Cork,.,,, ,
Rusticana Pecan . 
Codar 4 Flat .
Oak 4 , , ..........




















lliMiililiil ni.il wind iwniil', ,iild 
iv.ifiiiih .iiiil i:tuir,ir,|iii In .my Kinm 
I ill,V III i(iiil,iil Aiipiinmi,'iifiiv ?.e 
vri It III iiindiim leiHilli'.
2” DIMENSION
2x4x6’ Common.... . . . . . . . . . . . .
2x4x10’, 1 + 2Fir ......................
2x4x12’, 1 + 2Fir ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . ........
2x4x14’, 1 -f- 2Fir ......................
2x6x6’ Common ....................... na *1.25
2x6x8’, 1 + 2Fir .. ..... . . . ...................... oa. *2.56
2x6x10, 1 + 2Fir............  . . . . . . . . on *3.20
2x6x12’, 1 + 2 Fir.........  ,
1” B0A8DS - S4S




















Dressed lo 3/4” Thick, Ideal lor cahinel work.
1x2...... ............... . . . . . . . . . . . .................. .
1x3,,.,,,'.:,,,.............. ............




por II. 92' 
par II. *1.22
1x6 , por It (til s 1.S3
SUPER PANELLING SPECIAL
TILL SATURDAY ONLY




ONLY ^8»88 per bag
FIBERGLASS PINK
INSULATION
It's liiwre Id e.irly tn think nt inr.iil.rlmn yoiit hnme nr rnll.ige 
f ihniill.tk (1,in,Wit iTiciiOfl [ d I'mk imiiiliiitin writ tin the jnhTnr 
you
n*Z0x15" so sq. ft.
;-,.*i5^®




Take arivantaon ol this h.airprirr! g.-iiii on r-Hir top 
quality latex paint. It goes on smooth — dries 
quickly. Scfubbahle, too. While and sovcfril coT 
ours,
GALLON Rug. $18.99 *9.49
OPEN OAIIY 




, SLEOt© LUMBER LTD.
OPEN SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:00
BEACON AND FIFTH ST. SIDNEY PHONE 656-1125
T
ATNOW IN










li' # * Jif
EXHIBITION RACE BUS departs every 










gtf -• < 'I■■ ' , ' J', ■ ' 'tZ.
B.C. LIONS looked like the 
team they should be when they 
handled the tough Hamilton 
Tiger-Cats on Sunday but even at 
9-6 there is another corner to 
turn, and once again it means 
getting by Saskatchewan 
Roughriders, Failure Sunday will 
probably mean a coaching 
change but that culd be a 
mistake. Vic Rapp has a 43-32-4 
record for his five seasons and 
with what is probably the best 
Canadian Talent in the Canadian 
Football League, the Lions aren’t 
too far from being a real Grey 
Cup threat ... in their time with 
Rapp, Lions are 27-9-4 in the first 
half and 16-23 in the second half 
of schedule play . . . Ken 
Dobson, CFAX curling star, is a 
bit excited about the chance to go 
to Montreal for the Grey Cup 
game. He’ll host a two-hour talk 
show featuring sports per­
sonalities which will be aired by 
his station starting at 10 a.m. on 
Nov. 20 . . . Island-owned pacers 
had a fine weekend at Cloverdale 
Raceway with five victories. 
Included were two wins for 
George Longphee -— Ellies Girl in 
a Friday feature and Freight Trait 
on Saturday and a score for 
Bernie Chenier and Bud Michell 
when Comets Birdie won the 
Friday opener . . . Joe Hudon, 
who spent the summer cam­
paigning in California, is due to 
return to Cloverdale this week 
. . Winnipeg Jets, who won 
only nine games last season while 
recording the NHL low of 32 
points, are certainly the early 
season surprise with 10 points 
from their first eight games ... 
but things don’t seem to have 
changed much for Vancouver 
Canucks, who so far haven’t 
found that signing veteran- 
Czechs Jiri Bubla and Ivan 
lllinka was much of a coup. It 
has been suggested, predictably, 
that the Canucks should be 
working out a deal which would 
send Bubla and Hlinka to 
Colorado Rockies for Brent 
Asliton, the young man the 
Canucks gave up as token 
compensation for disregarding 
league plans for the pair . . . 
injuries to Swedish stars Ulf 
Nilsson, Anders Hcdberg and 
Peter Wallin arc quite a setback 
for New York Rangers, who 
seemed on their way to again 
being a force in Ihe NHl. ... 
there was .some promise Sunday 
that the Seattle Seahawks, who 
seemed on their way to a second 
.successive season as dull, self- 
destructing losers, could regain 
the touch which made them 
foolbairs most exciting team in 
1978 and 1979. That may need 
only a running game, and 
newcomer Tlieolls Brown 
supplied that against New York 
.lets. . . one of the truly amazing 
things in -sport is how television 
comes up with its succession of 
incredible commentators, After 
Pliyllls GcorRc one wonders why 
not Brenda Vucenro . . . and then 
there is Tony Kiibek, who in­
formed his audience during the 
American Lcagtic playoffs that 
“Neither PlcciolH or Stanley has 
great range but they’re smart 
because Billy (Marlin, manager 
of (he Gnkland Athletic.s) tells 
them whereto play."
* * . *
^ DAVE RIGHETTI, the 
promising rookie Iclthandcr with 
the New York Vnnkees, gave 
veteran Victorians a .sort of 
rooting interest in the world 
«:eries. His dad, Leo, was a 
shortstop vvith the Victoria
Kickers shy toy t Bows
Athletics of the Western 
International Baseball league 
about 30 years back ... it 
remains to be seen whether 
righthander Rob Guenter, one of 
the world’s best softball pitchers, 
is going to settle down in Vic­
toria. There is, it’s said, a hard- 
to-refuse offer from a Calgary 
team . . . Gene Mauch, who has 
been with Philadelphia Phillies, 
Montreal Expos, Minnesota 
Twins and California Angels, is 
the holder of a baseball record 
which could stand as long as Lou 
Gehrig’s consecutive game 
streak. When schedule play 
ended this season, Mauch had 22 
years as a big league manager 
without a pennant. He was tied 
with Jim Dykes when the 1981 
season started ... it was a 
disappointing first week for the 
Capital City Turf Club although 
the weather was excellent.
However, despite far lower than 
expected mutuel totals for the 
first two days at Sandown and 
the loss of perhaps as much as 
$50,000 on Sunday when the 
Triactor race had to be cancelled 
because the starting gate broke 
down, the wagering total for the 
first four days exceeded that of 
last year’s opening four cards
. . . former Victoria City police 
inspector Lome Shandley, who 
retired last summer, is now the 
owner of two pacers. Claimed for 
him at Edmonton were Bethany 
Diane, a five-year-old mare with 
14 victories and earnings of more 
than $30,000 for 1980 and 1981, 
and Sinajes Dream, an eight- 
year-old mare which goes to 
Cloverdale with 1981 earnings of 
more than $9,000. Both are 
expected to start at Cloverdale 
next month . . . third baseman 
George Brett of the Kansas City 
Royals is probably earning more 
than $500,000 a year but he says 
his ultimate baseball fantasy “is 
to dive into the stands for a pop­
up, catch the ball and at the same 
time grab a guy’s beer and take a 
big swill.’’ It makes one wonder
, . Etirl Campbell of the 
Houston Oilers leaves brtiisos nnd 
awe when he i.s running at his 
best. “You don’t stop Earl,” 
says safely Glen Blackwood of 
the Miami Dolphins, “you 
survive him,’’ ... Denver 
Broncos may be the only team in 
football with a coach younger 
than its starting quarterback, 
Craig Morion having a year on 
37-ycar-old Dan Reeves. It could 
he close at Edmonton, where. 
Tom Wilkinson, now backup to 
Warren Moon, can’t be much 
older than coach Hugh Camphell 
, . . the anni.iaLTcxask)klahoma 
football game has been a sellout 
for 36 cansccutive years . • ‘ the 
University of Maryland athletic 
director is Dick Dull, but the 
football club sort of balances 




may not liave many people on his 
side but the highly visible owner 
of the New York Yankees is not 
wiihoni envise. His player payroll 
totals $8.8 million and lie really 
isn’t getting his im)ncy’.s worth. 
The payroll is, of course, his 
doing, hni that hase-rnnning in 
Lo.s Angeles was certainly a bit 
more than amateurish ... 
Montreal Expos haven't got a 
Cnmulian player on their roster 
but they dtew more support from 
Canadians than Team Canada 
did in the Cnnnda Cup hockey 
series. Things do change . , ,
Peninsula Kickers ended a 
three-game losing streak on 
Saturday with a 4-0 defeat of 
Bays United Oliver Animals in 
Division 6A junior soccer.
Flawless goaltending by Paul 
McIntyre and steady defensive 
play be Lee White, Lee Robson 
and Mike Taekema preserved the 
shutout. Jason Bonneau and 
John McCartney played strong 
games at mid-field, while James 
Redfern, with two, Daniel 
Remain and Jason Griffin 
provided the scoring punch.
Kickers end the first half of the 
schedule in fifth place, with two 
wins, two ties and three losses.
Peninsula Steelers in division 
6B played to a 4-4 draw with 
Juan de Fuca Highways 
Supermarket. The offences 
dominated the game from the 
start, with Tom English opening 
the scoring for Steelers at the 
two-minute mark, and Juan de 
Fuca tying it two minutes later.
Neil Gregory scored the second 
Steeler goal, and David Doyle 
and Drew Campbell scored in the 
second half. Brent Stretchman 
assisted on three of the four 
goals, and Dennis Cronk at left 
halfback also had an outstanding 
game.
Peninsula Rovers showed 
determination in coming back 
from a 2-0 deficit to defeat 
Gordon Head Mayfair Glass 3-2 
in division 6C2. Centre Jim 
Cameron scored all three goals.. 
Defenders Andy Stewart, Mike 
Ritzer, David Monnette, Darren 
Hughes and Tim Byford, and 
goalie Craig Haftner combined to 
shut down the Gordon Head 
attack.
Rovers have now won three in 
a row after losing their first three 
games. -
Peninsula Top Cats’ strong
Action during play in Division 5 senior men's soccer at Iroquois Park in Sidney Sunday
Tom Cronk Photo
bail in the opponents’ half of the ; 
field, but the Lake:Hill defence; 
and goalie were too strong tO^ 
penetrate.
defence kept them in the game tremendous save. Top Gats need
through a shaky first half against a little extra punch from the other
Gordon Head Hanley in division forwards to compliment a
7B, then in the second half it was reasonably solid defence,
;the Gats’ turn to be frustrated as Peninsula Tornadoes also drew 
they came° very close 0;0, ih a division 8 North game
oh several drives, but it all ended ; against Lake Hill Gable 10. They , 10 East; dominated ;the^^ p
in a 0-0 tie temain undefeated with four against ; : L^
Dean Ulmer was a driving wins and two ties, and only
force on the forward line, and goals scored against them. only; goal of the;
was left wondering what he had Lee Rodgers on defence and game came on a hard shot byt
to do to score after the Gordon Korby Grist on the left side did Jeffrey Gordon in the first half,;
Head keeper made one an outstanding job in keepingthe to give Wildcats a 1-0 victory. : ;
".
Scramble in front of Peninsula Oldtimer's net resulted in sparkling save Saturday night as local squad played host 
to visiting and much younger, Claremont poultry Wings. Wings won contest 6-2, Tom Cnmk Photo
Win
OldtimcTS hockey is twice a.s 
big on the peninsula this season, 
l.ast year’s Peninsula Oldtimcrs 
have divided into two teams, the 
new entry being called Sidney Old 
Boys.
ihe original team split ap­
proximately in half, and enough 
recruits have been added to bring 
both teams up to 17 players, both 
will play a schedule of exhibition 
games and lournamcnis with 
omsidc teams, and they may also 
play each other .sometime duritig 
ilic season, but basically the Old 
Ik'iys are Ihe more compelilivew 
and the Oldtimers the more 
recreational players.
Old Boys showed their sBif fat 
a tonrnnmcm m Port Coquitlam 
on rhanksgiving weekend, 
coining home with the gold 
medal
Both teams will be competing
in the Pacific Cup Tournament in 
Victoria Jan. 22 to 24 along with 
74 oilier teams from wcsicrn 
Canada and one U.S. entry, the 
Portland liiicknroos.
Old I inters hockey is for men 35 
nnd over. At major tournaments 
like Ihe Pacific (l^iip they play in 
several divisions, depending on 
the age of the men on the team 
and the calibre of hockey they 
played in Ihcir youth. Al the top, 
A division is for retired 
pioCc.ssionals. At the bottom, F 
division is .strictly rccrcaiionnl 
players.
No body checking is allowed, 
and no slap shots, and injtirtc.s 
arc few.
I he local teams practice once a 
week and jilay three or foni times 
a month. They are not putting on 
a lonrnmnent this year, hot inay 
have one next year.
Scifflilich
Peninsula Inigles were 
lucky to defeat Saanich 10-9 
in a lacklitstrc niidgcl rep tier 
11 game in South Vancouver 
Island minor hockey on 
Sunday.
After about 10 minutes of 
good hockey there was a 
dcrinilc letdown and lack of 
luistle.
Saanicivhad a .3-2 lend at 
the end of the first period, 
Vmt Taglc;; went ahead 6;5 in 
llic second, and held that 
edge to the end.
Jeff Townlev scored 
unassisted once in the second 
period and twice in the third, 





.lanct Webb was elected 
captain of Ardmore Golf Ladicfi 
at the anntinl meeting held Oct. 3, 
with retiring captain .loycg 
Mar.shall in the chair.
Others elected were Shirley 
Hays, vice-captain; Dorothy 
Dunlop, secret nry-treusurer; 
Daphne Parkes, nine-hole 
captain; Marg Speers, rules 
chairman; Joyce jackson, 
handicap chairman; Mildred 
Tiipper, eclectic board chairman; 
Mary Loveless, social chairman;
Midge Cole, senior ladies 
represent at ive; Irene Glarke,
IJNYA representative: Ro.se 
Creek, cnrd,s; .Joyce Marsh fill,









The press is 
rolling at
Parkland! The first 




It was bubbling 
with super articles 
and from the 
combined efforts 
of the grade 12
journalism class, Mrs. Davies and Mr. 
Doman, each month we enjoy the “who, 
when, where and what’s happening?” 
news.
•This year our school is proud to welcome 
14 new faces on the teaching staff. We 
wish them a rewarding and enjoyable 
year.
•Our student council dedicated last 
Thursday as Club Day, a day in which 
each group set up displays about them­
selves hoping to interest new members. 
•“HEAVE!!” Was the roar coming from 
our rugby field Friday at lunch, as each 
team pulled with all its might to win the 
Parkland tug-of-war. Everyone had a 
fantastic time.
AND ON THE SPORTS SCENE 
•Both senior and junior boys soccer were 
defeated in last week’s games. The senior 
team played a well-fought game against 
Spectrum Tuesday but lost 6-3; Todd 
holt, Kelly Wingerter and Paul Wallace 
accounting for our goals. Oct. 19 the 
Junior Panthers batled to a 5-0 score for 
Claremont with Ian Cormack and 
Andrew MacKay as star performers.
In the Siellys game Oct. 21 the guys 
were beaten 5-1 with Tom Johnson firing 
in the ball.
•The senior boys volleyball clobbered 
Edward Milne, Oct. 14, 15-6, 15-8 with 
excellent play by Mark Imhoff and Randy 
Millwater. Our Panthers lost both their 
Oct. 19 game to Esquimau and the Oct. 
21 game at Vic High but showed great 
determination throughout.
•The season has started off on the right 
side of the net, as junior boys volleyball 
beat Esquimau in their first league game 3 
sets to 2, Oct. 15 After this exciting win 
they settled Oct. 20 for .a loss to Dun- 
smuir.
•Oct. 19 the senior girls volleyball 
achieved their 4th straight win over 
Esquimau 15-7, 5-15 and 15-12 with 
Michelle Williams and Carol Pendray 
playing a great game. The Vic High game, 
Oct. 21 was the girls’ first loss in awhile. 
Final score was a close 14-15, 10-15; super 
play by Leslie Braun. The junior girls 
volleyball broke through to their first win 
of the season Oct. 20 against Dunsmuir. 
•Our girls field hockey team has been 
playing extremely hard, but are still 
awaiting their big break. They lost to 
Stellys 3-0, oct. 22, but only let one goal 
by in the Oct. 20 game against Belmont; 
1-0 for the visitors was the end result. 
Congratulations to the girls on their 
perseverence.
•One of the most popular (boys) sport in 
the school is off to a great .start. Junior 
boys rugby played an incredibly close first 
league game Oct. 15 against Claremont. 
The outcome was 15-16 for the op­
position. Oct. 22 the guys exploded to a 
28-3 victory against Spencer!
I
Im
'Pop* McCormick at 80, with Sherry Hindley and Cathy 







By TOM CRONK 
Some men play 
poker for relaxation 
— Bob (Pop) 
McCormick loved to 
bowl, and loved 
nothing better than 
the usual Friday night 
competition for 
quarters with Bob 
Milton and son-in-law 
Lyall Riddell.
But last Friday was 
Pop’s final night of 
bowling. He collapsed 
shortly after the trio 
commenced their 
contest and died.
At 82, Pop was an 
avid bowler —active 
in three leagues and a 
spare in a fourth last
season. This year he 
slowed down slightly 
and discontinued one 
active league.
“Bowling became a 
major part of his life 
about 10 years ago”, 
said Lyall Riddell, 
manager of Miracle 
Lanes. “Pop was 
always involved, and 
always near to lend a 
helping hand if called 
upon. He was really 
good with the kids.”
McCormick is 
survived by his wi^e 




Budd. The three girls 
are eager bowlers and 
compete regularly at 
Miracle Lanes.
Alan Oliphant, son- 
in-law of Lyall 
Riddell, and a good 
friend of the youth 
organization at 
Miracle Lanes, plans 
to donate a trophy to 
the Golden Age 
League which will be 
known as the Bob 
McCormick Memorial 
Trophy.
Services will be held 
at Hoiy Trinity 
Church on Mills Road 




RENTS TRUCKS FOR MOVING 
LOCAL & ONE-WAY. ;,
LOW RATES. j«v«aEe,
WITH 18 OFFICES 









This past week 
was a very busy one 
at Stelly’s ' with 
many school teams 
doing extremely 
well. The senior 
girls volleyball 
team played a 
stupendous game 
against Mt. Doug.
The girls were 
cheered on as they 
beat their opposing 
team.
Both the junior girls and junior boys 
volleyball teams beat Belmont, with the 
boys being coached by Bruce Frith and 
Lome Chan. Gordon Bell and Keith 
Humphrey coached the junior boys soccer 
team lo a 5-1 victory over Parkland.
Our senior girls grasshockey team beat 
Parkland 3-0. the attack was led by Kim 
Dennison, who scored twice, and Saija 
Tissari who also scored.
Costume p::y at Stelly’s will be held 
this Friday in honour of Hallowe’en. 
Prizes will be awarded for the best and 
most unusual costumes. A collection for 
UNICEF will also be taken.
Stelly’s would like to give a big round 
of applause to Tanna Allan who won a 
silver medal for archery during the past 
Canada Summer Games. Congratulations 
Tanna!
Our band is hosting a concert Nov. 3 
from 7-9 p.m. The public is most welcome 
to come in and listen to the concert that 
will be held in the multi-purpose room.
Nov. 4 is the beginning of the Stelly’s 
cinema season. The first show will be the 
movie “9 to 5” with Dolly Parton. 
Everyone is welcome to attend the 7 p.m. 
show with only $2 being charged for 
admittance.
We are pleased to announce that we 









One Order and your ad runs till you’ve 
sold your merchandise.
Note;
you tell us when you have sold your merchandise, if you forget 
we will automatically cancel your ad after sixty days.
Your cost . . . only *5®“
(or up to 20 words
OR AT NO CHARGE TO SUBSCRIBERS.
• # Payment with Copy Please * *
piflaso start my ad in tho ^ ...... . odliion of tho Roviow.
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By HELEN LANG
Over the past week 1 have played busy and 
reluctant host to a particularly demanding 
ill! bug. Every time I lay back in bed
Memorial service 
for oldtimer
Family memorial service was held 
Saturday at St. Paul’s United Church for 
Alfred Nunn, who died on Oct. 11. He had 
lived in the Sidney area for 68 of his 77 years, 
having arrived Sept. 16, 1913, on his ninth 
birthday.
There were six brothers and two sisters in 
the family. Their father, Joseph A. Nunn, 
worked at Sidney Trading Co., at First and 
Beacon, and the family home was v/here the 
airport terminal now stands.
Two brothers and a sister have moved to 
Victoria, but the rest have remained in the 
Sidney area, and there has been at least one 
student from the Nunn family attending 
Saanich schools every year for the past 68 
years, f
In his youth Alfred Nunn was a keen 
athlete, playing for the North Saanich 
Service Club softball team and also playing 
lacrosse. He worked at the old Sidney Mill 
and for Sidney Cash and Carry, and on 
James Island during the war. Later he was 
involved in construction with Bert Ward and 
then in plumbing with Dave Venables.
He and his wife, Winnifred, had lived at 
8895 Lochside for the past 40 years. Also 
surviving are a son, Ken, in Victoria, a 
daughter, Mrs. Norma Greig,' in Tswwassen, 
two grandchildren, David and Karen; five 
brothers, Harold E; and David Victor, 
Victoria, and Joseph H., Cyril Frank and 
Charles Russell, Sidney; and two sisters, 
Mrs. Lillian R. McLean, Vancouver, and 
Mrs. Florence A. Gardner, Sidney.
Peninsula People
Mr. and Mrs. J.l. McKevitt of Woodword 
Drive and Mrs. McKevitt’s sister, Mrs. 
Audrey Giroux, enjoyed a week’s cruise to 
Alaska on the SS Prince George.
Mr. and Mrs. Morin Brethour have 
returned to their Locksidc Drive home after 
spending the summer at their cottage at 
Upper Campbell Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. Arl Gardner of 2377 Henry 
Avenue flew to Toronto recently, and thence 
to Bale Comcau, Quebec, to visit Art’s .sister 
and her family, before enjoying a 15-day 
tour of the maritime provinces, returning to 
British Columbia by train. Also on the trip 
were Mr, and Mrs. Neil Reimer of Sidney, 
who flew home from Toronto.
Mr. Maurice Head of the Tower Apar­
tments, Brentwood Bay, enjoyed their 
summer at the f.ake of the Woods, returning 
via Kamloops to spend Thanksgiving with 
their daughter, her husband and their 
family.
Arclideacon R.B, Horsoficld, 2370 Amelia 
Street, Sidney, enjoyed a recent holiday, 
spending a week with his daughter nnd her 
r.amily itt W'innipeg; it week visiting friends 
iti his old parish of Pilot Mound in Southern 
M:\niioba; and a week in Edmonton with 
fiiemls.
Mrs. Ernnk Dttylc, 575 Doyle Road, has 
leiurncd after spending severar Weeks 
visiting her sister-in-law and her family in 
I'dmonion,
Mr. and Mrs, George StewnrI have 
rcluitted to their huntc, 6756 Bathara Place, 
afier spending the summer months with their 
daughter nnd her family at Beaver Lake, 
(hiiaiio.
Mrs, Hessir Roberts, 2509 Shoreaeres 
Ihtntl, luul former Sidney resident now living 
in \ricitnia, Mrs.Dorothy Beers, enjoyed a 
16-day air tttid bus lioliday to Eastern 
t attiida. I lying to l oronto they boarded the 
bus lor it tour of the tnaritirne provinces and 
the noithei It United States, returning to 





exhausted, it shouted, “RiselUplUp!. . . 
and 1 mean NOW!”. . . and 1 made another 
hasty trip down the hall. Honestly, 1 have 
spent so much time in the “throne-room” 
my name has been mentioned as “alternative 
queen” and, worst part of all — my trusty 
hot water bottle has developed a leak. . .
My poor spouse has tried to be patient 
with me, during my unexpected comings and 
goings (not ea.sy at 2 a.m.) but one night 
about 3 a.m. when I heard HIM groan, as I 
staggered down the passage, my nerves 
snapped.
“You beast!” 1 shrieked, “1 hope they 
take away your Florence Nightingale 
badge!”
He has tried, though, and arrives (looking 
suitably concerned) regularly, carrying a 
tray, a magazine or newspaper. 1 must say he 
looks quite fetching in my frilly apron, with 
the thermometer lucked behind his left ear! 1 
sincerely hope to recover soon, this is boring.
The only bright note is that 1 appear to 
have lost some weight, and have a couple of 
slight hollows in my pale cheeks. Nothing to 
worry “Bo Derek”, of course, but still, one 
ray of hope in my otherwise bleak world.
A few suggestions now-, on spring 
now'ering bulbs. I wouldn’t dare suggest 
colours, or varieties, since bulbs may be 
planted in anything from a plastic pot to an 
acre of ground.
One thing to keep in mind is the colour of 
the background. . . no point in planting 
white tulips in front of a white house. . . you 
want the most dramatic display possible.
Watch for “lime of flowering”. . . .this 
information should be on the display boxes. 
By liming things you can spread the 
blooming period from January (snowdrops) 
lo June (ranunculus)
Masses of bulbs of the same colour are 
usually most effective. . . they sort of take 
your breath away.
S^IVITATlOf*^ TO THE






The adult crossing 
guard on Wallace and 
West Saanich Road 
will be continued, 
Saanich School board 
decided Monday 
night.
In a letter lo the 
board, J.M. Chow, 
principal of Brent­
wood elementary, said 
parents and school 
administration feel 
strongly on the 
matter. A survey 
made by parents, 
showed 400 to 490 
vehicles crossing the 
intersection ever day 
between 8 and 8:30 
a.m. every day.
Chow believed the 
paid adult guard 
should be continued 
and board members 
agreed. They expect a 
report from UehtraL 
Saanich police chief 




would like to inspect 
Sidney’s new court 
facilities are invited to 
participate in tours of 
the building starting 
at 3:30 p.m. Nov. 5.
smmY MEAT mmMJ
9786 - 2nd Street 656-7535
















6:30 p.m. Saturday, 
October 31st, 19S1
»
NORTH SAANICH EIRE HALL




Thank you residents of the Peninsula for your 
warm support during our Grand Opening.










Open Every Day At 11 AM 
ChSrsese & Western Food
Light Luncheons 
'Try Us - You’ll Like It"
Dine Ihi - Take Out
PENINSJU,la RECREATION
Comntuiiity Recreation and Arena Programs 
Winter Session November 16 - December 12, 1981 
January 4 - January 31, 1982
Registration begins; j , : L. L’
For Pre-School/School Age Programs,only:
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 3rd at 10:00 am 
For all other programs; '
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 4th at 10;00 am 
Register in person only at;
Panorama Leisure Centre 
' 1885 Forest Park Drive 
656-7271 for details





WINNERS OF Om DOOR PRIZES:—
K. KORSRUD - 4 pee. Outfit - Koret of California 
JACQUELINE POMER’LEAU - 3 pee. Tan Jay Outfit 
PEGGY MAJOR - $100 Gift Certificate 
DOREEN BOWER - Glenayr Kitten Sweater 
J. CAREY - 2 pee. kaiser Lingerie Set 
MABEL SLOW - Keg Gift Pack
We would like to thank our friends, 
associates and new neighbours who kind­
ly sent flowers for our Grand Opening.-
LADIES
3nl & BEACON, SIBNEY
• • •••* ^*1 ' # '
TO ML GHILOREN 
ACCOMPANIED WITH AN ADULT
0 ORDER OF
With any of our Famous lurgers
JOIN US EVERY SATURDAY 
AND SUNDAY FOR
FAMILY DAYS
Offer Not Good With Other Specials
3 SUPER 2 FOR 1 SPECIALS
Buy 1 Each of Those Super Super Specials, at the Regular Brice and Have One op.us « * Free!
*SPECIAL No 1 
Bronco Cheese
BUY ONE BRONCO 
CHEESE AT THE 
BEGULAR BRICE Of 
$1.40 AND GET ONE FREE!
OFHER CWD 'TIL NOVEMBER 3id
OFFER VALID WITH,COUPON ONLY
o
MM&TBU
StSmBBB AT ALL 3 LOCATIONS
^SPECIAL No 21 
Specialty Sand
BUY ONE OF OUR $UPEB .
SANDWICHES. HAM & CHEESE,
CHICKEN, BBQ BEEF, AT THE 
ItfcliULAHFHICEANOGErONt
OFFER GOOD NOV, 4tli to NOV. 10th
OrFFR VAI ID WlTliinnilPON OMI V
3667 SHELBOURNE ST. 
(SHELBOURNE PLAZA)
*SPEGIAL No. 3* 
Super Bronco
BUY A SUPER BRONCO 
CHEESE AT THE 
RFftlH AB PRICE OF 05 
AND GET ONE
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^2 0^. (340g) Package 
frozen
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SKYLAUK
Oraiii Flys ""Oranola Loaf 
^Sisams Wife ‘*6raiii Belt
24 oz. (6S0g) Sliced Loaf ..............
SKYLAUK
n00% Wliole Wheat 
•Craekid Wheat
"’Pioneer lill Wliite "llaisin Loaf
16 oz. (454g) Sliced Loaf..... Your Choice ft.' 8'|..;ft"';if:
'P
‘. '■■' '‘'II !'■ ■ ■ Il j
l‘i.|',' . .Iii
'i'i: " -,. :.;. 1:1;'-
McIntosh
Apples .iftllllSIl'Pi',,^ aoM^
: ,l, (If kg) 
Bag
'■,^.ft.,.vl:ft.,: .piSwiftS'.')















Califonda Grown. No. 1 Grade (‘1.80 kg)
m
,.,lb. B.C. Grown (15' kg).
oo»»»
e sk * w * « • •Gemsor*R«(I.Ho, 1 Grade .... lbs,
idUi'Mai'i' for Babies 23 lbs. ft over. Package of 48 ... .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Pamper Extra Absorbent
IMl!MiiS'll
For Babies 16-23 ibs. Package of 60 ...
‘to; Trac II Blades
Cillette. Package of 10 Blades. . . . . . . . . . . .51 Vaseline Intensive CareHand lotion. 660 ml. Bonus siie.. . . . . . » * • . I » * f r
Prices Effective October 26th - Nov. 1st, 1981 
in your Friendly Sidney Safeway Store.
We reserve lh« right to limit iaiii to retail Quantities.
OPEN SUNDAY 
10 AM to 5 PM
.'ulllr'i
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Price reduced on this home 
of 3638 sq. ft. with in- 
ground pool. This home has 
it all.
5150.000
Superb character home with




c Beautiful home in Dean
■ Park with that touch of 
' ■luxury and quite the best 
l value in the area.
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL
$110,000
fivFuily serviced, almost 'A 
> :a with good exposure 












$1,000 PER WEEK 
j;: ■ TILL SOLD.:.
Three bedroom family 
• .. home on quiet street in 
1 Sidney. Thermal vvindovvs, 
, electric heat, freshly 
3i|?pamted. Owner .willing^ t^ 
, arrange $69,000 mortgage 
at 14.75% for qualified 
' purchaser. Price this week 














Member - Victoria M.L.S.
6S6H154
SIDNEY
: / JUST ITSTED
A wcll-niaintained, iwo- 
bedroom hungalow with an 
attractive ganlen that olTers 
charm and seclusion, 
l ocated near bus line and 
shoppitig, Separate garage 
atid storage area, Rear lane 
access with extra vehicle 
parking space.




He sure and drive by 2.314 
(irove Crescent (off 
Amelin), and you'll see a 
nutsi attractive and quality 
built hf)mc, fberc arc 4 
bedroom’!, 2 bathroonts, 
ree room, drive-in garage, 
snn-deck off the kitchen, 
and till nicely ItindscaiHul on 
a '16* X 93’ piopctl), fTw.i.w 
phone for appointment to 
view, lixclnsive.
BILI RATCLIEI E 
" 656-4517
fcWWilliHIliilUHiilir •
■ Ob n vbuisiir con tav* ysm marni 
fm wmriy thlixjn Viut pmin’ttH
ti>f ni Paul« n»ui* at
t'ouraiin (*(’« »<) low you tvmy r,ev«f
«amit uta ih» on your




2 year old delu.xe bungalow 
with an unobstructed 
seaview. 2 bedrooms plus 
den, lovely heatilaior 
fireplace, 3 piece ensuite, 
carport, etc. plus a view 
that doesn’t stop. Watch 





Older 3 Br. bungalow on 'A 
acre lot. No pets, 
references. Available 






This 3 bedroomed 
bungalow home has been 
drastically reduced for 
quick sale by owners. It is 
situated on 0.61 acres of 
beautiful Saanich Penin­
sula, close to Pat Bay high­
way and superb water 
views. ; Vendor financing 






Just under,'/2 acre allowing 
for 7 units. Located close to 
shopping, schools, and 
beaches. 'Assumable 
financing for $100,0(X). On 
the property is a renovated 
3 bedroom character home 





Well kept four level split in 
an attractive area of Sidney. 
Comprising three bedrooms 
pins super living room and 






Family home is situated in 
one of Sidney’s finest 
residential areas. Near 
bciicb minutes from .schools 
ami sltopping, four 
bedrooms \'A hathrooins. 
Large well kept yard. For 













To Buy or Sell
Territories available





FURNISHED HOUSE suitoble for 
moturo couple (prairie people 
preferred) available Nov. 1 to April 
15. Must have references. $350 per 
month, plus utilities. 656-3748. RTS-50 
BRENTWOOD BAY, furnished units. 
Kitchenettes, dishes, cable T.V. Free 
parking, maid service. Available 
weekly. Sondown Motel, 652-1551.
4 1 24-tf
ROOM AND BOARD, $400 per month. 
Sidney area. 656-2364. 4S57-43
MT. NEWTON ESTATES 
RENTAL TOWNHOUSES
7751 East Saanich Rd., cnr. 
Mt. Newton X Rd. Deluxe 
townhouses with fireplaces, 
five appliances. Special 
features upon completion in­
clude swimming pool and ten­
nis court. Children welcome. 3 
bedroom, $714-$798. No pets 
allowed, To view contact resi­
dent manager, 652-5633.
(4i;’?-43)
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 63 
(Saanlchl
FACILITY SUPERVISORS REQUIRED 
FOR SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 63 
(SAANICH)
Pait-Timo Work - - Geimrallv on WetM'nOs
OliliCS COll5l5t ol SllBtfviSIIUI .lUlVlIll", ol 
ComiiKinitv Groups lor purpose ol iiumlairanp^ 
oriler .'inp secunlv within Distiicl locilities
Assisi Lessees m selimi] up anil ariangeinem
o! lurniluffL ensuring avaitaPility ot light, heal
and access to washioom lacilihes
lo clrsin up resulting I'Oiii irnmeoiale use ol
Community Groups
Rale ol Pay -- S8 34 pet hour
Applications are available Irom School Boara
Ollice, 2123 Kealing Cross Road, Victoria.
8 C . telephone Bb?-1 Ib1
R S Ingram
Secrelarylreasurer
School Dislncl No 63 iSaanir.hl
P 0 Box 2000
Saanichlon B.C VOS 1M0
CERTIFIED DENTAL ASSISTANT
required for Llllooet, B.C. Pleasant 
working conditions, good salary. 
Phone collect 112-256-7162 or write 
Dr, B. Goldberg, Box 188, Lillooet, 
B.C.V0K1V0. na-43
iES!ES^EE®5l
NEW IN SIDNEY "
Home & Office Cleaning 
Service
• Expeiiencecl v/orkers availaole
• Insured, bgnded
•Weekly, bi-vreekly. occasional or conlracts
Please call lor inlotmalion. 656-3317, ask lor 
Joanna.
(4200-131
MOTHER ol 2 year old girl con provide 
excellent daycare in my homo, 
Weekdays only. I hove prolossionol 
experience. Cheryl, 656-9128.4131-43
1980 OLOSMOBILE CUTLASS 4 daor. 
Silver spoke wheels, power steering, 
brakes, windows, air cruise. 
Excellent condition, S7995. Office 
656-5504; res. 656-5454.RTS-50 
1975 PINTO Station Wagon. 1 owner, 
standard, 2300CC engine. Rodiols, 
excellent condition, very clean, new 
paint. Ideal fomily 2nd cor. 656-3733 
overlings. RTS-SO
1975 450 CASE CRAWLER LOADER;
1979 White Western Star dump-truck; 
1975 Case WI8 wheel loader; 1900 
International 3-ion flat-deck truck; 




NEW WATERFRONT HOME, un­
furnished. Deep Cove area, 2 
bedrooms plus den, 2*/a bathrooms;.
pets. $1,100 per mo. 477-3951.
421 4-43
TWO BEDROOM ground level suite. 
All utilities included. For op- 
pointment call 656-6986 after 6 p.m. 
Available immediotely. 4207-43 
OLDER TWO BEDROOM bungalow, 
close to beoch, $400 per month. Reply 
to Box ‘'Z'*, The Sidney Review, P.O. 
Box 2070, Sidney. V8L3S5. ; 4181-43
WEST SA^ICH ROAb; Well treed.
improved building, lot, 2.3 acres. 
Possible woterview. C^dll (206) 842- 
8027. : ■ / RTS47]
EXCELLENT NICELY TREED view lot in 
new Ocean View estotes subdivision 






Again available for Sidney j 
and surrounding district. 
Good workmanship at 
reasonable prices.
Also excellent crews 
available for larger jobs.
656-4133
RUBBAGE, GARBAGE HAULED. Base­
ment and clean-up jobs. Phone 652-4035. .
"■ '■37-l(..







Let us winterise, repair, 
or overhaul your engine.
— Gas or Diesel, In­




9751 - 4th STREET
65S-4412
6W GALLEON fibreglass dinghy. 
$250.656-7945.4113-42
43 FOOT TRIMARAN. Very com­
fortable to soil and live aboard. 
Diesel, S.S. rig, $40,000 or will 
consider coastal or interior, clear 
title property for trade. Soltspring 
Island, phone 112-537-9249. na-43
BLISTERING OF 
FIBERGLASS HULLS
Has become a chronic problem tecenlly. We 
have Ihe lacililies and expertise to repair this 
problem but we cannot do them all at once in. 
the spring. Arrange now to have your boat 
repaired in our heated shop during your winter 
lay-up. Complete marine repairs also available 
at ■
Canoe Cove Marina lid. 
2300 Canoe Cove Rd.
Motorcyeies




TWO BEDROOM or larger un­
furnished water front or view home 
by ideol tenant. Mature couple, non 
smokers or drinkers, no pels or 
children, hondy In and out. 1 or 2 
year lease. Will pay up to $500 par 
month. Call 112-642-4875 collect.
4 208-4 4
HARBEl HOLDINGS LTD. Mobile 
homtis locolod in porks on pods. 
Listings and Solos. Wo welcome oil 
onquirios. Listings wonted. Wheel 
l■slalo. Phono collect, Lowijr 
Mainland Division. 13647-lCX)lh 
Avonuo, tiurroy, B.C, VST IH9. 112- 
5B5-3622: Komloops Division, 90-U10
l. tiymour Sirool, Komloops, B.C. V2C
m. 1I2'372-571 1. Tho Whool Eslofo
i'oopin, (D.L.6747, NA-fl
BRAND NEW M x 60(840 squoro foot) 
2 bodroom. Must bo inrxved, $29,500. 
Phono 112.5Bn-0niR, (0,5246) nn-fl
Help Wanted:
SCHOOL DISTRICT NO. 6)
ISMitich)
Clerk III (Clerk-Stenugrapher) — 
School Board Olfico.
Mi't()|U ,|llMii’r ,t'l’ lfiVti*!tl (tirlH IHitlltlltM
ttfi tfiii jiiihtliDO :)» •hfi'nf>fir,i|)hf't




Dally f.5 p.m, 
Wookonds Incluclod
2 t)OflroDms, 9B0 sg, It; 
Fitiiplacf), watiher, dryor, 






For ioformallon call 
384"4128, 9-5 p.m.
Alter 7 p.m. call 
K, Pedersen, 383-6910. 
Only a tuw Icfl!
SIONTV TOWNHOIISF
3 biidrooiri';, 1V,? tiaths, $7!) 
monlhty (isr.i'js'anont, ini- 
niaculfTlo cnitfiilinii, closu lo











fit 'My i;* itimilH i l.f'f vfi.'l 
n ,j.,, lyiimo fid
'(! (ill .nil) tiiiCRkt liaiiu'iq











0(1 i,.:fono() jifit, 
itV.tl'dlCH Ml’tlfi
RELIABLE LADY will babysit or do 
housecleaning, by the hour. Have 
own transportoflon. 652-9810.4176-43 
HAVE TRUCK will cloon up compost, 
basements; also painting, gutters 
cleaned and tarred, etc. 652-38B2. 
41B2-44
MATURE RELIABLE cleaning lady will 
attend shut-in's needs. Light gar­
dening - references - Sidney area. $6 
per hr. 656-3291. 4194-43
MOM WILL GIVE loving care to your 
newborn or small Infant In her home 
Moday to Friday, Soanichlon oroa. 
652-2537.4175-46
MATURE LADY TO come In and look 
alter 3 school aged chlldron while 
parents are away on two week 
holiday and occasional weekends. 
Small child acceptable. Reply lo Box 
"Y”. Tho Sidney Roviow, P.O. Box 
2070, Sidney. V8L3A6.  4172-44
IMMEDIATELY, experienced dining 
room waller or waitress, Brentwood 
Inn RostauronI, 5 nighli per week. 
Jon, 652-9515.4205-44 
IMMEDIATELY, oxpoiioncod cotloo 
shop woltor or woltress, Brentwood 
Inn Roslourant, 5 days per wook, 4 • 5 
hours por doy, Jon, 652-9515, 4204-44 
LOCAL ""book PUBLIShYr needs












School of Seamaoship 
and Navigation
otters sailing courses loading successful can 
didales to National C.Y.A. Certiliealion in 
Basic Coastal Cruising, Coastal Navigation, 
and Advanced Coastal Cruising. Instructor 
Development Courses are also available.
Call 656-7131, 656-2768, 
743-2178 or Write P.O. Box 
2099, Sidney, B.C. VSL 3S6.
RE-STOCKING SALE. Largo slock ol 
unusual and used marine fillings 
drastically reduced fo clear. All solo 
items must go to make room for now 
stock. Regulor stock also reduced 
from 10-25% includes Morcrulser 
parts. Sale commences Oct, 31. 
Hours Monday-Sunday 9 a.m. • 4:30 




22 FT. SUPERIOR MOTOR HOME,
1972. 42,000 miles, alt condllian. root 
and Ironi, Sloops 6, 4,000 watt
rilociric plant. 655.7770or 478-3474.
4 0 n 1 ■ 4 B
:Car$r:Trwcl«r 
' a'Vairtis
1979 FORD FAIRMONT Slnllan 
Wagon, Lrko new, low rmloogti. Must 
soli 656-3413, risk lor llorold. RTS 4 7 
1978 HONDA ACCORD H^^^
Silver, with black Inlorlur. Sptjlless 
crmrlillon, wall mnlrrlniaod, lody 
rlrlven, one nwrror. $5,'/)5, 655-1596,. 
4080.4n
•6fDOOciE'TroiARA7'uns'wo
ttisl, must sell. Oilers 656.0031. RTS 
411
19T4 ‘"mA SA ‘ W AOOnT "grinrj"’<oiv- 
dillnn Rehirlll itngino (piston), many 
now prills, now snow tires wIDi 
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ru»uc ACCOUNTING OmCI !ft 
North f enlrnl B C, requires Senlrjt 
C.q A. .Si.rdonI or rererrl giai'luale, 
I’uhlie prrjclit.e experleiu'e Is n pre- 
regiilsriB Advnnremenl op 
porinni'fek ore excellent, Snlnry 
negoiinhle ond (tepemleni on 
qnnillicrslinns for interview write In 
forillrlstpre In. Mr, tJ.W. Mnsrjri 
C.O A, Brjx 3607 Srrrithets B,C. VOJ 
7NI) nivlng firll reiirme n* rr-ilt IIV, 
ft47.VVt1l, _
iiRTD OF woRkiicTroi lOMioNi
lUff, Yew roul.f earn tRO.OO to 
II VO (W pr*f driy nnri rpnre Oirt B-rfoy 
(ours# well help set you up In your 
btmie rtr in n soion, fvereng tourte 
ovolloble, Coll )1}.463-&i»5 (drSyi)nr 
113-469 7 7 74. 1 1 5,4 6 9 ■ 7 5 HI 7
(ovenl'rgsj nrt 41
>9 MERCURY COMET, ’/ door, 6 
cyllntter i,tirlt)innllc,, Rnrlln, $9,3’75, 
6'i6-6ll9. 4015 4'7
rW«iEN'FRXMWo| Pmd's'Hmrse
Rorlrnlls of course, where custom 
fromino costs no more, Ratrl's ‘Mouse 
el I'nilroHs', 94'VO lliiticnn Avenue, 
656-4945 ^ 4164-43
i'9vI">15rRl)'''fr”76N''VupiT VAN,
while, PS, I'B. new 1911) 309, Tune up, 
new hrnlte |ah, new sertls, Shnrrltl he 
loon, $5,<r0nobo. 653 (Wi‘)0, 4310-43
'74 FIAT IVIIA S-rtoer, Needs engine 
worh 656 0348 , 417(1 43
,'73 FORD '.'j Ion',’vii'V speed..PS,
heodnrhe rqck, 65,000 miles 
Excellent conriltlon, $'7,700, 593.7409, 
4 I aO.4.1
WOOD WINDOWS AND DOORS I 
Guaranteed lowest prices. Walker 
Door Ltd. Vancouver 112-266-1101, 
North Vancouver 112-985-9714, Rich­
mond 112-273-7030, Kamloops 112- 
374-3566. Nonoimo 1 f2-7S8-7375. tt 
NEARLY NEW Kenmore heavy duty 
dryer, $250; lovely old cabinet radio, 
$65; solid wolnut holl table, $40; hot 
water tank, S40; Super 8 movie 
cemero, $35; Swingomalic, $15; 
Regal Chino Mcmnlight Rose. 652- 
1702.RT5-50 
VERY LARGE studio lounge, drop 
back makes single bed. Fine con­
dition, gold. Asking $75. 655-3338. 
RTS-50
SEARS deluxe baby bicycle carrier, 
new, never used. Still in original box.
$25 or best offer. 656-6038. RTS-SO 
GREEN BROCADE chesterfield and 2 
matching armchairs, all skirted. 
Excellent condition. 656-7808. RTS-50 
SPINNER in Oak treadle sewing 
machine cobinet, $175; Leclerc 
tapestry loom, $25; Niddy Noddy, 
$7.50; hand corders, $10. 556-3191. 
4100-RTS-48
CLARK ENTERPRISES 
Low price factory salvage glass. Cut 
to size. 24 oz. 75c sq. ft.; 32 oz. SI .'25; 
3/16 SI .50; V*" plate, $1.75. Bronze 
tint, 24 oz. $1.00; 3/16 $2.00. Works 
at 9750 ■■ 4th $1. Sidney, Open Mon. - 
Fri. 12:30> 4 p.m., Saturday 8 a.m. - 
12 noon. Closed Wednesdoy, 655- 
6656. ■ , •■ , ,f _
mTlL FIREWOOD for Sole. 16" length.
Full 3 cord load, $200/load, delivered 
Sidney orea. book early limited 
supply. 537-5714; .$37.9525. 9 - 5 p.m, 
3857-43  .
HORSE PICTURE, 29"x23 " $10; green 
shag rug 6'x9' $25; girl's winter coat 
with hood, like new groy/blue trim 
size 10. $40; good tops and pants 
cheap, 10-12. 556-3291. 47RTS
LIKE NEW light green quality nylon 
corpet 9x12, tringed on ends with 
matching piece 3x5, Bolt\ wilh un- 
dorloy, $150. 652-3038, 4051-48
PAlgDORA'F^TosiTTinosTTmw^-
you lashions. Consignments oc- 
copied. Private soles. Evttnings 
except Wednesday, oil doy Thursday, 
Fridoy and.Solurday. 656.4 1 69 . 4)55- 
4 3  I. ,
4 PCe' WESTINGHOUSE~omi^nmit
slofoo system, includes 2 speakers, 
lurntnlbo, AM FM rodlo, mint 
condition. $1 25 lirm. 656.6228. RTS 49
NICE cTFrl i noO^GUMMED ADDRESS
LABELS, $2.95, Mado by han­
dicapped. Mail chequrj, Hondicoppod 
Labels, Box 1315 Station A. Surrey, 
B.C. V3S 4Y5. (Sntespmtple wonted) 
good commission, no-43
ANTIQUE OAK dining room lahici. 
with 6cliairs; 2 ollico choirs; porloblo 
GE top loodinq dishwnshor, Mollnt 
gold range; china rnbinol; cross 
touniry skis ond Itoots; 1973 Ortm 
lorino slotlnn wagon. 657 07S5. 4090- 
4 11
IN5fi'7D’'ofi'n6wERSrhov(f 0 ci’ow 11 
deliver u colorful bouquol ol holium 
hnlinnns lor ony nrrosslon Tnrdy's 
llelloon Houguel, 65'7-906r>, 3963-43
s'vAlEffci'nOARDsVind^
$35, 3 [lictures in ifamrss, Cnnndlnn 
scenes, $5 00. lotge dnglinuse $25: 
Pm'.ltonktj gurue W5, Ireo sinnding 
bukher block $350 6116 6695, HIS 47
NOW IS THE tImE lo start thinking 
rrhoul Clulsknns Gllk lor your loved 
ones (Iversons, Whnl teuld he nicer 
then n pntiriill? A priteless knepv'ike 
to be passed dnvrrv ibrough piony 
gorreicillons PuuFs 'House of Pei- 
tfails'.'7420 llecKOn Ave 656'4'745
4 1 69.4 3 .......................... ........................
T8APPrNG'''’siipPriiis..■,A;e''"y„u
lioylng ton miirh fre- nrpiiprruirtt'7 FRt r 
cnlologito on lensonnlsle prices, 55 
. yonrs Cnnndlnn Irnppei s |)riili* 
llofitnun Tropplpg, Ilux OO', Hussiill, 
Mnnllf'bfl. Pbnne ('704)7 73 2270, nti 43
..'Ly,':'Fori Sale,
fi'-—.......^----------------------------------- ---■J
LARGE SIZED MAN'S Indian sweater, 
zippered front, near new. $80. 652- 
2242.5i-RTS 
PRETTY AS A PICTUREI It'll look 
better in o new frame, custom or 
ready-made. From Paul’s 'House of 
Portroits.' 2420 Beacon Ave., 656- 
4245. 4165-43
BOYS MOTORCROSS BIKE; man's 
bike; boys 5-speed; C.B. oerial; old 
bathtub: 40 ib. propone tank; 1973 
trovel traitor. 652-3882, 51-rIs
PRAM, bathinotte, highchoir. crib, 
wolker, assorted baby items ond 
toys; quality girls' clothes, birth to 
ogo3. 652-3501.s 
GOOD USED kilchon cabinets, 
counter top and sink. Offers. 652- 
1471,4177-43 
TWO UnTrOYAL super snow tires, 4
ply nylon, size 078*14 mounted for 
Buick Skylark, etc. $50 pair. 656-1868. 
51 -rts
6 FT. NORFOLK ISLAND PINE 
houseplont, suitoble for largo homo 
or reception area, $75. 656-6094.
4 1 73-43
IF YOU ENJOY GARDENINoV do^t
year round, using an aluminum and 
glass greenhousof Write for free 
brochure to: B.C. Greenhouse 
Builders, 7425 Medley Avenue, 
Burnaby, B.C. V5E 2R1. Mail orders 
now ovailable, no-43
DONOVAN LOG HOMES ” LOG
HOMES AND CABINS, complete 
design service, for brochure write 
Box 777. 100 Mile House, B.C. VOK 
2E0. Phone 112-395-2867. 112-395- 
3811. or 112-397-2735. na-43
Crafts
DRIED FLOWER ARRANGEMENT 
SESSIONS. Wednesday, November 4, 
7;30 - 9;30 p.m. $3.00. 6 persons only. 
Pre-register please. 652-9149. 
Forget-Me-Not Florist. 4185-43
S'-
ROSES ARE RED or yellow or pink. I 
wont your portrait for Christmas 
instead of mink! From Paul’s 'House 
of Portraits'. 2420 Beacon Ave. 656- 
4245. 4166-43
CENTRAL SAANICH LITTLE LEAGUE 
softball needs equipment! Catcher’s 
mitts, balls, bats, helmets, etc. Will 
pick up! Pleas©call 652-1372. 44
WANTED: Planer for small mill 
capable of planing 1x4 to 2x12, also 
54 inch head saws and two 6 inch to 8 
inch sawdust blowers. Prices pleose. 
Box 99 c/o The Tribune, 188 North 1st 
Avenue, Williams; Lake, B.C. V2G' 
jY8. na-43
FEMALE SIAMESE dark Soalpoint 
answers to "Coffee Bean". Missing 
from Old West-verling-Bryn Rd. area 
since Thursday September lOth. 
Reword. If soon call 652-1353 or 652- 
1566.H 
LOST: mole neutered col. 2% years 
old since Wednesday, Oct. 14. Mainly 
whito undercarriage with 
block/tan/white tabby markings on 
hood, back and tail. Wearing beige 
leather collar with bell, Frost- 
Maryland-Weller area. Belongs to 
handicopped person. Any info, call 
656-6913 or 656-5469.4154-43
LOST: Black male cat with white face 
and paws, answers to name "Jones” 
from 2190 Amelio. 656-9249 . 4199-43 
LOST: Small dork grey female cat, 
spayed, wearing white flea collar 
and black leather collar with bell and 
rod l.D. holder. Missing from 8123 
Lochside. Anyone seeing or finding 
her pleose call 652-1235 afterS p.m.
4 1 9 5-44
LOST: Barbie Doll, ner Saanscho Hall, 
Sunday, October 25 . 656-6936 or 656- 
1725.4187-43 
LOST: Minolta 110 camera, also 1 pair 
plastic reading glasses, between 
Bulchart Gardens and Sidney. 656- 
6995.  4211-43
LOST: Prescription glasses with
bluish frames. chain attached. 
Vicinity of Beach and wincott Road, 
or Kingfisher Beach, Curtois Point.. 
656-2730 after 6 p.m. please. 4215-43 
REWARD: 8 month old female 
Shephard cross pup lost Sunday. Oct. 
11, Beacon and Third. Answers to 
"Boo." Two heartbroken kids. 656- 
7173. 4174-43
ADDRESS-O-GRAPH MACHINE with
iroys and stencils. Phone 112-248-
3202. : , , na-43
jrvie^; 1
ACRYLIC SKYLITES for do-it-yourself 
ond contractors only. Single and 
double glazing with or without 
openings. For fully Illustrated in- 
stollatin manual and.price list, send 
$5.00 to ALUMINAIRE INDUSTRIES, 
1571 pemberton Avenue, North 
Vancouver, B.C. V7P 2S3. Telephone 
112-986-6412. nQ-44
ESTABLISHED HARDWARE STORE in 
Saskatchewan Parklan^t Also ''^op- 
portunity for Elecfrical Contracting. 
Must sell soon. Reasonably priced 
due to Illness. Box 160, Hyos, 
Saskatchewan phone (306)594*2876 
or B.C. 112-956-4817. na-43
SMITTY'S PANCAKE FRANCHISE 62 
seat sales $200,000.00 plus Highway 
No. 1 frontage. BODY SHOP and 
SERVICE STATION located ot Savona 
room for expansion. CollJini 112-457- 











WANT TO INCORPORATE? One week 
service (or loss) from $100.00 plus 
fe^ 652-1353 evenings. tf
EXCELLENT COMPUTER AND PER­
SONAL DATING SERVICE in your 
atea. Romantic yet realistic way lo 
moot compotiblo frlond and partner. 
Request froo information from our 
main office: Humon Contoct, B4, 810- 
16th, Avonuo. N,W. Calgary. T2M 
OKI, no.43
■' r7oom <i''oiip'‘'. hi)cho!n» 'liiilr'*'. indiviriunl 





'(ioklon l,)(!li(.:ioti,''. Apples, 
hoi house tomatoes, hoiise 
plants. v/alKlowors jind 
IO((,jot"(nf!'no|!;. toi hill plan- 
Imp Open dailv 10 ,i ni • h 
p 11! ('losfKl Mnndav‘'(
304 Walton Placo, 





Papor Carrioi's, 12 years and
'Op (Cpuiiidi fOi (.tciiiuy luLiliiu.
Suit yotiiKj.slors allnr school, 
hoi.ir»ewivos or roilrod 
r(.'.'.idci(l;., (;o(i(] vmusti and
iiiCk'ii.y ill yuui pm,hill!










■(ritUfi i M 
l(fi.|.rtHifik't
(likifi
fi yVfin'h r-,id 1-M-..
iffq Vl".*- ■( ji'iuM'fl Airt-i ■
4099 TUXEDO PR, 
Vietnria, D.C. VOX 21S 
476.3I78 , a
\m DAnUN IPOmr truck, Inog
lx»x with (onopy, n»w 1ir#«, tlly 
t#»t»i),, I «(,*it*(ti «i(iil|li(»n. nikiua 
$4,;KH'l.(i'.q ids'/nriytun# 41)4 44
KALtlOH liXtHCVCLF, Ol nnw Only 
40 (iiilii* 00 r.iiltiiTniliir, AUo luH 
lirmtt, 11)0 D(jyii, ftS/i 01,111. 
ovdnlngti, 05? 1!ITJ. 4'JI.1 41
m'iJTOM'Mi'VjOSSf (jT’nlT'rr^^
I'hnuolnH on Mi In, x 111 In, rovitrnil 
IxaOfri; Hrqlting itool, Bnfgnin ol 
Vl$0.ASA;/nM. _ 4/13 41
MIAR filEW Inumiry tub onti lopti, $19 
conipUl#; n«w 5" *lov« pip#*, P (or 
$15, Woniixi, (.hilcld I'otklng 1(0(41*
.................. ,, '4;/ni'4i
Ntw'''rH6'N'T'rj60R'wi*h''«ia«'‘l(gM 
$i.'>0, Hiillf# hoU4f* o( llglil (ixti.iroK 
nnd ((not chtmi*. ol(«r«. tM
4i9tMi
LADY'S .1 tp0ii(( liityclo, 04 now, $80
'“tH,.....pi NT A X" SPOTM ATIC..CAM f » A with
hii-i*#!*, I.15 nun; 55 mm, oik) 3(1 10 
mm with foxti nnd godgnt hog. 15/5 
MA M/h ....................... 4191-4,1
B/.p'fl (I'.ii,ptui (iiipii, liiiil
(K.lion, iv(rl«ii (old (tf(v,ri (ot no*y 
cit,i>** to ihild Gond vnlu» til $'l0 
MPfcOan, 51,|'|«
HARvitT oblM mttlthinti iwn door 
tridij* tint) wt»ii tinuhtd ovoni, 
Vi(W, li',)(i gKifii. rttildn Glovtiinll 
f)uHI«r,(Ktl, ilin 7 S50 /.Sh 674/.
4 16.1 43
PANDOtA’* CLOUT, Now-'lo-
y.;u f.iUtfnu'f* tipMiting IjM.tttnitm 6.
9761 Ttd Slrmnl. QikiIHv nii(>fly.n»*v 
lndi«t wKmr tjf(i»pi»d on rnn- 
4(0nmi>nl, 656 4169, 4'>09 43
RIGHT ONI You in .ilwtiyM dglil (nr 
CtniUmn* d vnnt i'i»w culnr 
phnl(igrnp)\« i* (tom Cnurn ‘Hnuiit fd 
I‘arlitii(4' '/470 BnCKiin Avt* f&ti 
4'/4'i, 4167 43
SHFITIC/COCKER SpnninI pup. 
mnlit. M wttnk* rdd, $40. 65'3 1356 
4 1119 4 3
COMMUNITY COUNSELLING CENTRE,
(lormorly Saanich Ponlniula 
Guidanco Asiiociatlon). S«rvlco« for 
tho (oMilly, individuul, rnorriogo nnri 
(amlly counsolling. 6r>6-1347, 9B13- 
Fifth Slrnot, Sirinny, t(
’ COCOrBUTTiR^
Cocoa Buttor, one of nature's 
inosl ellodlivu (iioi,slufi/efs 
and conditioners, is the active 
ingredient in all C0CRF.MA 
Doaiily Products, They .ire 
special preparations foi dry 
skin and have boen used for 
years as a 'skni food'. 
COCRrMA products are nov/ 
-available as Skin Creme, Hand 
& Body lotion, Ball) OH, Beau­
ty Soap and l.ii) Balm at Sidney 
Pharmacy. CiMVi/i
WHY NOT giyo liirn ynur f'jini por- 
Irnil on Chtisimn* l'hiy'7 rtniri Pmd't, 
Ifiinxii (M (‘othanx', 3470 Bwnron 
Avp 656 4745, _ 4163 43
MRfi JACE. I'tiycliir. ii»ndiir in Tntitl 
ond f’nlnu. Wriln pinhlointi nnd lull 
dotn of hirili wilh $10,00 tn 3633 Tasl 
flmtlog* Slrmti Vanrnuvsr, B.C V!iK 
17.5 Phono 113 755 3346. na 43
Comitifi
ESvents
GARAGE SALE SATURDAY, Oct, 31 
10 0 in ol 10001 f iflfi Si, 656 41146. 
Inmpnrmy pnwnr polB: 3 nmw 
GMC viin t«ois qirl'* 3 4p««d 
Pninigh hicyilo: ga rnrl S HP iingln» 
t.U 4IH( 4703 43
UPlIIOHI GRAND piiiniJ $1,700 iM- 
4700h«lv,.«»r) t 3 p.in. nnly 4119 SO
f-l/tHO lEITONI,
y^tpuicii. K,C, Mut'd., 9n*T Ulhxr
m*lhtiH« Only 3 Bp»tiln(|i BvnIlabI*, 
Thuririny «n<l Ttiriny, Mu, D(tn*y, 
6(6 4666. 43
BRENTWOOD COllEOI MEMORIAL 
CHAPIl, AtV/. tlniv»i.l ond 
HOmnttalf* Sal# Oti, 31, lOu.m 13 
tumn, ftteniwnnri Com mu idly Hall. 
Hnmnhiili tng, plnnlti. Ilov/Btit. 
rirnduf# nii>'‘'nrvi»» #6; Cfill## nnd 
mullln*. Ti#n tidml**ion <3
CLAN 'fiA$r»'....”"'G'.A1HiRlNO,
Novnmhnr 7, Molytaod Homo 6 p m 
10 p.m, Oihimr nt 7 p m All Clan nnri 
Sopl. m#mh#n tillh and Itlg 
woltoivio, CiiniB an ynu Simptnn* and 
Strrrmnnfdt*' V!'’.i( Slmnn* Si,,.,
$14 por ptittnn. Siind thotpm m 
advnntix to Alan A Pn-iir*,. 503 103 
C.OIUO Ril,, T, Virlaiin, 5'9A 673 366
' fil
HT AN74UAI UIRI&IMAI Citdl roll 
Nov S, 6, 7 A 6, Ciyiilol Gotdmn, 71,3 
Dfiug'tnii St V.ttaiKi, Oxoi 70 i(oll 
lioiipl# thowlnii ood »»lllno hnn 
ditiollii, Liv# moiii.nl •'nmilninm*ni, 
‘n'v'.i I-,,.If,.] 7 i p UK liuMl* 
IhufMiriy • liidoy 10 n m 9 p.m. 
fiiiiordoy ond Sondoy 10 o m 5 p m 
Inin 65W 0635 to 6W 8331 43
Wednesday, October 28, 1981
Momlirig,
DEAN PARK ASSOCIATION are 
holding a wino and cheese poiiy at 
their general meeting October 30 at 8 
p.m. in the Agriculture Canada 
Research Station Pavilion, 8801 East 
Saanich Road. 43
ST. ANDREWS Morning Group 
rummage sale, Friday November 6, 
10 a.m. • 1 p.m. Margaret Vaughan 
Birch Hall, 4th St.
BAZAAR AND TEA, Sat. Nov. 7 from 2 
• 4 p.m. St. Mary's A.C.W. Church 
Holl, Cultra Ave. Saanichton. 
Homebaking, handicrafts, white 
elephants, dried flowers. 44
CORDOVA BAY UNITED CHURCH 
Rummage sale, Saturday October 31. 
10 a.m. * 2 p.m. at 5166 Cordova Boy 
Road. 43
LA LECHE LEAGUE support ond 
discussion groups meets Thursday. 
Nov. 5. 8 p.m. 9208 Lochside. Babies 
welcome. Info. 658-5753. 43
THE SALVATION ARMY WAREHOUSE 
STORE is now open on Saturdays from 
10a.m. to 3 p.m. ot 3948 Quodro St.
4^___________________
CENTRAL SAANICH LIONS will hove 
their annuol Halloween bonfire and 
fireworks with free hot dogs and hot 
chocolate in Brentwood Bay ol the 
corner of Clark Rd. and West Saanich 
Rd. storting at 7 p.m. 43
MEN AND WOMEN are invited lo join 
this community choir which meets on 
Thursdoys, 7;30 p.m. ot the Canadion 
Legion, Mills Rd. Ability to reod music 
an advantage. 652-9820. 46
TOASTMASTERS EN FRANCAIS meets 
Thursday evenings on UVic Compus. 
Sedgewick 68, from 7:30 • 9:30 p.m. 
Visitors welcome. Learn to expand 
your ability to communicate ef­
fectively in French. Info. 598-3729; 
598-1316.U 
CHARLOTTE POWELL wishes to an­
nounce the opening of her 
studio/workshop in hondwoven rugs, 
ofghons, plocemots, hondspun yarn 
and other fine gifts. Watch for the 
^ sign and follow the garden poth ot 
9867 5th St. 1 block off Beacon Ave. 
Open Tues. thru Sot. 12 till 5 or by 
appointment. 656-3191. Agent for 
Marks spinning and weaving 
equipment. 4192-44
SENIORS {60 or more) New to Sidney? 
Don't know anyone? The Silver 
Threads Centre offers classes, ac­
tivities and a warm welcome. Drop in 
to 10030 Resthaven or call us at 656- 
5537,__________________
WOMEN'S CANADIAN CLUB October 
29, 2 p.m. Newcombe Auditorium. 
Provincial Museum. Speaker: Robin 
Bourne. 43
PENINSULA CHRISTIAN WOMEN'S 
After Five Club, meets for dinner ol 
Travel Lodge, 2280 Beacon Ave. 
Sidney, November 2, 7 • 9 p.m. $8.00. 
Reservations by Oct. 29 . 652-2584. 
Music. Ooreen Alton, vocalist. 
Speoker gj be onnounced. 43
SIDNEY STROKE CLUB, meets 2nd and 
4th Tuesday each month, Margaret 
Vaughn Birch Holl. 11 a.m. - 2 p.m. 
All Strokers welcome. Info. 656-2101.
_________________ ___________________!
HANDICAPPED RESIDENTS of 
Glendale Lodge urgently need 
volunteers to help with community 
swimming ond bowling programs. 
For more info call Volunteer Services, 
Glendale Lodge. 479-7101 local239.
43 _____________________________
DISCOVERY TOASTMISTRESS QUB 
now taking applicotions for mem­
bership. Stimulating meetings twice 
monthly. Focus on self-improvement, 
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; c in the Lounge
S B
S iadiiess
•: * ^/'starring ,
iicfiael S Karina
Adult Comedy Show
THE VICTORIA AiilPOIIT '
2280 Beacon Ave. 656-1176
YOUR AD
BN 74 NEWSPAPERS
Grill our clriBsitiorl depnilnioni lo send your nd lo all 74 papers iri mo 






NEED EXTRA MONEY 
FOR XMAS?
Paper carriers roquirod for Sidney roulos
— .iiilf yoiinqstors aqo 17 and np alter 
school, housowIVKS or roilrod rosidonts





• Bus. Consultant 
® Income Tax
Phone 652-1769
GROSSI ■ Eimino (Sally) on Oct. 22, 
1981 of North Vancouver, aged 78 ^ 
yoofs. Sut^'ivod by her dauglitor 
Eleanor Ferrish, North Vancouver; . 
grondchildren. Eugene Ferrish. 
Burnaby and Sheila Rouse. North* 
Voncouver ond by her son Arthur and 
grandson Mork of Sidney, B.C. 
Private aj-rongements. Flowers 
gratefully declined. Arrongoments 
through tho Memorial Society of B.C. 
and First Memoriol Services. 43
McCORMICK - Suddenly on October 
23, 1981, Mr, Robert McCormick, 
oged 82 years of Sidney. B.C. He 
leaves his loving wife. Margaret 
(Marg), athome; daughters, Mrs. Carl 
(Gayle) Budd, Mrs. Lyall (Colleen) 
Riddell and Mrs. Bud (Rowena) Nunn; 
six grandchildren and one greet- 
granddaughter, all of Sidney, B.C.: 
his sister, Mrs. Sarah Black, Confield, 
Ontario; his brother, Andrew 
McCormick, Cardole, Manitoba; 
several nieces and nephews. Ser­
vices in the Holy Trinity Anglican 
Church, 1319 Mills Road, North 
Saanich, B.C. on Wednesday, 
October 28, 1981 at 1:00 p.m., Father 
Don Malins officiating. Interment ot 
Royal Oak Burial Park. 
ArrangenTents by Sands Funeral 
Chapel of Roses, 9838 Fourth Street, 































.^Frame Repairs , i
656-5581 
Free Estimaic.s 
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for your drain tile needs. 





















"t'Voru Kstiniate to 
Inst.-ill.atiop - 
rlircf Weeks!”





For yniif nlw.irical conslrur.lioti, ailcli 
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New Consliuciton. Renovations. 
Repaif Woik













2068 Henry Ave. 
Sidney, B.C.

















UXESEL AND <;AS 
Cumplcfe In^tiUiUlonfi
Ki'huilding exhaust systems, for pie- 





Service Residential - 
Commercial
"R/l; or small 
xov will do them all."














im W. Saanich Rd. 
652-1591
When did you Iasi look al your 
valuable lankly and holiday lilms? Why 
nol give them new hie’ they cannot 
be replaced but Ihey can be proles- 
sionally cleaned, edited, hoi spliced 
and made lo look as new. Write lor lull 
details, Iree consirllalion and 
eslimale.
UNIT-ONE PRODUCTIONS













Trucking. Excavating and 
Backhoe work.
556 Downey Road 


















Factory Authorized Servl-Contro 
EVINRUDE & JOHNSON 0UTB0ARDS;ii 
HERCHUISER - OMC - VOLVO 
STERNDRIVES 
Also Sorvico lor 












Specializing in new home 





Marine, Auto & Safety Glass 





110114 i^eDnnaiei Park Rd











« 22 yeai-s plumbing 
expei-iencc in H.C.
* Special rates for 
pensioners 












Qusllty Work - Eras EsUmalus ' 
Finishing Carpentry, Renovations. 










. ^ Sisperior ' 
Eefrlgefatiosi




9312 - 4th St,, Sidney,
Furnaces, fireplaces, duct 









I'cncf I’l'ists, Digging, ,SO 



















* Lawns, SfjOii or .sod 
‘Cemohl work 
‘Foncing














TO (;0 TONIGHT? ' 
rhcvi you doiiH Hubserfhe lo
THE REVIEW
tif you cllii you would know nil the 
oxoiliug things hnppoiiing tonight. 
Reap iip-to-dntc with the iincHt 
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't&me in and see 




Lsrcso Reg. price 75c. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .ONLY 5^
35*
(Gift boxed)
High quality carbons steel woks with lid and selection of utensils 
Reg. $29.95, $39.95 and $49.95
PRE-GHgUSTHIiAS GIFT SPECIAL





‘We carry wineart supplies”
30% OFF
OCT. 29, 30, 31sl only
852-36il
Furnace Filters.
.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .....sr
Ught Bulbs 40,60.*00   .2/79*
sheuwoqb hockey sticks
PMP Model.
Senior Pro... . .
*100 0FF
















EVlette & Philippe Rondel
owners - operators
PMTY TRAYS
* ©OR SPECIALTY :
I OFF ANY PARTY ORDERS
BOOKED BEFORE NOV: 4, 1981








JONATHAN S. harvest-time specials
LADIES ^JANTZEN’ CASUAL $IAC&(S
A^D rASHIOifii PANITS
‘100% polyester *090101, chocolate, navy, charcoal 
•machine wash and dry •famous 'JANTZEN' QUALITY AND FIT 
•fully (!laslioi/ed waist •sizes 8 to 20 
or zipper from Rog. $27,00 lo $32.00
SiLE ^21p6f} to $25.60
LADIES XDOYDOr DA8NWEAD 
AND WINTER COATS
FEATURING
ZIP OUT LINER RAINCOATS
•exterior Is 25% wool *5oi(]o vied navy
and lining 75% unknown fibre •sizes 12 lo ia 
•acelalo slOovo lining Rog, $165.00
sAVE*33rSAlE^132»®
CORD COATS
•oxterlor is 100% collon
•IlniMo Is 25% wool and 75% unknown "”9- 
fibre with 100% acetaio lined sleeve $100,00 
•rust, boign, grey C M B C $fmOO
•sizes 810 16 alALlL OH
SAVEW
'» 'll I
WIEN’S CASUAL SLACKS by 'DAY’
FEATURING
Day Span ALL-STRETCH polyostor and cord
•machine wash and dry 
• regular and full Tils 
•sizes 32 lo 42 
•choose from 32 colours
(log. $37,00 to $45.00
SALE *29*5 to *36"®
MEN’S OPEN-LINK GOLF SWEATERS 
by'lANTZEN’






« By opt’It account such as
('heriuinp, Wilh Inlorcst, or Spru ia! 
Saving’s . , .
® liy laking aflvanlap/' of our 
compoliiivo inlcri.'sl rales in Tonn 
Deposils and RRSIVKI IOSPs , . ,
• By at (luiriniT a lid ITour Tc'iler 
Power c.irti . . .
You Could Win! _
Drop hy hranch toflay 
and Rfl alUht? details!
•60% aerylic/4n% wool
•machine wash and dry
•cardigans, V-nock and button down pullovers
•powder, yellow, plum, hoige, grey, navy
•sizes M to XL '
Reg. $32,00 to $35,00
SALE *25»* to *28"®
g. ^ sQicsnich ipmirfisciBo
^ savings credit canian
Jonathan S. Ltd
MENS AND LADIES WEAR
652-5722
Sidney fiSf.-MU) Cadhoro Bay .1?7-')5'TS
Brr'niworxl HS-MIH) Cotclova Bay (Vifi-SZSI
Royal Oak •rZ'T-KiTI Kealinu (*'i.Nn|5|
StK'ihoiirne 47/*.p,5(tl C'lorru' Tl!(>-I I V’
Quadra 47')-lf>I7
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Plan for Safe, Cold-Weather Driving
Liban Pizza LUNCH 
SPECIAL 
OF THE DAY
11 a m. - 2 p.m.
PLUS Choice of Soup or Salad, 
Coffee or Tea & Dessert.
When the leaves fall off 
the trees and the days get 
noticeably shorter, there’s 
no doubt—old man winter 
is on the way. You can’t 
stop the cold weather, but 
you can be ready for its 
arrival.
For example, safe 
winter driving begins with 
a car that will actually 
function under cold 
weather conditions — 
which means a good, reli­
able anti-freeze/coolant 
such as Prestone II.
is poured by the car owner 
—the best approach 
would be to flush out the
radiator and refill it wilh 
a 50/50 mixture of anti­
freeze and water.
Step 3: Slip the hose 
clamps over the cut ends of 
the heater hose, insert the 
flushing tee, and tighten 
the clamps around the 
flushing tee.
We are located at 
7120 W. Saanich Road




Winter can be difficult 
to cope with if you’re not 
properly prepared. This is 
especially true of auto­
mobile maintenance where 
it’s essential that every­
thing is working at maxi­
mum capacity to give you 
the greatest safety and 
driving comfort.
In all radiator systems, 
anti-freeze liquids are 
slowly used up and de­
pleted in service. How 
long the product proper­
ties will last depends on 
factors like cooling system 
design and condition, 
hours of operation, cool­
ant and metal temeratures, 
aeration and rate of con­
tamination of solution.
Here are some simple, 
do-it-yourself instructions 
on how you can drain, 
flush and refill your car’s 
radiator in under an hour 
with a garden hose, a 
knife, a screwdriver and 
the handy Prestone Flush 
’N Fill Kit—even if you’ve 
never looked under the 
hood of your car before.
Step 4; Attach your 
garden hose to the 
Prestone hose coupler. 
Remove the flushing cap 
and attach the hose to the 
flushing tee.
Step 5: Remove the 
radiator cap and insert the 
radiator splash tube that 
comes with the Flush ’N 
Fill Kit.
If your anti-freeze 
hasn’t been checked re­
cently, have your service 
station do it now! Better 
yet, if you are at all 
inclined to do it yourself 
—eighty percent of the 
anti-freeze mix used year 
round in the United States
Step 1; When the 
engine is cool, carefully 
loosen the radiator cap to 
remove pressure on the 
system, then rctighten it.
Step 2: There are two 
heater hoses: hose //I runs 
from the firewall to the 
water pump; hose tH runs 
from the firewall to the top 
of the engine. Be sure you 
cut hose tfl.
Step 6: Set car heater 
controls to “high” and 
turn on the water in your 
garden hose. It will take 
about five minutes for the 
water to run clear in the 
splash tube.
Step 7: Now, remove 
hose, coupler and splash 
tube and add at least 50 
percent solution of 
Prestone II Winter/Sum­
mer Concentrate to the 
radiator. As you pour in
the concentrate, flush 
water will be displaced 
from the opening flushing 
tee.
Step 8: Quickly replace 
the flushing tee cap and 
tighten. Run engine a few 
moments to normal oper­
ating temperature and 
then shut off. Top off level 
of Prestone II in the radia­
tor to the bottom of the 
filler nick. Replace and 
retighten radiator cap.
That’s all there is to it! 








WAR^ UP TO WINTER WITH BUILD ALL
YOUR HEADQUARTERS FOR
INSULATION
FIBERGLASS - RIGID POLYSTYRENE - LOOSE FILL
SS43 • SECOliD ST 
PPA COURT, SIDNEY
•CAULKING WlATERIALS 
•WEATHERSTRIPPING r-; . :v
•FURNACE FILTERS
•CLEAR VINYL SHEETING FOR INSIOE STORM WINDOWS
Ym Can Get
2046 Keav,ns X Road
AIIMtEmMall
652-4437
Maybe we don’t 
have the million-mile 
car yet, but more and 
more frequently we 
hear of cars whose 
owners boast of 
having well over 
200,000 miles on the 
odometer without, 
major repairs.
To a large extent, 
that kind of longevity 
is due to better-than- 
average maintenance.
If a car is driven 
normally (no trailer 
towing or dusty cross­
country road rallies) 
and if the oils in the 
engine and tran­
smission are kept 




provide over a 
, quarterrmillion miles 
of service. ,
Beyond regular 
lubrication services, if 
the oil and filter are 
changed regularly, 
wear and tear on 




Aluminum Windows And Patio Doors 





A. ... '"any room
any opening
Wescraft has a complete range 
of energy saving replacemerit 
windows & patio doors, thermo V 






Economical residential windows 
Patio sliding door 
Thermal barrier windows 




Vinyl storm windows 
Aluminum storm windows 
Sealed units
>
Our sales representative would be pleased to discuss with you our complete line of energy otficient product; 
B.C. HYDRO FINANCING AVAILABLE ESTIMATES AT NO OBLIGATION
A leader in aluminum windows fit doors for over 27 years.
^ WESCRAFT MANUFACTURING COMPANY
(A division of Dashwood Industries Limited)
Vancouver 438-5540
Head Office and Plant; Victoria, B.C. 652-1131 
Kamloops 579-9211 Campbell River 286-0444 Nanaimo 758-2441
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Tests show winter blades
do make a difference
For motorists, winter 
means snow tires, snow 
shovels and snow scrapers. 
Yet, relatively few drivers 
are aware of another 
means to meet the chal­
lenge of safe winter driv­
ing—winter blades— 
special windshield wipers 
designed to maintain good 
visibility in winter’s tough 
conditions.
blades did improve winter 
driving visibility and 89 
percent said that the spe­
cial blades performed bet­
ter than regular blades.
the moving parts of the 
blade.
A study, conducted by 
the research department pf 
Anco, showed that 93 per­
cent of drivers who tested 
the wipers said snow
The winter blade is a 
wiper with a flexible rub­
ber case that completely 
covers the metal super­
structure of the blade. 
Wiper experts at Anco, a 
leading manufacturer of 
windshield wiper prod­
ucts, explain that the case 
is designed to keep the 
blade Oexible by prevent­
ing ice or snow build-up on
Test participants—42 
snowbelt automotive writ­
ers and 115 Chicago-based 
airport limousine driv­
ers—compared the per­
formance of a winter blade 
against a regular blade 
during a 20-week testing 
period. A blade-to-blade 
comparison ensured that 
both blades were exposed 
to the same weather and 
use conditions. Groups 
were asked to check for 
performance differences:
cleaning without streak­
ing, easy snow and ice 
removal, durable per­
formance, and blade flexi­
bility throughout the sea­
son.
In the field tests, all 
drivers rated winter blade 
performance “excellent” 
or “good” and 89 percent 
reported the blades 
worked better than regular 
blades. The group praised 
the easy, tool-free 
installation and 97 percent 





When remodeling or building a new home, 
chances are that energy-efficiency will play a 
major role in the plans. Recent surveys have 
shown .that new home buyers rank energy- 
efficiency as a higher priority than such 
optional features as a fireplace. Rooms 
where energy saving is especially important 
are the major appliance centers — kitchens 
and laundries.
To help consumers plan kitchens and 
laundries that are both energy-efficient and 
attractive, Maytag has published a new, 16- 
page book, “Kitchen and Laundry Designs 
for the ’80s — Low on Energy, High on 
Style.” The book features floor plans and 
equipment selection tips that can help reduce 
utility bills and streamline the physical effort 
that goes into performing household tasks.
Saving time is becoming almost as im­
portant as keeping utility costs in line. 
Families, particularly those where both 
parents work, have less time than ever before 
to accomplish such routine tasks as kitchen 
cleanup and doing the laundry.
To help explain energy and time-saving 
ideas, the book featilres four contemporary 
kitchen and laundry designs using different 
housing styles: a condominium in the city; a 
tract home in the suburbs; a larger, older, 
two-story home in a small town; and a new, 
smaller home, where a couple nearing 
retirement plans to live.
Helpful
Suggestions
The book offers sugge.stions that can help 
consumers make the right decisions in 
designing and equipping new kitchens and 
laundries.
In addition to the floor plans and detailed 
discussions on the proper selection, use and 
care of major appliances, the book contains 
an energy audit that consumers can use to 
rate the energy-efficiency of their homes. 
Time-saving guidelines offer storage ideas, 
appliance arrangement recommendations 
and tips for choosing the best kitchen shape.
Setting up
a ‘rec * room
If your house doesn’t have a recreation 
room, clumces arc you'd like lo have one.
Surveys show that recreation rooms arc 
among Ihe first additions to be made in a 
house. The extra facilities arc generally 
necessitated by a growing family. Both 
parents imd children soon see the need for 
a room where youngsters can play and 
entertain their friends without in- 
lemipiing the rest of the family. After 
children’s hours, the rec room is also an 
ideal place for informal adult en­
tertainment.
Setting up a rccieution room is nol 
difficult. The basement, if you have one, 
is a logical place. Wilh a good clean-up, 
organi/ation of storage facilities, and the 
right materials, you can iran.sform the 
drabbest basement into an attractive play- 
aiid'party room.
Almost by definition, a recreation 
room has certain requirements. It should 
be ntiraciive, large enough for sizeable 
gatherings, and easy to maintain. Fabrics 
and wall and floor coverings should be 
sturdy and washable. Facilities for food 
preparation and serving arc also a good 
idea,
nOUSFHOl D HINTS
Vviien i>u.vmg a new 
can of paint, do not 
open il to stir, but set 
it upsitlc down and
leave lui .several days, 
It will have mixed 













SIDES n il n o n n n n n n n a a n n n n ” n n'
HIMDS
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FRONTS
LAMB ISLAND BBB.BBBB B BBBVB
CUT, WRAPPED & QUICK FROZEN TO YOUR SPECIFICATIONS
Nolo: price por pound will Incronso duo to boning and trlmmino,
FREE
ie Li. CHICKEN LEGS & THIGHS
WHEN ACCOMPANIED WITH ANY PURCHASE OF A
mm OR SIRE OF BEEF
appnpipit
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Let ilir» Byildaii ' 
Help Yoy 
Witli y®yr Building 
Supply ieedsll!
Whether you're thinking of: REPAIRING, REPLACING OR MAIN­
TAINING COMPONENTS OF YOUR HOME, WE HAVE WHAT IT 
TAKES TO GET THE JOB DONE.
Courteous, saiespeopie with the knowledge to 
help you with your project.
Supplying quality merchandise to Vktoria am! the Pemn- 
sula for over 50 years.
VISIT THE BUTLER BROTHERS BUILDALL TO­
DAY. THE SUPERMARKET OF BUILDING 
MATERIALS.









2046 KEATIKG X ROAD 652-1121
OPEN MONDAY TO FRIDAY 7:30 a m. 10 5:30 p.m.






Motorists who put off 
preparing their cars for 
winter should delay no 
longer, according to a 
joint statement from tw-o 
veteran obser\'ers of the 
automotive service indus­
try.
“Based on the prevail­
ing downturn in the auto 
repair business, we can 
assume there are a lot of 
people out there who have 
neglected to have their cars 
tuned in recent months,” 
says John Fobian, Ameri­
can Automobile Associa­
tion’s director of engineer­
ing.
“If this trend contin­
ues,” Fobian declares, 
“we can expect a rash of 
‘can’t starts’ when cold 
weather arrives.
“A severe cold snap 
could cause a real crisis,” 
Fobian points put, “and 
there is a limit to how
heavily service dealers can 
staff for peak period emer­
gency road service. The 
result could be abnormally 
long waits for starting 
assistance.”
The logical preventive 
measure is proper 
attention to electrical and 
ignition parts which are 
basic to starting dependa­
bility.
[Preventative mainte­
nance cannot be delayed 
indefinitely without pay­
ing a penalty, adds Car 
Care Council President 
Arthur H. Nellen, report­
ing that nearly half the 
cooling system hoses in 
cars on the road now are 
being replaced on an emer­
gency, rather than a sche­
duled, basis. This means 
that car owmers are facing 
inconvenient and some­
times costly repairs 
because they fail to plan 
ahead.
€11A ill S AWS
XL1-A0 16” Bar 
Reg. $259.95 ..
*234*®
$SXL MINI AO 16” Bar
Reg. $289.95 . .....___ _  ... . .
Prices effective to October 31, 1981
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You may already be heating 
your home with wood. Or, you 
may be considering purchasing a 
wood stove, fireplace or fireplace 
insert. But, before you make a 
selection or .start that first fire, 
use this wood-burning safety 
checklist from the Wood heating 
Alliance.
•Choose a wood-burning 
stove, fireplace or fireplace insert 
that has been safety-tested by a 
recognized, listed authority.
•Check local fire and building 
codes for installation recom­
mendations and clearance 
standards.
• Be absolutely sure you follow
manufacturer’s instructions and 
clearance standards to the letter.
•Use recommended materials 
to vent your appliance. Wood- 
burning stoves and fireplaces 
require a Class A, All-Fuel 
Chimney. Be sure chimney is 
properly installed.
•Do not burn treated wood, 
flammable liquids, or trash in 
your apliance.
•Keep all combustibles away 
from the appliance.
•Have your chimney cleaned 
and inspected regularly, 
especially before wood-burning 
season. Then, follow a regular 
maintenance program.
G.W.G. Rentals Ltd, 
"Your Community Minded Rental Company"
Rtin KIRKPATRICK CRES. 
in Keating industrial Park 632-3908
CORNER OF KEATING X RD. 
& KIRKPATRICK CRES.
LOWER FLOOR OF STANDARD FURNITURE
COME IN AND DISCUSS YOUR 
BUILDINO SUPPLY NEEDS WITH US
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652-9141
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Smart Driving Can Help
Save
You can save as much as 
20 percent to 40 percent on 
gasoline by adopting care­
ful, but easy driving habits 
and paying just a little 
attention to some basic car 
maintenance, according to 
some driving experts.
For one thing, it helps to 
keep your car in efficient 
operating condition. Some 
government and oil-indus­
try sources estimate that a 
tune-up can increase your 
mileage 3 to 9 percent, or a 
mile a gallon. Be sure 
spark plugs and ignition 
points are cleaned regu­
larly, timing is checked, 
and the air and fuel-filter 
elements are replaced at 
intervals recommended by 
the car’s manufacturer.
Using one of the new 
fuel-efficient oils can help 
—such as friction-modi­
fied lOW-40 Mobil Super, 
an all-seasons premium 
mineral oil; or synthetic 
Mobil 1, assembled from 
friction-lessening chemical 
components rather than 
being conventionally re­
fined from petroleum.
Besides helping save 
fuel, synthetic Mobil 1 can 
go without change 25,000 
miles or one year (which­
ever comes first), improve 
cold-weather starting and 
hot-weather performance, 
keep engines cleaner, and 
reduce engine wear. New 
cars in warranty periods, 
or with diesel or turbo­
charged engines, should 
follow carmakers’ require­
ments on oil-change inter­
vals, Mobil says.
Mobil researchers re­
ported that one class of 
synthetic auto engine oils 
withstood high turbo­
charger temperatures 
much better than high- 
quality conventional min­
eral oils, and left rnuch 
cleaner engine turbocharg-
Experts Say
To save fuel, replace 
windows, add storm sash
NEW FRICTION-MODIFIED motor oils designed to save fuel—such as 
all seasons Mobil 10W-40 Super—can help motorist light rising 
costs of car ownership.t
ers—even though the syn­
thetics were run two to 
four times longer in some 
tests. The synthetic tested 
was Mobil 1.
Both Mobil Super and 
Mobil 1 (5W-30) are rated 
for services SF, highest 
current rating for oils 
designed for gasoline en­
gines, and generally rec­
ommended by car-makers 
for their new models. 
Mobil 1 in addition carries 
a CC rating qualifying the 
synthetic for use in diesel 
engines in cars
Your own driving tech­
niques can help save you 
money:
• For every 5 mph you 
go over 50, you can lose 1 
mile per gallon.
• Underinflated tires 
can waste up to 1 mpg.
• Needless stopping 
can waste up to 2 mpg—so 
you’re smart to keep a 
reasonable distance from 
the car ahead, and antici­
pate stops.
•“Jackrabbit” starts 
can use about twice as
much gasoline as smooth 
and moderate accelera­
tion.
• Using the air-condi­
tioner can cost you up to 2 
mpg. But efficient air- 
conditioners can save 
gasoline, because at 40 
mph or more the wind 
drag from open windows 
can burn more fuel than 
the cooling does. On mild 
days, your best bet is to 
drive with the windows 
closed. That lets you bene­
fit from the streamlining 
designed into your car.* 
You can use the internal 
flow-through ventilator to 
give you cool, fresh air.
• You get zero mpg 
when the motor’s running 
and the wheels aren’t roll­
ing. So if you’ll be stop­
ping more than 30 sec­
onds, turn off the engine.
• Don’t carry unneces­
sary weight. It’s possible 
to get a half mile more 
per gallon by taking 100 
pounds out of the car.
• Plan your trips, com­
bining several errands into 
one.'"'
Efficient windows that seal out 
drafts can do more to conserve 
energy than almost any other 
home improvement.
If the windows in your house 
are old, single pane and warped 
beyond repair, consider modern 
aluminum replacement which can 
reduce energy loss through the 
windows by as much as 40 
percent. However, if your prime 
(original) windows can be fixed 
and caulked properly, aluminum 
storm sash will accomplish 
similar results.
Savings can be impressive. For 
instance, if you have 250 sq. ft. 
of window area, heat with oil at 
$1.20 a gallon, and live in a 
climate like Burlington, Vt. (8200 
degree days), you could save 
approximately $415 a year on 
fuel; in areas with weather like 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, (7600 
degree days) your heating bill 
could be $385 less annually; and, 
in states with winters like Denver, 
Colorado. (6200 degree days) you 
might pay $315 less each year. If 
you heat with electricity, your 
savings would be somewhat 




Replacement windows often let 
you realize a return on your 
investment in less than ten years; 
with storm sash, in half that time. 
If fuel prices escalate further, of 
course, your payback period 
would be shorter.
Aluminum-framed 
replacement windows continue to 
gain in popularity because they 
need no painting, are rigid and 
strong, and despite their light 
weighty won’t shrink, swell or rot 
like wood, or warp out of shape 
like vinyl plastic.
These windows come in a wide 
variety of styles and colors that 
allow you to preserve and 




of your house or create an en­
tirely new look.
Preassembled
All styles come preassembled 
in custom made-to-measure sizes 
as large as 108x60 inches, in 
durable baked-enamel finishes 
and anodized coatings that resist 
normal weathering. Vinyl plastic 
can become brittle at low tem­
peratures and does not have the 
structural strength of aluminum.
Thermalized
Windows
The most popular replacement 
windows today are thermalized. 
These are considered the ultimate 
in reducing heat conduction 
throughout the entire window 
because they have a thermal 
insulating material in the 
aluminum frame and sash, along 
with insulating glass (two or three 
sheets of glass separated by a 
dead-air space.)
Electrical Testing Laboratories 
measurements recently showed 
that thermalized aluminum 
windows insulate as well as or 
better than windows of any other 
material. It is by reducing 
conduction effectively, that they 
can cut energy losses through 
these openings by as much as 40 
percent.
A window’s efficiency is based 
on its U-value, which is a 
measure of its relative energy- 
efficiency. The lower the U value, 
the more effective the window is 
in eliminating drafts coming 
through it.
Results from over 5(X) windows 
tested by AAMA (Architectural 
Aluminum Manufacturing 
Association) show that a ther­
malized aluminum, double- 
glazed window has an average U 
value of only 0.67 compared to 
1.13 for a standard, single-glazed 
window. When combined with a 
storm window, that U value 
drops further, resulting in even 
more fuel savings.
Town Square Shoes
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Airtight stove: — Airtight stove is a 
generic term for any stove having tight joints 
and controlled drafts. Most modern stoves 
are airtight while antique stoves and their 
reproductions usually are not.
Catalytic stove: — A wood-burning stove 
that includes a catalytic combustor. The 
combustor’s purpose is to lower the ignition 
point of hydro-carbon gases evolved from 
the wood so that these gases burn like a fuel 
instead of going up the chimney.
Fireplace Insert: — An appliance that 
increases the efficiency -of an existing 
masonry fireplace by converting it from a 
radiant heater to a convective one, and 
reducing the amount of room air drawn up 
the chimney.
Heat-CIrcuIatlng fireplace: — Usually a 
factory-built fireplace that adds to the 
standard radiant heat out-put by distributing 
useful amounts of convected heat. Some 
units increase healing efficiency through use 
of fans and glass doors.
Heat .shIclU; — A protective unit con­
sisting of sheet metal of a specific guage and 
asbestos millboard anchored one inch out
from the wall or ceiling to allow air to flow 
freely. The heat shields allows wood stoves 
to be placed closer to a combu.stible material.
Clearance standard: — A required 
distance from a heat-producing surface to 
nearby construction or combustibles.
Combustibles: — Materials which will 
burn if subjected to fire or intense heat. 
Concrete, brick, masonry and stone are 
noncombustibles. A sheetrock or wood­
framed wall covered by a noncombustible 
material is still considered to be a com­
bustible wall.
i
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Give your home a tune-up
One of the yearly rituals that accompanies 
the first frost is taking the family car to a
mechanic who will work out the knocks and 
pings and make sure the anti-freeze is ready
Bin eoynT^Y
rentals
9773 ■ 5th Street, Sidney
656-5541
CMAmSAW PEOPLE^
ECHO ®PICIIiEEH ®HOMELiTE ®STiHL
ASH US ABOUT OUR SPECIAL











But, a second ritual that you may want to 
consider with the changing of seasons is a isit 
to your home from a mechanic — a 
professional insulation contractor. Much as 
an auto mechanic makes your car more fuel- 
efficient and capable of withstanding harsh 
winter temperatures, an insulation con­
tractor can make your home more fuel- 




An insulation contrator can best assess 
your needs, and then recommend which 
products fill the bill. Because he’s a 
professional, he will also have the equipment 
needed to do the job right, especially for 
those difficult areas like floored attics or 
sidewalls.
One superior insulating product that many 
professional insulation contractors use is 
Insul-Safe 11, the fiber glass blowing product 
from Certain Teed that is designed to meet 
today’s energy-saving needs. (Savings vary. 
Find out why in the seller’s fact sheet on R- 
values. Higher R-values mean greater in­
sulating power.)
Quality-tested and manufactured to 
Certain-Teed’s demanding standards, this 
superior fiber glass product offers increased 
thermal performance over many other kinds 
of blown-in insulation.
THE MANAGEMENT OF ENERGY IN CANADA. ONE OF A SERIES.
SIMTING NOVEMBER 1,1981
LOOK FOR THE CGSB SYMBOL 
BEFORE YOU HIRE AN 
INSULATION CONTRACTOR
The vast majority of insulation firm.s 
are both capable and honest. But there 
have been cases of poor workmanship and 
even outfight fraud.
To help ensure good value for your 
insulation dollar, the Canadian 
General Standards Board has established 
a national certification program for 
residential insulation contractors. 'Fhc 
contractors listed in the CGSB program 
certify to their clients that their quality 
of insulation workmanship meets the ’ 
CGSB standard.
Only those contractors listed in the 
CGSB certification program are 
authorized to use the CGSB symbed,
USING A CON rilACT'OR FOR 
CHIP? CGSB IS A MUST.
CHIP (the Canadian Home Insulation 
Program) offers taxable grattts of up to 
$5(H) to ntake your home better insulated 
and more airtight-if your house was 
built before .laiuiary 1, 1%1-wheiher 
you own or rent.
After November 1, 1981. if you intend 
to apply for CHIP and have a contractor 
install the materials, you must use a 
contractor who is listed with the (XiSB 
program, Y(tu won't be cligihle foi a 
grant otherwise,
I f you prefer to do it yoursel f and 
use CHIP only to assist with buying 
materials, that’s fine. But remember, 
you must install the materials before 
applying for a CHIP grant.
CHOOSEYOUR 
CONTRACTOR CAREFULLY
The new C'GSB certification program 
Will do much to reduce the problem of poor 
quality work by insulation contractors, but 
dem’t stop there. You should further protect 
yourself in these w'ays;
1. Plait your home's energy savings by filling 
in the free HnerSave ‘Ivnergy Analysis’ 
questionnaire. Call the Hner$ave
I leatline toll-free for your copy.
B.C. residents call 112-800-267.9563.
2. Ask friends or neighbours to 
recommend u contractot.
.3. Verify the contractor's CGSB listing 
number with your CHIP «tffice. Check 
tlte company’s record with the Better 
Business Bureau or your pnwincial 
('onsumer Affairs olfiee
4. Watch out foi high-pressuic sales 
techniques.
5, Compare costs. Gel three estimates in 
writing which locate and specify the 
size of the ai ea to be insulated, give the 
type of materials m be iisetl and list 
their RSI (or R) value. (RSI is the new 
meUiL ialing foi insulation),
6. Check your contractor for details such 
as CGSB listing number, the estimate 
of your home’s existing RSI (or R) 
value, the RSI (or R) value of 
insulation to be added, and the 
recommended RSI (or R) value for 
your area.
7. Monitor the job. If possible, stay home 
while the work is being done. Don’t be 
shy about asking the contractor 
questions,
H, Never sign a blank or partly filled-in 
contract or CHIP application form.
It takes planning and comparison 
shopping to find good value for your 
insulation dollar. But it’s in your best 
interest to do it r/g/tf from the start.
Gel in touch with your CHIP office in 
Vancouver to find out whether your home 
is eligible and how to apply.
Vancouver 666-2717 
All other areas of British Columbia 
call toll-free 112-8{K) 663-9529
HOME ENERGY CONSERVATION IS PART OF
I
Adding living space? 
Insulate at same time
With the high cost of homes 
and mortgage money these days, 
a lot of families are staying put 
and turning their present homes 
into their dream houses. As never 
before, people are adding rooms, 
finishing basements and con­
verting attics into usable space.
But, home improvement 
money is costly too, and in an 
effort to complete the job as 
inexpensively as possible, some 
short-sighted homeowners are 
cutting corners by insulating 
these new areas to less-than- 
optimum standards.
According to experts at the 
Certain Teed Home Institute, the 
one item on which you should not 
skimp when adding new living 
space is the insulation. And, 
there are several reasons for their 
assessment.
To begin with, insulation pays 
for itself in just a few years in 
terms of lower home-heating and 
air-conditioning bills. (Savings 
vary. Find out why in the seller’s 
fact sheet on R-values. Higher R- 
values mean greater insulation 
power)
And, since products such as 
noncombustible fiber glass in­
sulation neverwear out, the 
savings continue year after year.
Secondly, insulation is one of 
the few building materials that 
the governm.ent will help you pay 
for — in the form of a tax credit.
If your home was substantially 
built prior to April 20, 1977 and 
you install Certain Teed fiber 
glass insulation in your ceiling, 
floor or walls, you are eligible for 
a tax credit of 15 percent of the 
first $2,000 spent for material 
and labor, which can result in 
substantial savings.
From a practical standpoint, if 
you are ever going to insulate 
your new living space, there is no 
better time to do it than when the 
space is being added. It is a 
simply job to insert fiber glass 
batts or blankets between open 
floor joists or wall studs, whereas 
insulating these areas after they 
are finished will be more difficult 
and more costly.
Lastly, don’t forget the value 
of a well-insulated home to a 
prospective buyer. If ever you go 
to sell your home, it can be a 
strong selling point to say that 
your addition contains the op­
timum amount of insulation. 
Should your entire house be well- 
insulated, you might then want to 
show the prospective purchaser 







Combine plummeting ternperalures with n wet road surface 
and you got black ice, Doubly treacherous bocauso you can’t 
soo it, Bridgestono's "Black Ice" winter radials, developed 
especially for this, aro made with a special Ice Compound 
Rubber that gives you incroased adhesion on icy surfaces and 
on all winter road conditions, For safety’s sake, see us for 
Bridgestone's "Black Ice" winter radials.
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LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY of Volvo aluminized replacement mufflers is now available to consumers. 
Warranty covers defects in worksmanship and materials as long as the customer owns the vehicle on 
which the replacement muffler was initially installed. Both front and rear aluminized mufflers, whether 
purchased individually or as a part of an exhaust kit, are covered.t
Good news for car owners
Mufflers exchanged
There’s good news for 
some car owners this fall: a 
lifetime limited warranty 
on Volvo aluminized re­
placement mufflers has 
now been made available 
to consumers.
Mitchell A. Duncan, 
vice president of Volvo of 
America Corporation and 
general manager of the 
Parts Division, said in 
announcing the firm’s new 
policy, “We feel it dra­
matizes the confidence we 
have in the quality of 
Volvo parts.’’ Volvo be­
lieves that it is the only car 
company to offer a life­
time limited warranty on 
replacement mufflers.
The warranty covers de­
fects in workmanship and 
materials as long as the 
customer owns the vehicle 
on which the replacement 
muffler was initially in­
stalled. Both front and 
rear aluminized mufflers, 
whether purchased indi­
vidually or as a part of an 
exhaust kit, are covered.
According to Duncan, 
if the muffler should fail, 
it would be exchanged 
without charge. If in­
stalled by an authorized 
dealer, labor for removal 
and replacement would al­
so be covered. Mufflers 
under this warranty would 
then also be warranted for 
as long as the customer 
continues to own the vehi­
cle on which the replace­
ment muffler is installed.
Volvo also called atten­
tion to the fact that the 
aluminized replacement 
mufflers covered by the 
warranty are competitively 
priced and available to 
service, retail and whole­
sale parts customers at any 
of its over 500 dealerships 
to be found throughout 





7187 West Saanich Rd.
in Bnautiful Brentwood Boy
Get ready for Winter with:
Vitamin E Stanley 400
100’s. Reg.,$4.59............... NOW
100’s. Reg. $6.79 . ...........................NOW
Redoxon (Vit. C)
Reg. $1.69 .NOW
10’s. Reg. $1.79 ...... NOW
ROBITUSSIN DM
100 ml. Reg. $2.29 .. ...NOW
Anacin Capsules
72’s. Reg. $3.19 . ' ......... NOW
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About wood
If you are like millions of people heating 
their homes with wood, you should know 
how to get the most out of every heating 
dollar you spend on each cord. Follow a few 
suggestions from the Wood Heating 
Alliance:
•Buy and burn well-seasoned or air-dried 
wood. The greater the amount of moisture in 
the wood, the more heat is lost in the 
evaporation process when wood is burned. 
Wood should be seasoned at least six months 
after it has been cut.
•Buy your wood in the spring or early 
summer to help assure proper seasoning 
before the wood-burning season. You may 
also be able to benefit from off-season 
prices.'
•Store firewood outdoors to keep insects 
in the wood out of your house. Store wood 
under cover to keep it dry. The drier the 
wood, the more fuel value it has. A sheet of 
plastic is better than nothing if a wood or 
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Satin Latex 01103, 01101, 01102, 
01107,01117 ,
Semi Gloss Latex 01123, 01111 
Acrylic Exterior House Paint 
02010,02011
Interior Deluxe Flat Latex 03153 
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12137
Semi Gloss Enamel 13113,13111, 
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13132 Interior Alkyd Flat 13163
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Catalytic stoves make heating cheaper, safer
All across the country, 
homeowners are returning to the 
past to solve the uniquely modern 
problem of rapidly rising fuel 
costs.
To combat high energy bills, 
millions of Canadians have 
switched back to wood, our 
oldest source of heating energy. 
Now, thanks to a major ad­
vancement in wood stove design, 
the trend should continue even 
more strongly in the 1980s.
The catalytic wood stove, a 
technological breakthrough, was 
accomplished by combining a 
catalytic converter (similar in 
concept to those used in auto 
exhaust systems) and a stove with 
specially designed internal air 
flow paths to provide up to 85 
percent heating efficiency and 
reduced air pollution.
That’s why catalytic com­
bustion has been trumpeted as 
the first major innovation in 
wood burning' and why wood 
stove marketers are calling the 
1980s the “catalytic decade.”
To understand the reasoning 
behind the wood industry’s 
enthusiasm, it’s necessary to look 
back to 1973. Prior to that, 
conventional fuel sources such as 
oil and gas were in plentiful 
supply. The 1973 Arab oil em­
bargo forced up those fuel costs 
and sent homeowners searching 
for alternative heating methods.
_ In wood, consumers found a 
fuel source that literally “grew on 
trees.” A wood stove boom 
quickly followed, and since the 
embargo, approximately 7 
million stoves have been-
purvhascvi, Dcmauvi is now 
approxiuuudy 1.5 milliot\ units 
{vr yciU.
Hons over, tho stove rush 
{.x^intcvi out a numK-r of wood- 
burning drawbacks: heavy 
demand drastically dros e up the 
cost of wood, the quality and 
efficiency of some heating units 
was substandard, and wide­
spread wood-bunting in some 
low-lying New England and Far 
Western areas caused an 
unhealthy, unsightly hazard of 
air pollution.
The catalytic wood burner 
answers all those concerns, 
leading some industry forecasters 
to predict a dramatic increase in 
wood as a home fuel source. In 
fact, it is estimated that wood 
fuel technology can provide 7 to 
10 percent of future energy needs 
in an environmentally safe 
manner.
Catalytic Combu.stion
The heart of the catalytic stove 
is a ceramic honeybomb coated 
with a thin film of precious metal 
catalyst. The chemical catalytic 
action of the converter forces 
wood smoke to undergo a 
catalytic reaction before it passes 
out the chimney. The smoke is 
reburned as it passes through the 
converter, and most of its har­
mful material is consumed. This 
is a true third stage of com­
bustion.
Catalytic action means that the 
stove uses 30 percent less wood to 
produce the same amount of heat 
as ordinary “airtight” stoves. In 
addition, it reduces the amount 
of air pollution that escapes into
Is this
necessary?-
Making a kitchen a 
more; efficient place in 
which to work doesnT 
necessarily require -a 
major remodeling 
job. : It may be as 
simple as moving the 
refrigerator. ,
The refrigerator 
door in an average 
household is opened 
65 to 100 times a day, 
according to a large 
retail chain’s research 
studies.
Locating the 
refrigerator so the 
door opens toward the 
work area eliminates 
walking around it to 
reach inside. This 
makes each trip to and 
from the refrigerator 
about three feet 
shorter — a. savings 
that adds up to ap­
proximately 42 miles 
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Brentwood Bay
the atmosphere and cuts the 
formation of creosote, a sooty 
material that coats the interior of 
the chimney and creates a fire 
hazard.
Catalytic Economy and 
Efficiency
Catalytic burners operate 
almost as well as many gas Or oil- 
fired units. They burn nearly all 
the potential fuel in the Wood. 
Traditional airtight stoves waste 
one-third of the potential fuel, 
nearly six times as much as the 
catalytic.
Two factors combine to 
produce the overall efficiency of 
any wood stove: combustion 
efficiency — the percentage of 
potential fuel that is converted to 
heat; and transfer efficiency — 
the percentage of heat delivered 
to the room. Traditional stove 
designs require a tradeoff: im­
provements in combustion ef­
ficiency cause reductions in heat 
transfer efficiency and vice cersa.
By contrast, catalytic stoves 
are the first to achieve nearly 
complete combustion efficiency
(95 percent) while equalling the 
89 percent transfer efficiency 
found in better traditional stoves.. 
The result is an overall efficiency 
of 85 percent as compared with 
55 percent for typical non- 
catalytics.
Clean and Safe
The catalytic stove effectively 
eliminates creosote and emission 
particles that would otherwise 
pollute the air. Pollution tests 
indicate that harmful emissions 
from the catalytic stove are 
significantly lower than from
traditional stoves. Further study 
showed that three homes can be 
heated by catalytic wood stoves 
with the same amount of 
pollution now caused by one 
regular stove.
The catalytic stove also burns 
mildly seasoned and highly 
resinous wood without fear of 
creosote buildup and with little 
loss of efficiency. It’s almost 
impossible to bum those types of 
softwoods in a traditional stove.
Thanks
SIDNEY & PENINSULA
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THROUGH DEC. 16/81 AND JAN. 11/82 THROUGH MARCH 18/82.
VANCOUVER-TORONTO






^398^^ RETURN -F TAX









^3.23^^ ONE WAY H- TAX
C.P. SKYBUS SUPERSPECIAL
VANCOUVER-WINNIPEG
^95^^ ONE WAY + TAX
C.P. SKYBUS SUPERSPECIAL
VICTORIA-CALGARY
AW'Q RETURN -F TAX
AIR CANADA ■ C.P. AIR
VICTORIA-EDWIONTON
RETURN -F TAX
AIR CANADA- C.P. AIR
These 50% DISCOUNTS are available to most uanaaian cities serveo oy nir i,diidua ouu u.r. m.. 
Rates current at time of printinQ. Seats are limited, advance purchase reguiations appiy CALL 
THE PROFESSIONALS AT LiBMAN TRAVEL — 656-0138
CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR 1st ANNIVERSARY
ml
PENINSULA PRINTERS LTD.




CONGRATULATIONS . . .
Boloro you travol 
Soo Us lor
Travel Guides & Diaries
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WAVEL? SPECIAL Hii 
NEEDS!
